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A INFtMON Pl MP ASSEMBLY

( ROSS REFEREX E TO RELATED APPLlCAl IONS

The present application is a Non-Pio\ iiional Application hic claims pπoπtv from 1 S

ProMsiona! Patent Application Seπal Ko 1 270,90b, filed July 1 2009 and entitled inftiston

Pump ΛsseiBbh ( Attomev Docket Ko H?4), which is lieteby mcorpotated heiein by ieference

in t entiretx

The present application is also a Contmuatmn-m-Past of I S Patent Application eπal

No 12> W,98i, filed December 1, 2008, no V S Publication No US-2009-0275896-AK

published Noxcmbei 200 and entitled liifiiMoii Pump As embl {Λttoincv Docket No

G7 7 ), ich is herebv mcotpoiated herein iefeience its entirety, which application also

claims pιion.> iio πi the following V S Pιo\ isional Patent Λpphcauous, all o f Inch aie hcieln

incoφ oiatod hcicm by teles ence m {hen eirt etses

r S Provisional Patent Application Seπal Xo 6 1-'01 8,0 4 filed December ! , 2007 and

entitled Patch Pump ith Shape Docket ISo F S )

1" S Pros isionai Patent Application Seπal Xo 6 1-'0 18,042 filed December ϊ , 2007 and

entitled Patch Pump with Externa! Infusion Set \ttomev Docket No E8§).

i; S PioMsional Patent 200 7 and

entitled Wearable infuMon Pump with Disposable Base {Attouies Docket Ko E8 )

S PioMMonal Patent Application Seπal Xo 6 ] '0 1 3,0G2 filed Decembei 3 1, 2007 and

entitled Patch Pump ith Rotational Engagement Ass mbl (Alioπ ev Docket Xo fc.90),

V S PioMsional Patent S 9, filed Decembei 2007 nd

entitled S stem and Method for Controlling a Shape- Λlen»or> Actuator Λttoijβe Docket

No Wl).

L P OMSio al Patent Application Seual Xo 61-023 645, filed Januat> 25 2008 and

entitled Infusion Pump i Bolus Button {Attotnes Docket No F49),

L S PjoMsionat Patent Application Seual No 6 1 101 O filed September 2 K 2008 and

entitled Infusion Pump Assembly with a Switch Λ$sembl> (Attorney Docket !so I 73).



r S PKH onal Patent Application eπal o 61/101 07?, filed Septembei 29, 200S and

entitled Infusion Pump Assembh a Tubing Storage (Attorney Docket No F"4X

r s PIO\ onal Patent Application επal \'O 61/101 105, fiiecf Septembei 29 200S and

entitled Improved Infusion Pump Assembly (Attorney Docket No F75), and

l S o al Patent Application eπai Vo 6 1 101.1 15, filed Septerabei 2 2008 and

entitled Filling Apparatus d Methods for an Infusion Pump Asserøb ϊ {Attorney Docket

o G08j

L S Patent Application Sena! No 12 47 981 is also a Continuation-! n-Part Application

of each of the following applications

Ϊ0 L S Patent Application Sena! o W 704,899 filed Februan 2007 now Publication

No US-2007-022S(T J-Al, published Octobei 4, 2007 and entitled Fluid DeIh er> Sj s em and

Method ( ttoinej Docket No 7 O)

L S Patent Application S ia! No 2 347,9Sl filed Fcbtuarj 9, 2007, now U Patent

Application Publication No I S-2007-02 19496- Ai, published Septembei 20 2007 and entitled

5 Pumping Fluid Deli er S s em and Methods t Force 4ppHcation A embl {

Docket No lO62/r " l).

I Patent pphcatio Serial No 704,886, filed Fcbutan 200?, no S Patent

Application Publication No I S-2QQ7-02 194S0-Λ1, published Sept h i 20 2007 and enutled

Patcb-Suted Fluid DeIh er> S stems and Methods (Attorney Docket No 1062/E72), and

0 L S Patent Application Seiial o H /704,807 filed February 2007, now U S Patent

Application PubUuUioii No US-2007-0219597- ΛL published Scptenibci 20 200T and entitled

Adhesive d Peripheral S stems and Methods for Medical De ces (Attotnev Docket o

1062 E73), ail oi' which cSami pπoiuv fi υ n t folios in U S Prcmsi υnai Patent Applications,

and ll of whi b art; heitsbv mcotp υ ated heiein bv ιeieτeu e the emueties

5 ϊ , S Pio iMonal Patent Application Seual o 60' 2 filed Febn ιai> 2006 and

entitled Portable Injection System {\ttotne\ Docket No 1062 E42»,

S Pio iMonal Patent Application Seual o 60' 24 filed Λpπ i 5, 2006 and

entitled Method of Volume Measurement for FIO Control (Λitomev Docket No 1062 1:53).
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U.S. Pro\ isional Patent Application Serial No. 60 793.188, filed Λpπ i 19, 2006 and

entitled Portable Injection and Adhesive System (Attorney Docket No. 1062 E46). all of

which ate hereby incorporated herein by reference in their entireties.

U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 11 704.899, filed February 2007. now

No. US-2OO7-O22 807 1-A I, pub] ished October 4 2007 and eotrtled Fluid Delivery Systems and

hod (Attorney Docket No. £70): L S. Patent Application Serial No. 12/347,981 filed

February 9, 2007, now U S Patent Application Publication No. US-2007-02 194%~ Al , published

September 20, 2007 and entitled Pumping Fluid Delivery Systems and Methods Using Force

Application Assembly (Attorney Docket No. 062 F71): U.S. Patent Application Serial No.

11/704,886, filed February 9, 2007, now U.S. Patent Application Publication No. US-2007-

02 19480-A I, published September 20, 2007 and entitled Patch-Sized Fluid Delivery Systems

and Methods {Attorney Docket No 1062/K72); and U.S. Patent Application Serial No.

117 04 897, filed February 9. 2007, now U.S. Patent Application Publication No US-2007-

02 19597-A1 , published September 20, 2007 and entitled Adhesive and Peripheral Systems

and Me hod for Medical Devices (Attorney Docket No. 1062/E73) may all be related to one or

more of each other and may also be related to:

U S. Prox isional Patent Application Serial No 60 889 007, filed February 9. 2007 and

entitled Two-Stage Transcutaneous Inserter (Attorney Docket No. 1062/E74), which is hereby

incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

This application relates generally to fluid deliven- systems, and more particularly to

apparatus, systems and methods for infusion pump assemblies.

BACKGROUND INFORΛ1ATION

Many potentially medicines oi compounds, including bioiogicals, are not orally

active due to poor absorption, hepatic metabolism or other pharmacokinetic factors.

Additionally, some therapeutic compounds, although the)' can be orally absorbed, are sometimes



leq υ d to be admmisteied so often it JS difficult for a patient to maintain the desired schedule

In these cases parenteral deln et> ΪS often ernpiosed Oi could be empi αved

Effective pai εnteial mutes of diug deinery as well a othei fluids a d compounds, such

as subcutaneous injection intiamusculat injection, and intravenous (1\ } adrnimstiation include

punctiue of the skm with a needle 0 1 st\let Insulin is an example of a therapeutic fluid that is

self- uijected by millions o f diabetic patients Lseis o f parenteral^ delivered drugs may benefit

fiom a wearable d ce that would automatical delivet needed g compounds ovei penod

To th end there e been efforts to design poi table and weatable dev ices fot the

conti oiled release of therapeutic* Such de ices are no n to such at> a

cartridge, r in e or bag, and to be electron it allv contiolled Thebe dev ice* suffer from a

numbet of drawbacks mcludi π the malfunction rate R d c n the i e , ei t and cost of these

dcMCCN is also an ongoing challenge A.dditionallv these devices often appl> to the skm and

pose tJhe challenge of frequent ie-locat ιon foi application

Summary of the Invention

In accordance with one aspect of the present invention a s>sterø foi deln ery of a volume

of infusible flusd is disclosed The s>$tem in l de a conti oiler tonfiguied to calculate a

tiajectors fot deln. ei ing infusible tliud, the tiajectoiy comprising at least one \ olume of fluid,

and determine a schedule foi delsve πng the at least one olume of fluid accoidmg to the

tiajectorv, wherein the schedule comp πsmg an interval and a of mfosible fluid for

dehxerj The system also includes a volume sensor assembly for determining the fit least one

volume of fluid delivered, wherein the conti oiler iecaiculates the trajectot) based on the volume

of fluid deln e?ed

Some embodiment*, of this aspect of the im eπtion include one or more of the tollow mg

Wfoetem the trajectotv ΪS based o deli e commands b the conttoUei hetem the

delnerv commands include bolus aucl basal commands, and ot wherein the «y\stem includes a

pump In some embodiments whcto the svsiem includes a pump, the svstetn addttionalix

include one o røote of the follow mg whesem e schedule is determined based on a maximum

pulse volume of the pump, wheiem the schedule is determined based on tiie minimal pulse

!



of the pump, wherein the schedule is determined based on the power consumption of the

pump, wherein the schedule is determine based on a minimal pulse interval of the pump in

some embodiments, the system may include wherein the schedule composing equal volumes of

infusible fluid

I accordance with one aspect of the present i entioa, a medical infusion device for

delivering a infusible medical fluid is disclosed. The device includes a pump basing a

in m m and maximum pulse volume, a controller configured to determine a first volume of

infusible medical fluid delivered, and based on the first volume of infusible medical fluid

delivered, determine a time and volume for delivery of a second volume of infusible fluid

Some embodiments of this aspect of the invention include otic or more of the following:

wherein the infusion device further comprising a disposable housing assembly and reusable

housing assembly, wherein the resusahle housing assembly further includes a locking ring

assembly, wherein the reusable housing assembly reicasabiy engages the disposable housing

assembly by way of the locking ri g assembly wherein the locking ring assembly includes a

spring, a tab that connects to the spring, and a magnet that connects to the tab. Wherein the

disposable housing assembly further includes a reservoir wherein the pump effectuates the

movement of infusible medical fluid from the reservoir to a volume sensor a sembly wherein

the pump is dm en by a shape memory alloy wherein the infusion pump of claim further

comprising a split ring resonator antenna, wherein the device further includes a volume sensor

assembly tor determining the first olu e and the second volume of infusible medical fluid

delivered and or wherein the volume sensor assembly includes an acoustically contiguous region

having a volume that varies based upon the quantity of infusible fluid received from the

reservoir, and am acoustic energy emitter configured to provide acoustic energy at a plurality of

frequencies to excite a g included witlun the acoustically contiguous, region.

in accordance with one aspect of the present invention a controller for a medical infusion

device for delivering a medical fluid is disclosed. The controller includes a volume sensor

assembly for determining a first volume of infusible fluid delivered, a processor for determining

the difference between a desired first volume of infusible fluid to be delivered and the actual first

volume of infusible fluid delivered, and a processor for determining a schedule and volume for

delivering a second volume of infusible fluid based on the difference.



Some embodiments of th aspect o i the invention include one o\ mote of the following

wherein the volume sensoi a

that based upon the quanhtv oi infusible fluid received hom the leseiv-ou and an acoustic

energj emittei config υied to provide acoustic energy at a piutaiiry of fiequencies to excite a gas

included v. tth the acousticalh contiguous tegion

Λccouhng to a another implementation a weatable infusion pump assembh includes a

icscnoir for tccen mg an mtusible fluid and a fluid dclixerj s\stem configured to deiner the

infusible fluid from the resenon to a external infusion e Hie fluid delnen stem includes a

\ohime sensor as embl configured to leceixc a quantiiΛ of the infusible fluid trom the iesct\ oir

The Λolume sensoi asscmbl\ nit Hides an acousticalh contiguous region h ing \ olume that

\ n , based upon the qu ntif of infusible fluid ed from the iesen oir The sensos

ide acoustic ene v at a

plurality of frequencies to exα te a gas mcHuled vutmn the acousticalK contiguous region

One or more of the following features a be includes I he soiume sensor assemblv

10 urn furthei iclude a fitst acoustic cnerg\ icceptoi foi rccemng at least portion of the acoustic

eneigv prowded the acoustic cnergs emitter mά tot defining an acoustic response for each of

the plutaUtv of frequencies \ second acoustic enesgy icceptoi mav tecene at least a pottion of

the acoustiv eiietgx pπmdcd b> the acoustic emitter and lot dcllnmg an acoustic

icferente foi each of the pluialits of frequencies

I The acousticaJh cotiliguotis region iπa include a \atiab1e olume chamber, that ma

iecet\ed iiom the ou

The aeousticalh contiguous tegi υ mas also include at least one hxed volume chamber, which

mav Slave a volume that is constant iegardless of the quantils of infusible fluid received ftom the

iesen on \ t least one acoustic port mav acousucalls couple the an able volume chamber to the

0 ai least one fixed volume chambei

Ihe fust acoustic energΛ ieceptoi may he an m ctophone positioned ptυximate

the vai table \ olume chambei The second acoustic energy ieceptoi m be a ieference

n ctophone positioned proximate the at least one fixed volume chambei

The leasable infusion pump assembh raa> fusthet include at least one psocessor, and a

computei ieadable medium coupled to the at least one piocesso* Ihe computei ieadable

medium ma> include a plurality of mstiuc πon stoied on t When executed the at least one



piocessoi, the inductions røa> cause the at least one processor to peifo πn operations including

deterrøimng a phase relationship between the acoustic response and the iefeience foi each of the

plυiaht> of frequencies l he computer ieadable medium may fuπhei include inductions foi

calculating a change of \olxune characteristic based, at least in part, upon the phase relationship

between the acoustic tesponse and the aco t c refeience foi each of the piuialm of fiequencies

he eatable infusion pump assembly may funher include a disposable housing

assembly, which ma) include the iesenoir and a first portion of the fluid deliv ery sWem The

weaiable mfiision pump assembly may also include a ieusable housing assembly, which may

include a eco d poition of the fluid dein cry sy tem A fϊ i st pottton of a pump assembly e

SO positioned tthin the disposable ho i g assembly second pottion of the pυmp assembly m y

be positioned vuthm tlie reusable housing as^emhlv The pump assemhh mav be configured to

exfiact the quantity of the infusible fluid finm the reserson and preside the quantity of the

infusible fluid to the volume scnsoi assembK

A first portion of a first e assembly ma> be positioned within the disposable housing

15 avsemhh \ second pottion of the \aKe assembly mav be positioned vuihin the teusable

housing asscmblv The fust e assembly mav be configured to selcctn eh isolate the pump

assembK from the resenou A first portion of a second aKe assembly be positioned

VMthiii the disposable housing assembly A second portion of the second \ai\e assen ϊbiv ma's be

positioned withm the icurable housing asscmbiv The second \alve assembly may be configured

0 to selectively isolate the \ohimc son o i assenibl) from the externa] infusion set

Λccoidmg to another impiennentati υπ a infusion pump assembly includes a

tesenoir foi iecemng an mfiistble fluid and a fluid delnen system configured to delnet the

infusible fluid from the resei\ou t an exteuial fu ion set 1he fluid debveiv v te n includes a

volume sensot a e bl configured to tecme a quantity of the infusible fluid fiom the iesen oir

5 The weaiable infusion pump assembly also includes at least one piocessoi, and a computer

ieadable medium coupled to the at least one piocessur fhe computes ieadabSe medium includes

a ph ahi of instructions stυied on it When executed bv tlie at least one piocessor, the

instructions cause the at least one piocessoi to petfoim operations including calculating a fust

\olume characteristic puoi to idmg the quantity of the infusible fluid to the external infusion

0 set fhe computer readable medium also includes mstiuctions for calculating a second olume

characteristic subsequent to providing the quantity of the infusible fluid to the external infusion



set The compute! ieadable medium furthei includes instructions foi determining whethet an

occlusion condition is occumng

One oi moie of the following features ma\ be included Ihe instructions foi determining

whethei an occlusion condition is oecurπng rna\ include instructions foi calculating a

diffeienttai olume characteustic d the second characteustic

'Ihe mstiuctions for detei mining whethei an occlusion condition is oceumng may also include

instructions foi anai\?mg the diffcicntial \ o!ume to determine whethet n occlusion condition i

occulting

ccoidmg to anothei implementation e able infusion pump assenibh includes a

O reseπ o for receiving ati infusible fluid, and a fluid delnen tcm to dcl ci the

infusible fluid from the iesen oir to an external infusion set The fluid delner> t>v em includes a

sensor assembh confi ed to recene a quantity of the infusible fluid fiora the leservon

The fluid delivery s\stem furthei includes at least one processor and computer readable

medium coupled to the at lea t one processor Ihe compute! ieadable medium includes a

5 pluiahh of mstiuctions stored thereon When executed by the at least one piocessor, the

instructions cause the at least one psoeessor to perform opeutio πs including determining

quantity of the mfusible fluid delivered to a user \ia the externa! infusion set The computer

ieadable medium also includes instiucuoiis for compa πng the q ant ϊt of tJie infusible fluid

dehxeicd to a erv taiget quantitΛ to determine a dtffeictitial qu n t> The computer

0 ieadable medium iuither includes mstiucuons for Adjusting a sitbseqiienth delivered qiiantitv of

the infusible fluid to offset the diffeicnual quantity

O e oi moie of the following featmes mav be included Tlie differentia! qu ntit ,

iepieseiu a o\et de!nei\ Ihe subsequently delivered quantttv of the infusible flutd a be

deci eased b\ the diHeteutial quantum Ihe difTetential quantity y iepresent an undet deinery

> The subsequentlv delneied quantuv of the mfusibie tluid mav be uicieased bv ihe diffeientiai

quantuv

Λccoidmg to yet anothei implemonialioii a weaiable infusion pump e b iv includes a

ieusable housing asseniblv and a disposable housing assemblv including a foi

iecen sng an infusible fluid teleasable engagement asserabh i confirmed to allow the

0 ieu ble housing assembly to releasabK engage the disposable housing assembly Ihe weaiabie

infusion a sembl also includes at least one piocessoi. and a computei ieadabie medium coupled



to the at least one processor. "The computer readable medium includes a plurality of instructions

stored on it. When executed by the at least one processor, the instructions ca«se Ae at least one

processor to perform operations including executing one or more hierarchical state machines to

effectuate the delivery of one or more bolus infusion events.

5 According to yet another implementation, a wearable infusion purøp assembly includes a

reusable housing assembly, and a disposable housing assembly including a resenoir for

receiving an infusible fluid. A releasable engagement assembly is configured to allow the

reusable housing assembly to releasabl> engage the disposable housing assembly. The wearable

infusion pump assembly also includes t least one processor, and a computer readable medium

10 coupled to the at least one processor. The computer readable medium includes plurality of

instructions stored on it. When executed by the at least one processor, die instructions cause the

at least one processor to perform operations including executing one or more hierarchical state

machines to effectuate the delivery of one or more basal infusion events.

According to yet another implementation a wearable infusion pump assembly includes a

15 reusable housing assembly, and disposable housing assembly including a reservoir for

receiving n infusible fluid. A releasable engagement assembly i configured to allow the

reusable housing assembly to reieasably engage the disposable housing assembly. The wearable

infusion pump assembly further includes at least one processor, and a computer readable medium

coupled to the at least one processor. The computer readable medium includes a plurality of

0 instructions stored on it. When executed by the at least one processor, the instructions cause the

ai least one processor to perform operations including executing one or more hierarchical state

machines to effectuate the execution of one or more occlusion detection e\ ems.

According to yet another implementation, a wearable infusion pump assembly includes a

reusable housing assembly and a disposable housing assembly including a reservoir for

5 receiving an infusible fluid. A releasable engagement assembly is configured to allow the

reusable housing assembly to reieasably engage the disposable housing assembly. The wearable

infusion pump assembly further includes at least one processor, and a computer readable medium

coupled to the at least one processor The computer readable medium includes a plurality of

instructions stored on it. When executed by the at least one processor, the instructions cause the

0 at least one processor to perform operations including executing one or more hierarchical state

machines to effectuate the execution of one or more pairing events.



Accoidmg to yet another implementation, a weasable infusion pump as bl includes a

reusable housing ssembl and a disposable housing assembl> including a for

lecerv mg an infusible fluid. A releasable engagement assembly is eonfiguied to allow the

reusable housing assembly to releasabl} engage the disposable housing assembly The wearable

infusion purøp assembh farther includes a filling station mcluJmg an infusible fluid sυpph The

filling station is configuied to ιeleasabl> fluid Iv couple the leservoir and effectuate the deihesy

of the infusible fluid from the filling station to the reservoir.

lhe details of one or more embodiments are set forth in the accompanying d a in s and

the description below Other features and athantages will become apparent from the description,

the drawings, and the claims

BRIEF DESCRIF ΠO OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG 1 ts a side view of an infusion pump assembly,

FlG 2 is a perspective \ i of the infusion pump assembly of MG 1;

FIG 3 s an exploded lew of \anous components of the infusion pomp assembly of FiG

I,

FIG 4 i cross-sectional view of the disposable housing assembly of the mfuston pump

assemblv of FIG 1,

FIGS 5A-5C are cross-sectional \ie\\s of an embodiment of a septum access assembly,

FIGS 6A-6B are cross-sectional views of another embodiment of a septum access

assembly.

FIGS. 7Λ-" B are partial top \ e s of another embodiment of a septum access assembly,

FIGS SΛ-8B ate cioss-sectiona! e of anothei eπibodπneni of a septum access

assembh ,

FIG s a pet spec m e uew of the infusion pump assembly of FlG 1 showing an

external infusion set,

FIGS 10A-IOB depict a plutalny υf hook-and-loop fastener configurations.

lG H A is a isomemc e of a temote control assembly and an alternative

embodiment of the tπiυsson pump assembly of G 1,

HGS 1IB-1 3R depicts vie of high schematics and flow charts of the

infusion pump assembly of FlG. i :



FKiS. 12A-12F is a plurality of display screens rendered b the remote control assembly

ofFiG. I iA;

FlCI 13 is an. isometric view of an alternative embodiment of the infusion pump assembly

of FlG. I :

FlG 14 is isometric view of the infusion pump assembly of FlG. B ;

FlG. 15 is an isometric \ iew of the infusion pump assembly o f FIG 13;

FIG 16 i a isometric \ sew of n alternative embodiment of the infusion pump assembly

OfFiG. i ;

FΪG 17 is an plan view of the infusion pump assembly of FTG. 16:

FlG. iS is a plan view of the infusion pump assembly o f FTG. 16;

FIG. I9A is an exploded view of various components of the infusion pump assembly of

FlG. 16;

FIG 1CB is an isometric view of a portion of the infusion pump assembly of FIG. 16;

FIG. 20 is a cross-sectional view of the disposable housing assembly of the infusion

pump assembly o f FIG. 16;

FlG. 2 1 is a diagrammatic view of a fluid path within the infusion pump assembly of

FIG. 16;

FIGS. 22A-22C are diagrammatic views of a fluid path within the infusion pump

assembly of FlG. 16:

FIG. 23 is an exploded view of various components of the infusion pump assembly of

FlG. 16;

FlCl 24 is a cutaway isometric of a pump assembly o f the infusion pump assembly

of FlG. Ib-

FK S. 25A-25D are other isometric news, of the pump assembly of FlG. 24;

FIG. 26A-26B are isometric views of a measurement valve assembly o f the infusion

pump assembly of FIG. 16;

FIG. 27A-27B are side views of the measurement valve assembly of FIGS. 26A-26B;

PIGS. 28A-28D are views of a measurement valve assembly of the infusion pump

assembly of FlG 16;

FlG. 29 is an isometric view of an alternative embodiment of the infusion pump assembly

of FlG. 1:

U



MCi 30 is an isomei πc \ ie of an alternative embodiment o f the infusion pump assembly

of FIG. 1:

MCi 3 1 is anothei \ e v of the alternative embodiment infusion pump assembly of G CK

FiG 32 is an exploded \ lew of another embodiment of an infusion pump assembly:

5 MG 33 is another exploded of the infusion pump assembly of FlG. 2,

FiGS 34A-34B depict another embodiment o f an infusion pump assembly,

FIGS 354-35C are a top view, sκl c view, and bottom \ o f a reusable hou in

assembly of the infusion pump assembly of FIGS 32.

F ΪG 36 i an exploded \ ΪC of the reusable housing assembh of FIGS 35A- C ,

Ϊ0 FlG 37 i a exploded \ sew of the reusable housing assembly of FIGS Λ~35C:

FIG 38A i an exploded view of the reusable housing assembly of FIGS 35A-35C;

FlG 38R-38D are top, side and bottom \ ie of one embodiment of a dust co\er;

FIGS 39A-39C are a top \icw, side ie . and bottom iew of an electrical control

assembly of the reusable housing assembly of IGS 35A-35C;

15 FK S 40Λ-4QC are a top view , side ie and bottom icw of a base plate of {he ieusable

housing assembly of FIGS 35A-35C.

FIGS 41A-41B ase a pcrspcctn c top \ ie and a perspective bottom \ iev. of the base

plate ofFfGS 40A-40C,

FIGS 42A-42C are a top MOW, side view, and bottom lew o f a base plate of the teusab ϊe

0 housing assembly o f FIGS 35 \~35C,

FIGS 43A-43B depict a mechanical contra! assembly o f the reusable housing assembly

ofFIGS 35A-35C

FiGS 44A-44O depict the mechanical contiol assembly o f the leasable housing assembly

of MGS 35Λ-35C

5 FIGS 45 Λ-45B depict the pump plunger and rcscixoir \ahe o f the mechanical control

assembi> of the reusable housing assembly ofFIGS 35A-35C,

FIGS 46A-46E depict a io views of {he piunget pump and of the

mechanical eomro! assembly of the reusable housing assembly ofFIGS, 35A-35C,

FiGS 47A-47B depict the measurement e of the mechanical contiol assembly of the

0 ieiisable housing assembly of irIGS 35Λ-35C,



MCi 48 a exploded e of the disposable housing assembly of the mfnsion pump

assembly of FlG. 32

MCi 4 A a plan vtew of the disposable housing assembly of d 48

FlG 49B s a sectional view of the disposable housing assembly of FIG. 49A taken along

line B-B.

FlG. 49C s a sectional o f the disposable housing assembly of FIG. 49A taken along

FSGS 5OA-5OC depict the base portion of the disposable housing assembly of FIG 48

FIGS 51A-^iC depict the fluid path a cov er of the disposable housing assembly of

FIG 48;

FIGS 52A-52C depict the membrane assembly of the disposable housing assembly of

H G 48,

FIGS S3A-5 C depict the top portion of the disposable housing assesnhh of FIG 48,

FIGS 54A-54C depict the membrane insert of the disposable housing assemb1> of

FlG 48,

FIGS 55A-55B depict the locking ring assembly of the infusion pump assembly of FΪG

32,

FIG 56A-56R depict the locking ring assembh of the infusion pump assemhh, of FKJ

32,

FIGS 57-5 S s a i ome ic \m\\ of an infusion pump asscmhlv and a fill adaptci.

FIGS 5 ~e>4 arc \ aiκ>us i ws of ώe fill adapter of FIG 57,

FlG t>5 is ai isomet πc Mew of another embodiment of a fill adapter;

FiGS 66-67 depict an infusion pump assembly d another embodiment of a fill adaptet.

HGS 6S-74 e of the fill adaptet o f MG 66.

FIGS 5-80 depict \anous \ e of an embodiment of a baUer> char et

HIGS. 8 1-S9 depict arious embodiments of balteiv chaigets dockmg stations.

FIGS 90A-90C are various views of a volume sensor assembly included withm the

infuMon pump asseniblv of MG. 1,

FIGS Λ- 1Ϊ are of a sensor assembly included withm the

m fl Oii pump assembh of FIG 1,



MCJS A- 21 aie \ aπous ie of a o lume senses asserabiy included within the

infusion pump assembly of FlG. 1.

MCJS 93A-931 e \ aπous ie of a o lume senses asserabiy included within the

infusion pump assembly of FiG. i :

5 MGS MA - M - are an ons s o f a \ulume sensor assembh included within the

infusion pump assembly of FSCJ I .

FTG 95 i an exploded sen or assembly included vuthtn the infusion

pump assembh of H G 1

F ΪG % is a diagrammatic \iew o f a volume sensor assembh included within the infusion

ϊ 0 pump assembly of FlG 1,

FIG 9 7 is a two-dimensional gjaph of a performance characteristic of the sensor

assembly of FKJ V6,

FTG is a two-dimensional graph of a performance characteristic of the senior

assembly of FIG 6

1.5 F TC i two-dimensional graph of a performance chaiactenstic of the sensor

asscmhly otTTG 6

FIG i00 is a diagtammatjc view of xok ie sensor s e b included within the

infusion pump assembly o f FK J I

FIG 105 is, a two-dimensional giaph of a perfoi mance characteristic of the sensor

0 assembly of FICJ 100,

FIG ϊ0 ϊ is a giaph of a pet fot mancc chatacte πsuc o f {he sensor

as b of FIG 100,

FiG 103 i a diagtajiimauc wew of a sensot assemblv included witinn the

miiision pump as e bl o f H G

5 FIG 104 i a two-dimensional staph o f a petfbunanee characteusUc of a volume sensor

assembly included within the infusion pump assembh of FiCi L

FIG 105 i a two-dimensional gtaph o f a petfbunanee characteusttc of a volume sensor

assembly included within the infusion pump assembh of FiCi L

FiG !Oo s a two-dimensional giaph of a peifoi mance chataeteustic of a sensor

0 assembly included ithin the infusion pump assembly of FiG 1.

π



FK . 107 is a two-dimensional graph of a performance characteristic of a volume sensor

assembly included within the infusion pump assembly of FIG 1;

FK . 1OS is a two-dimensional graph of a performance characteristic of a volume sensor

assembly included within the infusion pump assembly of FIG 1;

5 FlG. 109 is a diagrammatic view of control model for a volume sensor assembly

included within the infusion pump assembly of FIG. 1;

FIG 110 is a diagrammatic view of an electrical control assembly for the volume sensor

assembly included within the infusion pump assembly of FlG. 1;

FΪG . 11i is a diagrammatic view of a volume controller for the volume sensor assembly

Ϊ0 included within the infusion pump assembly of FIG. 1;

FIG. 112 is a diagrammatic view of a feed forward controller of the volume controller of

FlG. M l ;

FIGS. 113-1 14 diagrammatical Iy depicts an implementation of an S A controller of the

controller of FiG. J J i ;

15 FIG. \ 4Λ- SS4B is an alternate implementation of an SMA controller;

FlG. 115 diagrammatical Iy depicts a multi-processor control configuration that may be

included within the infusion purop assembly of FIG. 1;

FlG. \ 16 is a diagrammatic view of a multi-processor control configuration that may be

included within the infusion pump assembly of FfG- 1;

0 FlG. 117A-! !7B diagrammatical Iy depicts multi-processor functionality;

FIG. 1 S diagrammatically depicts multi-processor functionality:

FlCl i I djagramma ϋca y depicts multi-processor functionality;

FiGS. 120A- 120E graphically depicts various software layers;

120B-120C depict various state diagrams;

5 120D graphically depicts

120E graphically depicts deuce interaction,

FIG. 121 diagrammatically depicts a volume sensor assembly included within the

mfksion pump assembly of FIG. 1;

FIG. 122 diagrammatically depicts an inter-connection of the various systems of the

0 infusion pump assembly of FIG. 1;

FIG. 123 diagrammat ϊcaily depicts basal bolus infusion events;



MCi 124 diagiammaucaUy ep c basai - bohts infusion

FiG 125A12G depicts a hteratchial state machine:

MCi I2tv\-I2 δλ1depicts a hietarcmal state machine,

FlG 127 js an exemplary diagram of a split ring resonator antenna:

MG 12 JS an exemplar diagram of a medical ice configured to utilize a split ring

resonate t antenna,

FIG 129 is an exemplar) diagram of a spht ring resonator antenna and transmission line

from a medical infusion cle\ ice;

FIG 130 is a graph of the return lo s of a spht ring resonator antenna prior to contact

ith human skni,

FIG BOA is a graph of the return loss of a spht ring resonator antenna during contact

\\ ith human skin,

FIG 131 i an exemplary diagram of spht ring resonator antenna integrated into a

which operates withtn close proxnrntv to dielectric material .

FK 132 i a diagram of the dimensions of the mnci and outci poiUoπ of the exemplatv

embodi ent

FIG 133 is a graph of the return loss of a non- ht ring resonator antenna prior to contact

vuth human sk in;

FIG H3A is a graph of the return loss of a non-split ring resonator antenna during

contact v\ ith human skm,

FIGS 1 A-199D depict an embodiment of the iockmg rmg assembly of the infusion

pump assembly,

FiG 200B JS a sectional e of one embodiment of the disposable housing assembly of

FKJ 200Λ taken along line B-B.

FIG 200D is a sectional of one embodiment of the disposable ho i g assembly of

FlG. 200( taken along Une B-B,

FIG 200F is a sectional \ of one embodiment of the disposable housing assembly of

FIG. 200F taken along line A-A,

FiG. 200D i a sectional \ ie\\ of one embodiment of die disposable housing assembl} of

FIG. 200C taken along line B-B



FK . 20011 is a sectional \ iev. of one embodiment of the disposable housing assembly of

FlG. 200G taken along line B-B;

FlCiS. 20IA-20IB ate isometric of exemplary embodiment measurement vahe

assembly of the infusion pump assembly;

FIGS. 202A-202B are examples of a basal trajectory and a delivery schedule for (hat

trajectory;

FIGS. 203A-2O3R are examples of a basal and extended bo u trajectory and a delivery

schedule for that trajectory: and

FIGS. 204A-204B are examples of a basal, extended bolus and normal bolus trajectory

and a delivery schedule for that trajectory.

Like reference symbols in the various drawings indicate like elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION O F THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Referring to FiGS. 1-3, a infusion pump assembly 100 may include a reusable housing

assembly 102. Reusable housing assembly 102 may be constructed from any suitable material,

such as a hard or rigid plastic, that will resist compression For example, use of durable

materials and parts may improve quality and reduce costs by providing a reusable portion that

lasts longer and is more durable, pimidiug greater protection to components disposed therein.

Reusable housing assembly 102 may include mechanical control assembly 104 having a

pump assembly 106 and at least one valve assembly 108. Reusable housing assembly 102 may

also include electrical control assembly 110 configured to provide one or more control signals o

mechanical control assembly 104 and effectuate the basal and o bolus delivery of an infusible

fluid to a user. Disposable housing assembly 114 may include assembly 108 which may

be configured to control the How of the infusible u d through a fluid path. Reusable housing

assembly 102 may also include pump assembly 106 which may be configured to pump the

infusible fluid from the fluid path to the user.

Electrical control assembly 110 may monitor and control the amount of infusible fluid

thai has been and;or is being pumped. For example, electrical control assembly 110 may receive

signals from volume sensor assembly 148 and calculate the amount of infusible fluid that has just

been dispensed and determine, based upon the dosage required by the user, whether enough

infusible fluid has been dispensed if enough infusible fluid has not been dispensed electrical

| 7



contiol assembly 110 may determine that more mfuMble fluid should be pumped Eiectucai

contiol assembly 110 may pioxtde the appiop πate Signal to mechanical control assembly 104 so

that any additional necessats dosage ma> be pumped ot electπcal control as e b I !0 may

prø ide the approp πate signal to mechanical control assembly 104 so that the additional dosage

be dispense J with the next dosage Alternati ely if too much infusible fluid has been

dispensed, electtical contiol assemblj 110 may pκn ide the approp πate nal to mechanical

control assembly 104 o that less infusible fluid may be di pe e in the next dosage

Mechanical control assembly 104 a include at least one shape-memory actuatoi 112

Piimp assembly 106 and/oi \ahc assembly 108 of mechanical contiol assembly 104 may be

Ϊ0 actuated K at least otic shape-niemon actuator e g shape-memory actuatoi 112 which ma> be

a shape-niemnry wπe m wne or spring configuration Shape memon actuator 112 may be

opaabiy connected to and actuated by electrical contiol assembly 110 which ma> control the

timing and the amount of heat and oi elect πcal eiiesgs used to actuate mechanical control

assembly 104 Shape memorv actuatoi 112 rna> be, foi example, a conductive shape-memor\

15 alkry w o that changes shape wuh ten eiature The teraperatuic of shape-mcmoiv aciυatoi 112

ma) be changed with a hcatei or more comensentlv, by application of electπcal energy Shape

such as

NlTINOI M
o t π FXINOLK

Infusion pump assembH 100 may include a volume sensor assembly 148 configured to

0 mon tot the amount of fluid infused bv

en o assembly 148 may employ for example acoustic volume sensing Acoustic

measui ement technology LS the subject ofl' S Patent \os 5,575,3 10 and 5 55 683 assigned to

DEK.Λ PioducLs Limited Partneisinp. as well as S patent application Publication Nos S

2007/0228071 Λ l U 2007 0219496 Λ l L S 2007 02 10480 Λ L LS 2007 0219597 A L t e

5 entire disdosuies of all of which are incorporated hctem b ieference Other aliemaUve

techniques for ir ea,sun ng flmd flow mas also b used foi example, DoppJei -based methods, the

use υf Hali-effeci sensois HI combination with a aπe ot Oappei \ahe, the use of a sUam beam

(foi example, related to a flexible meinbei to sense deflection of the

flexible menibei}, the u e of capacstne sensing with plates, oi thermal time of flight methods

0 One such altei αatne techunj υe is disclosed m L' S Patent application Seπal o 1 1 704,899,

entitled Fluid Delrvery Systems and Methods, filed 09 February 2007 the entire disclosure of



h ch is mcoiporated heiein bv tefeienee Infusion pump assembh 100 inav be configiued o

that the volume measurements produced b> volume sensor assembly 14S may be used tυ control

thiough a feedback loop the amount of infusible fluid that i infused into the user

Infusion pump assembly 100 may further include a disposable housing assembly i 14

Foj example, disposable housing assemblv 114 røav be configuieJ foi a single use or fur use foi

a specified period of t me e g , thiee da>s or any ofhei amount of time Disposable housing

as emb 114 may b configured such that any components m infusion pump assembly 500 that

come in contact with the infusible fluid aie disposed o and'oi within disposable housing

assemblv 114 For example, a fluid path o i channel including resenon, mav be positioned

ϊ 0 ithni disposable housing assembly 114 and ma> be configured for a single use oi for a specified

number of use before i p sal The disposable natuie of disposable housing assembly 1 4 ma>

lmptoxe sanitation of infusion pump assembly HM)

Referring also to FIG 4 disposable housing assembh 114 may be configured to

releasably engage ieusable housing assembly 102, and includes a cavity i 6 that has a iesenoir

15 U 8 foi iecci \ ing an infusible fluid (not ho }, c g , imulm Such releasable engagement may

be accomplished bv a sα ew-on, a tvust-lock ot a compiession fit configutation, for example

Disposable housing assembly 114 and or ieusable hou g assembly 102 mav include an

alignment assemblv confi ed to assist in al i n disposable housing assembly 114 and

ieusable housing assemblv 102 foi engagement in a specific orientation Similarly base nub 120

0 and iop nub 122 may be used as indicators of alignment and complete engagement

CaMiY 116 av be at least patliallv ioimed bv and mtegiai to disposable housing

as b 114 a ity 11 mav include a tnembiane assembh 124 for at le&si patualh defimng

leseiv υu 11 Reset \ou 11 may be fuithei defined bv disposable housing assembly 114. e g ,

bv a i ces 126 foπned in bas poilton 128 of disposable housing assembly 114 hoi example,

5 membrane assembly 124 mav be disposed o\ei iecess 126 and hed to base pom on 128.

d eiebv foπmng iesenoir 118 Membiane ass b 4 may be attached to base pojttion 128 bv

eiuional means. as glu g heat sealing and or compression fitting, such that a seal 130

is foπned between membrane assembly 124 and base pomon 128 Membtane assembly 124 mav

be flexible and the space formed between membiane assembly 124 and recess 126 m base

0 poitiou 12S nia> define reservon 118 Resenou 118 may be non-piessinized and in fluid

communication with a fluid path t«ot shown! Membrane assembly 124 may be at least paitiallv



collapsible and cavity 116 may include a vent assembly, thereby advantageously preventing the

buildup of a vacuum in reservoir 1IS as the infusible fluid is delivered from reservoir I iS to the

fluid path In a preferred embodiment, membrane assembly 124 is fully collapsible, thus

allowing for the complete delivery of the infusible fluid. Cavity 16 may be configured to

provide sufficient space to ensure there is always some air space even when reservoir 11 is

filled with infusible fluid.

The membranes and reservoirs described herein may be made from materials including

but not limited to silicone, NlTRiLE, and any other material having desired resilience and

properties for functioning as described herein. Additionally, other structures could serve the

same purpose.

The use of a partially collapsible non pressurized reservoir may advantageously prevent

the buildup of air in the reservoir as the fluid in the reservoir is depleted. Air buildup in a vented

reservoir could prevent fluid egress from the reservoir, especially if the system is tilted so that an

air pocket intervenes between the fluid contained in the reservoir and the septum of the reservoir.

Tilting of the system is expected during normal operation as a wearable device.

Reservoir 118 may be conveniently sized to hold an insulin supply sufficient for delivery

over one or more days. For example, reservoir 1I S may hold about 1.00 to 3.00 ml of insulin. A

3.00 ml insulin reservoir may correspond to approximately a three day supply for about 90% of

potential users. In other embodiments, reservoir 118 may be any size or shape and may be

adapted to hold any amount of insulin or other infusible fluid m some embodiments, the size

and shape of cavity 116 arid reservoir 118 is related to the type of infusible fluid that cavity 116

and reservoir 118 are adapted to hold.

Disposable housing assembly 1 14 may include a support member 132 (FIG. 3)

configured to prevent accidental compression of reservoir 118. Compression of reservoir 118

may result in an unintentional dosage of infusible fluid being forced through the fluid path to the

user. I a preferred embodiment, reusable housing assembly 102 and disposable housing

assembly 114 t be constructed of a rigid material that is not easily compressible. However, as

an added precaution, support member 132 may be included within disposable housing assembly

114 to prevent compression of infusion pump assembly 100 and cavity 116 therein. Support

member 132 may be a rigid projection from base portion 128. For example, support member 132

may be disposed within cavity 116 and may prevent compression of reservoir 118



\ s discussed abcne ca\it\ 116 may be configured t piovule sufficient space to ensuie

theie s al ays some an space hen reservon 118 is filled with infusible fluid

Accoidmgly, m the event thai infusion pump assembly 100 is accidentally compiessed, the

infusible fluid may not be fbiced through cannula assembly 136 e g , sho n i FiG

assembiv 14ft G } configured o allow reserv on

I I to be filled with the infusible fluid Septum s e bly 146 may be a conventional septum

made from rubbei or plastic and have a one-\va\ fluid conf ϊguicd to allow a user to fill

reserv on 118 fiom a syringe or othei filling device In some embodiments septum 146 ma> be

located on the top of membrane assembk 4 In these embodiment cav it) i 16 mav include a

suppott structure (e g , support member i 2 in FlG 3) foi supporting the atea about the back

bide of the ptu so as to maintain the integrity of the septum seal when a needle is introducing

mfusthie fluid into cav ity 116 The suppoit "sttucture may be confirmed to suppott the eptum

while stil! lo ing the introduction of the needle for introducing infusible fluid into ca\ it\ i 16

Infusion pump assembK 100 may include an pieΛentiort assembly (not shown)

that mav e g , piotrude into ca\ n 116 and ma> e g , pie\ent the O eif ϊ llmg ou 118

In ome embodiments, ieser\otr 118 may be conf ϊguted to be filled a plurality of times

For example iesersoir 118 may be iefillabSe through septum a embK 146 infusible fluid

m be dispensed to a user, electronic control assembK 0 ma\ monitor the tluid of the

infusible tluid m iesenosr 118 When the fluid level reaches a low point, eleettonic control

assemblv \ M) mav provide a sig such as a light ot ά vibration, to the usei mat icsetvou 1 i

needs to be iefilled \ svonge oi othei filling dev ice. ma\ be used io fill iesenou 118 thtouuh

septum 146

H S mav be cυufiguied to be filled a le time i-o example, a iefiil

pie\eul ιon assembly (not ho mav be utilized to pievent the tefilling of τeseι\o« 118, such

that disposable housing asscmblv 114 ma\ onl> be used once The refill prevention assembly

(not shown) may be a mechanical device o an electio-mechanical device IΌ I example,

insettion of a svimge into septum assembly 146 lot ftiltng reset \on 118 mav wiggei a shuitet to

close tnei septum 146 after a single filling thus preventing futuie access to ept m 146

Smulailv, a sensor may indicate to electronic control asserøbh 110 that iesenoir 1IS has been

filled once and ma> tnggei a uitei to close septum 146 afiei a single filling, thus



pieventsng fυtuie access to septum 146 Other means of preventing iefilling ma> be utilized and

aie considered to be \ ithin the scope of this disclosure

As discussed ahme, disposable housing assembly 114 may include septum assembK 146

that may be configured to allow iesers oir 118 to be filled with the infusible fluid Septum

5 assembly 146 m & be a conventional septum made fiom tubber oi any other mateuai that røa>

function as a septum, or, tn othei embodiments, septum assembly 146 a be but i not limited

to. a plastic, or other mate πai. one-way fluid \ahc Tn vaπous embodiments including the

embodiment, septum assembl> 146 is configured to allow a user to fill iesen otr 11

from a syπnge or other filling dcx ice Disposable housing assembly 114 may include septum

SO access assembl) that may be configured to limit the number of times that the user ma\ refill

te e otr 11

Foi example and fern o also to FIGS 5A- C, eptum access assembly 1 > may

include shutter assembly 154 that may be held m an open position b > a tab assembly 6 that

is configured to fit within a slot assembly 158 Upon penetrating septum 146 with ffilmg syimge

15 160, shuttet assembly 1 4 mav be displaced downw&td resulting i tab assembly 156

disengaging from slot assembly 158 Once disengaged, spπng assembly 162 may displace

shiittcr assembly 4 in the diiection of arrow 164, resulting in septum 146 no longer hemg

accessible to the uset

Referring also to FlG 6A n aitemame-embodtment septum access assembK 166 is

0 shown in the open" position hi fashion similar to thai of septum access assembly 152,

septum access assembly 366 includes shutter assembly 168 and spπng a embl 170

Refeumg also to FIG B a altetnatn e-embodiment of septum access assembK 172 is shown

in the op n ' position vvheie tab 178 may engage sloi 180 In a fashion similar to thai of e tu

access assembly 6 septum access assembiv 172 mav include shuttet assembly P 4 and spang

5 assembly 176 Once shutter assembly 172 moves to the ''closed" position {e g , which may

the usei), tab 178 may at least partialK engage slot

180a Fngagement between tab 178 and slot 180a may lock shuUet assembly i 72 m e ''closed"

position to inhibit tampering and reopening of shuUei assembly 372. pm tah 182 of shuttei

assembly 372 mav bias tab into engagement vuth slot I SOa

0 Ho r m a o s embodiments, septum access assemblies ma> not be actuated

lineaily Foi example and referring also to FIGS 7 A-7B. these is shovui alternate e embodiment



septum access assembly 184 that includes shutter assembly 186 that is configured to pivot about

axis 188, When positioned in the open position (as shown in FIG. 7A), septum 146 may be

accessible due to passage 190 (in shutter assembly 186) being alig ed with passage 192 in e.g., a

surface of disposable housing assembly 114, However, in a fashion similar to septum access

assemblies 166, 172, upon penetrating septum 146 with filling syringe 160 (See FIG. 6B), shutter

assembly 186 may be displaced in a clockwise fashion, resulting in passage 190 (in shutter

assembly 186) no longer being aligned with passage 192 in e.g., a surface of disposable housing

assembly 114, thus preventing access to septum 146.

Referring also to FIGS. 8A-8B, alternative-embodiment septum access assembly 194

is shown. In a fashion similar to that of septum access assemblies 166, 172, septum access

assembly 194 includes shutter assembly 196 and spring assembly 198 that is configured to bias

shutter assembly 196 in the direction of arrow 200. Filling assembly 202 may be used to fill

reservoir 118. Filling assembly 202 may include shutter displacement assembly 204 that may b e

configured to displace shutter assembly 196 i the direction of arrow 206, which in turn aligns

passage 208 in shutter assembly 196 with septum 146 and passage 210 in septum access

assembly 194, thus allowing filling syringe assembly 2 12 to penetrate septum 1.46 and fill

reservoir US.

Infusion pump assembly 100 may include a sealing assembly 150 (FlG. 3) configured to

provide a seal between reusable housing assembly 102 and disposable housing assembly 114.

For example, when reusable housing assembly 102 and disposable housing assembly 114 are

engaged by e.g. rotational screw-on engagement, twist-lock engagement or compression

engagement, reusable housing assembly 102 and disposable housing assembly 1.1.4 may fit

together snuggly, thus forming a seal. In some embodiments, it may be desirable for the seal to

be more secure. Accordingly, sealing assembly 150 may include an o-ring. assembly (not

shown). Alternatively, sealing assembly 150 may include an over molded seal assembly (not

shown). The use of an o-ring assembly or an over molded seal assembly may make the sea!

more secure by providing a compressible rubber or plastic layer between reusable housing

assembly .102 and disposable housing assembly 114 when engaged thus preventing penetration

by outside fluids. I some instances, the o-ring assembly may prevent inadvertent

disengagement. For example, sealing assembly 150 may be a watertight seal assembly and,

thus, enable a user to wear infusion pump assembly 100 while swimming, bathing or exercising.



Referring also to FIG , mlWon pump assembly Ϊ00 may mckide an external mfusion

set 134 configured to deiiser the infusible fluid to a uses fcxteinal infusion set 134 røas be in

fluid communication with eauty 118, e g b> way o f the fluid path fc λtemai mfnston set 134

may be disposed adjacent to infusion pump assembly 100 Alterna e y external mfiision set

134 m as be configured fot application remote from mfusion pump assembly 100, as discussed m

greatei detail be lo fcxtet αal infusion set 134 may include a cannula assembly B , h ic may

include a needle or a disposable cannula 1 $8, and tubing assembly 140 Tubing assembly 140

røas be m fluid communication with sesenoir 118. foi example, by way of the fluid path, and

it cannula assembly i 8 for example, either directly oi b wa\ of a cannula interface 142

Fxternal infusion set 4 may be a rethcred infusion set. as d i c uss d bo e regarding

application iemote flora fusion pump assembly 100 for example, external infusion s>et 134

ma) be in fluid communication with infusion pump assembly J00 through tubing assembly 140,

which may be of any length desired by the user (e g , 1 inches) Though mfusion pump

assembly 100 may b e worn on the skin o f a uset with the use of adhesise patch 144, the length of

tubing assembly 140 ma) enable the usei to alfernatneh wcai mfusion pump assembly i00 m a

pocket This may be beneficial to use r whose skin i e asi l irritated by apphcation o t adhcsn e

patch 144 Similarly, wea πn and or securnig mfusion pump assembly KM) in a pocket mav be

piefciabie foi users engaged in physical actn u

In addition to as an alternative to adhesive patch 144, a hook and loop fastener y tem

(e g such as hook and loop fastener stems offeied b y Velcro K SΛ hie o i Manchester, Nil)

rnav be utilized to allow foi easy attachment removal o f an mfuston pump a sembl {e ,

infuMon p u p assembly 100) ftom the user Λccoidjngls. adhesne patch 144 may be attached

to the skin of the e a d may include an outwaid facing hook ot loop surface. Additionally, the

lower utface of disposable housing assembly l ϊ 4 mas include a complementary hook o t loop

surface Depending upon the separation resistance o f the particular type of hook and loop

fasienei system employed, u mav be possible for the sttength o f the hook and loop connection to

be stronger than the stiengih o f the adhesise to sktn connection Aceotdmglv umous hook and

loop surface patterns πia\ be utilized to iegulate the stiength of the hook and loop connection

Refetung also to HGS 10 Λ-10H, fhe examples o f such hook and loop suiface patterns

are shown. Assume foi liius&atne piuposes that the entire lo ei suiface o f disposable housing

assembly 114 is m a "loop" material Accoidingl) . the stiength o f the hook and loop



connection may be regulated by varying the pattern (i.e., amount) of the "hook" material present

on the surface of adhesive patch 144. Examples of such patterns may include but are not limited

to: a singular outer circle 220 of "hook" material (as shown in FIG. 10A); a plurality of

concentric circles 222, 224 of "hook" material (as shown in FIG. 10B); a plurality of radial

spokes 226 of "hook" material (as shows in FiG. 10C); a plurality of radial spokes 228 of "hook"

materia) in combination with a single outer circle 230 of "hook" material (as shown i FIG.

WD); and a plurality of radial spokes 232 of "hook" material in combination with a plurality of

concentric circles 234, 236 of "hook" material (as shown i FIG. 10E).

Additionally and referring also to FIG. 1IA in one exemplary embodiment of the ahove-

described infusion pump assembly, infusion pump assembly 100' may be configured via a

remote control assembly 300. In this particular embodiment, infusion pump assembly 100' may

include telemetry circuitry (not shown) that allows for communication (e.g., wired or wireless)

between infusion pump assembly 300' and e.g., remote control assembly 300, thus allowing

remote control assembly 300 to remotely control infusion pump assembly 100 ' Remote control

assembly 300 (which may also include telemetry circuitry (not shown) and may be capable of

communicating with infusion pump assembly 100') may include display assembly 302 and input

assembly 304. Input assembly 304 may include slider assembly 306 and switch assemblies 308.

310. In other embodiments, the input assembly may include a jog wheel, a plurality of switch

assemblies, or the like.

Remote control assembly 300 may include the ability to pre-program basal rates, bolus

alarms, delivery limitations, and allow the user to view history and to establish user preferences.

Remote control assembly 300 may also include a glucose strip reader.

During use, remote control assembly 300 may provide instructions to infusion pump

assembly 100' via wireless communication channel 3 12 established between remote control

assembly 300 and infusion pump assembly 100 ' Accordingly, the user may use remote control

assembly 300 to program / configure infusion pump assembly JOO'. Some or all of the

communication between remote control assembly 300 and infusion pump assembly 100' may be

encrypted to provide an enhanced level of security.

Communication between remote control assembly 300 a d infusion pump assembly 100'

may be accomplished utilizing a standardized communication protocol. Further, communication

between the various components included within infusion pump assembly 100, 100' may be
9s



accomplished using the same ptotocoi One example of such a communication piotoeol is the

Packet Communication Gate Piotocol (PCGP) dev eloped b DfcKA Reseatch &

Dev elopmeiu of Mancheste* Nϊ ! As discussed -abov e infusion pump assembly 100 100' may

include electrical contioi assembly 110 that ma> include one oi more electrical components For

example, electrical control assembly 110 ma> include a plurality of data piocessois (e g a

supe π jsoi piocessoi and a command piocessoi} n a radio piocessoi fot allowing infusion

pump assembh 100, 100 ' to communicate with tcmotc control a emb G Fuither, icmotc

conttol assembh 300 ma\ include one OΪ moie eiect πcal components, examples of ich mav

include but arc not limited to a command processor and a radio pioces&or for allowing icmotc

Ϊ0 eontiol assembly 300 to communicate with infusion pump assembly 100 100* Λ cl

diagrammatic \ lev. of one example of saidi a stem is ho n m FIG 11B

Fach of these elects ical components b e manufaetmed fiom a diffetent component

pioxider and. theictbre, may utih/e name (i c unique) commands

Accordingly thtough the use of a standaidized communication piotocol, efficient

S 5 communication between such dispaiate components n be accomplished

PCGP max be a flexible extendable software module that y be used on the proccssots within

infusion pump assembly 100, 100 and remote control asscmhh 00 to build and toitte packets

PCGP mav abstract the xaiious interfaces and m a provide unified application piogiam π m

inteiface (API) to the xaiious applications being executed O each processor PCGP mn\ also

0 provide an adaptable mtetface to the various dπxcis Foi illusttatix c puφ oscs on.lv PCCJP may

the conceptual kttuetuie tliustiated m FlG 11C for am gnen processor

P(XIP mav esisuie data integ tv b ualumg c>clic ιedundanc> checks (CRC ) PCGP

inav also piovide guaiauteed status or example, all new messages should a

iepl> If such a leplv isnH sent back in time the message mav lime out and PCCJP ma\ genet ate

5 a negaU\e acknowledse ιepϊ \ message foi the application (i e , ά NACK) Accordingly, the

message-rep K piotocol may Set the application kno whethei the application should retiv

sending a message

P(XIP mav also lsniit the numbei of messages m-flight fiom a given node, and ma> b e

coupled wsth a flow -conn ot mechanism at the dmei to pto\ide a deterministic approach to

0 message del ei> and ma> let individual nodes ha e different quantities of buffeis. without



dropping packets. Λs a node runs out of buffers, provide back pressure to other

nodes and prevent sending of new messages.

PCCiP may use a shared buffer poo! strateg> to ini i e data copies, and may a\oid

mutual exclusions, winch may have a small affect o the API used to send receive messages to

the application, and a larger affect on the drivers. FCGP y use a "Bridge" base class that

provides routing a d buffer ownership. The main PCGP class may be sub-classed from the

bridge base class. Drivers may either be deriv ed from a bridge class, or talk to or tnv n t domed

bridge class.

PCGP may be designed to work in an embedded env ironment with or without an

operating system by using a semaphore to protect shared at such that some calls can be re¬

entrant and a m on a multiple threads. One i ihistrath e example of such an implementation i

shown in FlG 1 D PCGP may operate the same ay in both en ironments, but there may be

versions of the call for specific processor types (e.g , the ARM 9 OS version). So whs Ie the

functionality may be the same, there may be an operating system abstraction layer with slightly

different calls tailored for e g.. the ARM 9 Nucleus C)S em iroranent.

Referring also to FIG 1i E, PCGP may .

• allow multiple Send / Reply calls to occur on Pilot's ARM 9 on. multiple ta k

re-entrant),

• base multiple drivers running asynchronoush for RX and TX on different

interfaces; and

• provide packet ordering for send recene, and deterministic timeout on message

send

bach software object may ask the buffer manager for the next buffer to use and may then

ghe that buffer to another object. Buffers may pass from one exclusive owner to another

autonomicly, and queues may occur automatically by ordering buffers by sequence number

When a buffer is no longer in use. the buffer may be recycled {e.g., object attempts to ve the

buffer to itself or frees it for the buffer manager to re-allocate later). Accordingly', data generally

doesn t need to be copied, and routing simply writes over the buffer ownership byte.

Such an implementation of PCGP may prov ide various benefits, examples of which may

include but are not limited v



• chopping a e sa e due to lack of buffers may be impossible, as once a message

put into a buffer, the message may Ii \ e there t l it is transferred or recened by the

application.

• data may not need to be copied, as offsets are used to access dmer. PCGP and

5 ρa load sections of a buffer

• dmers may exchange ownership of message data by writing o\et one byte e ,

the buffet ownership by te).

• thcie may be no need foi muhipie exclusions except fur re-enttan ι calls, a

mutual exclusion may be needed onl\ when a single buffer osvnet could simultaneously

I0 ant to use a buffer o get a new sequence number,

• thet ε raa\ be fewei tdes for application n ters to follow to implement a el bl

system,

• dm ers may use ISR push <' pull and polled data models, as theie aie a set of calls

provided to push pull data out of the buffer management system from the dm ers

i • drivers may not do much work beyond TX and RX, as drh ers may not copy,

CRC or check anything but the destination byte and CRC and othei checks may be done

off of the ISR hot path later.

• as the buffer managei a oidei access b sequence number, queue oide π πg may

automatically occut, and

0 • a small code vanable foot pniu ay be utili ed hot path code may be small and

As shown i MG. 11F. when a message needs to be sent, the PCGP mav build the packet

quickly and may insert u into the bul ϊ e management system. Once in the buffet management

s te a call to "packetProcessor" ma> apply protocol iules and ma\ gt\e the messages to the

5 di ivets / application

To send a new message oi .send a reply, PCGP ma\

• check the call aiguments to e g . make sure the packet length is legal, destination

,

• a o d trying to send a message across a link that is down unless the down Sink is

0 the radio node, which may allow PCGP to be used by the radio processors to establish a



!mk, pair, etc and ma\ notify the application when FCX P i living to talk aeioss link

that is not fυncuonal (instead of timing out)

• obtain a sequence numbei foi new me a e O E utilise an e t ng sequence

number for an existing message,

5 • buiid the packet coρ\ the paxload data and t the CRC wherein (from this

point forwaid) the packet be pioteeted the f R( , and

Cithet gtve the ess ge to the boiler manage* as a repiv oi a An message and

check to see if putting this buffet into the buffet managet would exceed the maximum

number of en-queued send messages

Referring also to HOS 1ICJ-I IH PCGP woik b\ doing all of the mam ork

o one thiead to avoid mutual exclusions, aαd to <noid doing coosicleiable woik on the d

ieply oi dmer calis ϊ he 'packetProcessoi call ma> e to appiv piofocol mies to lephes, n

sent messages and iecet\ed messages Reply messages m simpl> get routed but new

i mes age and secened messages ma> e iules for routing the messages i each case the

softwaie røav loop while a message ot the sight t\pe ts a i b e to app1> protocol mles nt i tt

cannot process the packets

end a new message ma\ conform to the follow tng tules

• onh two messages ma> be allowed in-flight" on the netwoik, and

0 • enough data about an m-flight message a be sioted to match the response and

handle ti e

Rcceix g a e s ge ma> coniotm to the follow mg riilcs

• responses that match ma> cleai out the "m-fiighi ' infoimatton slot o a uew

packet can be sent,

5 • re po se that do not match may be diopped,

• new es a e niav be for the piotocol (e g getting eleaung netwoik statistics

• to ret cue a message, the buffer maj be gt\en p to the application and ma\ use a

call back, and

0 • the buffer mav be freed or left o%\ tied b the application



Aecoidmgb, PCGP may be confirmed uch that

• the call back function may eop\ the pay load data out ot niay use it completely

before returning,

• the call back function OWTJN the buffet and may reference the buffer and the

buffer ' s payload by the pay load address, wherein the message may be processed later,

• applications ma\ poll the PCGP svstem for recened messages, and

• applications a use he call back to set an esent and then poll foi iecen ed

e ages

The communication system a a limited numbei o f buiTers hen PCGP runs out

of bυiϊ ess dmeis mav -stop reeen ing new packets and the application mav b e told that the

application c ot en new packets To a o this and πuuitam optimal peifomiance, the

application njay v to peifoim one υi rnoie proeeduiev examples of which may include but die

not limited Io

a) The application should k ep P(XiP up to date with iadio status Specificailv, if

the link goes down and PCGP doesn ' t know, PCGP may accept and queue e messages to send

foi not timeout messages optimally which ma> jam the send queue and delay the application

from using the link optimally

b ) The application should call "decrement timeouts' iegulaily Optimally 20-

100 milliseconds unless the piocessoi is asleep hi geneial. a message fast (milliseconds)

slow (seconds) or not at all. Timeouts are an attempt to "in-tlighC messages that should

be ώopped to fiee up buffers and ba d idth Doing this less often may delay when a new

message gets sent, o i h en the application can queue a ne message

c ) ϊ he application should ask PCOP if it has work to do that is pending before going

to sleep If PCGP has nothing to do, dmer actn it\ may wake up the system and thus PCGP, and

then PCGP won ' t need a call to "packetPi occ s r or "decrement timeouts" until new packets

enter the system Failure to do this, may cause messages that could ha\ e been sent forwarded '

recened successfully t be dropped due to a timeout condition

d I he application should not hold onto recened messages indefinitely The

message system relies on psompt replies If the application is shaiing PCGP buffers, then holding



onto a message means holding onto a P(XJP buffer. The receiving node doesn t know if the

sending node lias timeout configured for slow or fast radio. This means when a node receives a

message it should assume the network s fast timeout speed.

e) The application should call the "packetFrocessor" often: The call may cause new

messages queued by the application to get sent and may handle receipt of new messages. The

call may also cause buffers to re-ailocate and calling it infrequently may delay message traffic.

As shown in FlG. l at some point the RX driver y be asked to receive a message

from the other side of the interface- To ensure a message does not get dropped, the RX driver

may ask the buffer manager if there is an available buffer for storing new message. Hie driver

may then ask for a buffer pointer and may start filling the buffer with received data. When a

complete message is received, the RX driver may call a function to route the packet. The route

function ay examine the destination byte in the packet header and may change the owner to

either the other driver, or the application, or may detect that the packet is bad and may drop the

packet by freeing the buffer.

PCGP RX overhead may consist of asking for the next available buffer and calling the

route function. An example of code that performs such a function is as follows:

Peceive request.

f " "

Eridcfe 11nsxtBv;££erRX f ;
iie (not don ) { p [i] :: the next byte;

v ϊ . / -:-.
~ O ' " i ϊ *

A driver may perform a TX by asking the buffer manager for the pointer to the next

buffer to send. The TX driver may then ask the other side of the interface if it can accept a

packet if the other side denies the packet, the TX driver may do nothing to the buffer, as its

status has not changed. Otherwise, the driver may send the packet and may recycle / free the

buffer. An example of code that performs such a . function is as follows:

u:i n t 8 p ::: B;: i άg : : nextBuf ferTX i ) ;
ϊ i i p ! - ( i n t θ ) 0 )

n d the h f. f r. p ;

Bridge ::recycle (p) ;



To asotd foiwatdmg packets thai are past the maximum message timeout time

asking foi the nextBuffei call the BufferManagei first(υmtS ownei) fimctfoo that røa> scan

foi buffets to ftee ma\ be freed

on the thread that o s the buffer bridge that s doing f \ (i e , while looking foi the next TX

buffer) ay flee al! of the I X buffers that aie expired befose teceivmg the next I X buffer foi

processing

s shown m FlG 1IJ-I iL, duiing the buffet allocation process, buffers maikcd free ma)

be transferred to the timers to new packets, or to P C GP to ieceise new pay loads for I X

Allocation from "'free" ma) be done b > the "paeketPsocessof function The rmmbei of en

O and rceenes between "packetProcessor" calK mav dictate how manv LTJDm erJRX

GT Drnei RX and PCGP Free buffers, need to be allocated LT Drn ei ma> duxers

that handle addresses that a»e les than the node address G FJDm e s m iepresent that

handle ddres e that arc gieatet than the node address.

When a iecenes a packet, the dine) maj put the data into a RX buffei that gets

15 handed to the routct The toutci mav then ieassign the b tVet to PCGP_Rccenc o to the other

dmei ' s TX (not shown) If the buffer contains obuously πnahd data, the buffer max transition

to free

4ftei a route: masks a buffet foi TX, the dmer may discos er the buffer s TX and y

send the message Aftct sending the mes age the buffer may immediateiv become n RX buffer

0 if the dmer was low m RX bufiers ot the bisffei mav be fieed foi le-aUocahun

Duimg the packet Processor" call, PCGP rna> piocess all buffets that ihe touter tnaiked as.

PCCiP Receive At this point data mav be acted upon, so the R and othet data uems mav be

checked if the data is co upted, a statistic be incremented and the buffet ay be freed

Otherwise the buffei may be tnaiked a owned bv the application Buffets matked o n d by

5 the application mav be eithei tecv ϋ ed foi the e of PCXlP ot freed foi realiuuuio π by the buffer

manages

When the application wants u send a new message it ma be done m a le-enttant

fuendlv mutual exclusion manner If the bufTei may be allocated PCCJP røa> tnaik the buffet at>

bus} Once marked bus>, o other thtead calling the s nd or ieply funcπorts raav gtab thi buffei,

0 as it i o ned b ti function caϋ imøcauon fhe remamdei of the piocess of en or checking

and buildups the message mav be done outside the isolated tace condition mutual exclusion



guarded code. "The buffer may either transition to free or may become a valid filled CRC-

checked buffer and passed to the router. These buffers may not be routed immediately a d may

be queued so that messages cars be sent later (assuming that protocol rules allow). Reply

messages may be marked differently than new send messages because reply messages may be

routed with a higher priority than regular send messages and reply messages may have o rules

limiting how many/when they can be sent.

FCGP was designed to work with flow control, and flow control may negotiate the

transfer of messages from one node to another node so that a buffer is never dropped because the

other side of an interface lacks a buffer (which may cause back pressure on the sending node).

Flow control may be apart of the shared buffer format. The first two bytes may be

reserved for the driver so that the driver never needs to shift the packet bytes. Two bytes may be

used so that one byte is the DMA length - 1 and the second byte i to control the flow of

messages. These same two bytes may be synchronizing bytes if a PCGP message is transmitted

over RS232.

When a packet is "in-flight", the packet may be i the process of being sent by a driver

on the way to its destination, being processed by the destination, or being sent back a a

response.

Typical delays are as follows:

Accordingly, messages tend to complete the round trip either; quickly (e.g., <50 ms);

slowly (e.g., one or more seconds}; or not at all.

PCGP may use two different times (set at initialization) for all timeouts, one for when the

RF link is in fast heartbeat mode, and another for when the RF link is in slow mode. If a

message is in-flight and the link status changes from fast to slow, the timeout may be adjusted

V



and die diffetence between fast and o mav he added to the eountei foi the packet

o additional transitions back and forth mav affect the time-to-ln e time foτ the e sa e

lhere s a second timeout that raav be twice as long as the slow timeout that s used to

monitor buffej allocation mstde FCGP Axcoidmglv, if a message is 'stuck mside a dmei and

hasn t been sent due to e g „ flow control or hatdwaie dama the buffet may be fieed the

bulla manage! iesuluog m the buffet being d ϊopped o a ne message, th i ma\ m n that

the packet already timed out and the application a already g e a reρl> iniving the me age

wasn ' t delivered, iesultmg in the hnffei bemg fieed Since the dm polls the buffer manager

fbi biϊfF i that need to be e t the buffei is treed up o that mes age that could be ent i

handed to the dmer the next time that t unblocks for iepK message the icpK

get diopped and the sending node ma> time out

l he PC G P e a i s te may pass messages that contain beadei tnfosmation and

pa>load Outside of PfGP, the header may be a set ot data items in a eal! signat υie However,

interna! to PC GP theie mav be a consistent, dmer fπendh byte iavout Dineis ma\ insert

bvtes either into the P(XTP packet ot before ihc P P packet such

• DF, A S>nch hstes toi use with RS2 2 nominal \aluc of OxDE OxC \ or

0x5 A, O Λ5

• LD Di r DMA length bvta, equals amount et is p u h in this DM \

tiansfet wluch is the total si/c, no including the st/c bvtc or h\ te

• t πx i D e command and contio1 used foi flow con αol

• LP P( GP packet length al a the total headei CRC

st/e ϊ D LP - 1

• Dst Destination addi C

• Sic Source address

• Cmd Command

• Scd Sub command b Ie

• Λ Application lag defuied b > the application and has- no Significance to

PCGP It allows the application to attach mote mføi matron to a message e g the thread

from hich the raessa e originated



• SeqNura: thirty-two bit sequence number is incremented by FCXJF for a new

message sent, guarantees the number will not wrap, acts as a token, endianess isn't

relevant.

• CRC 16: A sixteen bit CRC of the PCGP header and payload.

An example of a message with no pay load, crad ::: 1, subcmd::::2 is as follows:

OzDE, OxCA, OxC, 0x5, OH I 4 f 1, ,: , 0 , 0 , 0 , , ϋx i crchigh, crclow.
. r c -C v* ,

There may be several advantages to this methodology, examples of which may include

but are not limited to:

• ost of our hardware DMA engines may e {he first byte to define how many

additional bytes to move, so in this methodology, drivers and PCGP may share buffers.

• A byte may be provided right after the DMA length to pass flow control information

between drivers.

• Driver length and Cmd byte may be outside the R region so they may be altered

by the driver, may be owned by the driver transport mechanism, and the driver may guard

for invalid lengths.

• There may be a separate PGCP packet length byte that is CRC protected.

Accordingly, the application may trust the that payload length is correct.

The endianness of the sequence number may not be rele ant as it is just byte

pattern that may be matched that happens to also be a thirty-two bit integer.

• The sequence number may be tour bytes aligned to the edge of the shared buffer poo!

length.

• There may be optional RS232 synchronizing bytes so that users may move cables

around while debugging a message stream and both sides of the interface may

resynchronize.

• The application, driver and PCGP may share buffers and may release them by

pointer

PCGF may not be an event driven software design, but may be used in event driven

architectures by how the sub-classes are written. Data may be exchanged between the classes

conceptually {&s shown in FlG. 1IM-1 1N).



Some event model in the driver may wake the driver, may receive a message and may

pass the message through the bridge Into the buffer manager that routes the message to new

ow of e new message (through a bridge to either a driver or PCXJP).

The following summarizes some exemplary events:

Event ; Possible ; Where this occurs :

he a re s d or reply is cide to run Inside
q e e T is- iit s par: k t P ro c s sa i : PCG? :: dlnte :\al

qensr

ϊ h P a ssaqes i s :': •":
': ].V G jl O ide t run ff Ha q r ::q ive

PCGP e t P .cessO T.

h a d i s: has. ke E i TX. B rMa •Λ g ive

:G se n o

a Driver HX b offer b n flow iq r : :g i

avail able control.

The following illustrative example shows how the PCGP event model may work with

Nucleus to wakeup the PCGP task after every message send, reply, or deeTimeout that generated

a NACK:

C.i.ctSS r'CXJp ϋ pU.$T>i .C .r'C

virtual void schedulsPacketProcessor fvoid)

GS_EventOr ρ S t (g_RCVEvGrps f£VG_RF_TA3K ].pEvgHandle,
RfRad:!.oTx£veπt , O EV OR NO CLSAR) ;

The following is a pseudo code driver that is event based, illustrating how driver events

work. The Driver subclasses Bridge and overrides hasjMessagesToSend and

flowControlTumedOff to schedule the TX and RX functions to run if they aren't already

running.

t u a i .o i d hasMessagesToSersd f

': 1 o i a f .1 owCont.ro IT;.; rnedO f. t ( )

Trigger ISP P ISR, this) ;

s1 1c v o d TX_Ret r yTi ;τ> r ( )

Tr :i Q r ISR (TX ISR, t . i ;



tat:! void TX I SR (E d e Ab )

?
i s l ISRs { } ;

do
5 i

ulntS p - fa->nextBuf f erTX ( } ;
if. (p :::::: null} break;
i f (b-.>__buff ε rManager->buf f r Ti O t (p) f a l s )

10 i f (GtherSidtrSPI FlowControI O f a l }

Tri αqer TX Rei.r / Ti e r i n 2 0 rnsec.

I 5 ser,d (p) ;

f r fp) ;
) V i l ( ;
£nabIsISRs ( ;

0 }

i c o i d RX_.T SR {Bridge *b)

D:! sat .U ISEs ( ) ;
25 do

uint8 - p - b-->nextBufferRX ( } ;
i f (p :::::: t i l l break;

int i
0 h I e (not done r c iving}

P [.!.-* +] ~ g ;:Cl a r ( } ;
b-->route (p)

Eti blsISRs ;
5

The following statistics may be supported by PCGP:

• Number of packets sent;
• Number of packets received;

0 • CRC errors;
• Timeouts; and

Buffer unavailable out of buffers)

PCGP may be designed to run in multiple processing environments. Most parameters

may be run time configured because if facilitates testing, and arty run time fine tuning for

5 performance. Other parameters may be compile time e.g., anything that alters memory

allocation must be done statically at compile time.

The following may be compile time configuration defi nes that may vary- where PCGP is

implemented:



• dπvet b>tes may he two bvtes iesened m the common builer scheme fos the

drncr but thi ma\ be compile time option to accommodate other dmcts such RT

protocol

• RX drnei buffers maj be toned to ho man) buffers would b good for that

5 processor ttafflc flow, etc

• PCGP RX buffets ma> be tuned to how mat buffers would be good for that

ptocessoi tiaftic flow, etc

• Total of buffers mav be tuned to how man\ buffers should be t thai ptocessot

he ( R C mav be used to eimire d ta integπtv If a RC i πn ahd, tt a uut be

10 delnejed to tiie application and t CRC error b ttacked fhe message a

timeout and mav be ietned bv ihe ouginakn

Likewise il the messaging s\stem infoims the application that a message as dei eted

when u not, this a b a ha/at d io the s st m I lie Stop Bolus Command is an example of

such a command This may be mitigated by the Request \ctton sequence of me s es which

I mav be requned bv tϊ e application to change the ap h e ConttoHei mav receive a matching

command fiom the Pump apphcauon to coαsidεi the message delivesed

DEKA may on the

ΛRM (as ho m JIu)

As shown in H G 1IP, the pcgpOS cpp file mav instantiate a PCGP node instance P p

0 a Budge etc ) and ma> ide through pcgpOb h a imkabie et of function calls that

provide a C language interface to the C code 1his m simplify the code as the objects

acted upon are implicit

The following genes al rules ma\ be applied

• PCGP run on all nodes am dine) ay support a geneiic dinei interface

not be pcrmmed

• suppoii half duplex υu the SP! post between s p x oi nd mastei

processor

• Data tiansfer a not be attempted a it eiUiet succeeds or ieturns fail false

• Ma> e uue low o\ erhead (tune processing bandw idth wasted)

O • May siippoit CC2 10 opeiatmg at D I\ fast) SPI clock iate



SPl flow control may prevent data from being e if the receiving side does not currently

have an empty buffer to place the packet. This may be accomplished by asking for permission

to send and waiting for a response indicating thai you have been cleared to do so. There may

also be a way to tell the other side that there are currently no free buffers and the transfer should

be attempted at a later lime

AH transmission may begin with a length byte that indicates the number of bytes to be

sent, not including the length byte itself. Following the length may be a single byte indicating

the command being sent

The actual transmission of a packet may be the length of packet plus one for the

command byte, followed by the command byte for a message appended and finally the packet

itself.

In addition to the command bytes that will be sent, an additional hardware line called the

FlowContro! line may be added to the traditional four SFl signals. The purpose of this line is to

allow the protocol to run as quickly as possible without a need for preset delays. It also allows

the slave processor to tell the master processor that it has a packet waiting to be sent thus

eliminating the need for the master processor to poll the slave processor for status.

The following exemplary command values may be used:

πds t o b e sent by... ... s t e r __processor:

Coimoands t o b sent by the slave processor:

As illustrated in FlCi. 1IQ when the slave processor has a packet to send to the master

processor, the slave processor may nodfy the master processor (by asserting the FlowControl

line) that it has a pending packet that is waiting to be sent. Doing so may result in a IRQ) on the



master processor at which time the master processor may decide when to go retrieve the message

from the slave processor. Retrieving the packet may be delayed at the discretion of the master

processor, and the master processor may even decide to attempt to send a packet to the slave

processor before retrieving from the slave processor

The master processor may begin the retrieval by sending the slave processor M CI S

commands; this shall be repeated until the slave processor responds by sending the

SJVfSG_APPENDED command along with the packet itself. The FlowContrøl line may be

cleared after the packet has been sent. If a M CTS command is received by the slave processor

when one is not expected, the M_CTS command may be ignored.

As illustrated in FlG. 13R when the master processor has a packet to send to the slave

processor, the master processor may initiate the transfer by sending a M RTS command. Upon

receiving the N.4JRXS command, if the slave processor currently has a send packet pending, the

slave processor will lower the FlowControl Sine so that it may be re~tised as a Cleared To Send

signal. The slave processor may then tell the master processor that it is in the process of

preparing the SPl DMA to receive the packet, during which time the master processor may stop

clocking bytes onto the bus and may allow the slave processor to finish preparing for the receive.

The slave processor may then indicate it is ready to receive the foil packet by raising the

FlowControl line (which is now used as the CTS signal). Upon receiving the CTS signal, the

master processor may proceed to send the M_MSG_A PPENDED command along with the

packet itself.

After the completion of the transfer, the slave processor may lower the FlowControl line.

If a packet was pending at the start of the transfer, or a send occurred on the slave processor

when the packet was being received, the slave processor may reassert the FlowControl line now

indicating that it has a pending packet.

Referring again to FKi. 1 IA, infusion pump assembly 100 , 100' may include switch

assembly 318 coupled to electrical control assembly U O (FIG. 3) that may allow a user (not

shown) to perform at least one, arid in some embodiments, a plurality of tasks. One illustrative

example of such a task is the administration of a bolus dose of the infusible fluid (e.g., insulin)

without the use of a display assembly. Remote control assembly 300 may allow the user to

enable / disable / configure infusion pump assembly 100, 100' to administer the bolus dose of

insulin.



Referring also to FIG. 12A, slider assembly 306 may be configured, at least i part, to

enable the user to manipulate the menu-based information rendered on display assembly 302.

An example of slider assembly 306 may include a capacitive slider assembly, which may be

implemented using a CYSC21434-24LFXI PSOC offered by Cypress Semiconductor of San

Jose, California, the design a« operation of which are described within the "CSD User Module"

published by Cypress Semiconductor. For example, via slider assembly 306, the user may slide

their finger in the direction of arrow 314, resulting in the highlighted portion of the information

included within main menu 350 (shown in FlG. 12A) rendered on display assembly 302 scrolling

upward. Alternatively; the user may slide their finger in the direction of arrow 316, resulting in

the highlighted portion of the information included within main menu 350 rendered on display

assembly 302 scrolling downward.

Slider assembly 306 may be configured so that the rate at which e.g. the highlighted

portion of main menu 350 scrolls "upward" or "downward" varies depending upon the

displacement of the finger of the user with respect to point of origin 320. Therefore, if the user

wishes to quickly scroll "upward" the user may position their linger near the top of slider

assembly 306. Likewise, if the user wishes to quickly scroll "downward", the user may position

their finger near the bottom of slider assembly 306. Additionally, if the user wishes to slow Iy

scroll "upward", the user may position their linger slightly "upward" with respect to point of

origin 320 Further, if the user wishes to slowly scroll "downward", the user may position their

linger slightly "downward" with respect to point of origin 320. Once the appropriate menu item

is highlighted the user may select the highlighted menu item via one or more switch assemblies

308, 3 10

Referring also to FIGS 12B-12F, assume for illustrative purposes that infusion pump

assembly 100, 100 ' is an insulin pump and the user wishes to configure infusion pump assembly

100, 100' so thai when switch assembly 318 is depressed by the user, a 0.20 unit bolus dose of

insulin is administered. Accordingly; the user may use slider assembly 306 to highlight "Bolus"

within main menu 350 rendered on display assembly 302. The user may then use switch

assembly 308 to select "Bolus". Once selected, processing logic (not shown) within remote

control assembly 300 may then render submenu 352 o display assembly 302 (as shown in FiG.

12B).



lhe a then u e shdet assembly 306 to highlight a u Bolus ith n submenu

352, which may be selected us n i ch assembly 308 Fϊocessing logic (not show ) within

iemote conttol assembly 300 then rendei submenu 3 on d splas assemblv 302 a ho n

in FiG 12O

lhe υsei to highlight "BoIu* 0 0 Units" withm

submenu 3 h ch raa> be selected ustng nch assembK 30S Ptoeessing logic (not shown)

within remote control assenibh 00 may then sender submenu on dispiav nssembl) 02 (a

shown m MG 12D)

The er may then use slides assembly 06 to adj t the Boh ms\thn amount to 0 20

0 un ts which maj be selected using switch a emb 08 iogtc {not ho n ) within

iemote cnntiol aw>emhl\ 300 m then rendei submenu 35b on displa\ a s mbl 302 {as ho n

m FIG 12 )

The usei 14 which ni<n he

selected usmg itch as e bh 30b Processing logic (not shown) ith i iemote contioi

5 assembK 300 ni then generate the appropriate signals that π v be sent to the c-desc πbed

telemetry circuitry {not shown) included within iemote control assembiv 00 The telemetrv

circuitrs (not shown) included within the remote conttol asscmbh xnn\ then transmit \ a

vHiieiess communication channel 12 established between remote control assembh UO and

infusion pump asbembh 100\ the appropriate configuration commands to configiae infusion

0 pump assembh 100' so that b^ the usei a 0 20 unit

bolus dose ofmsulm is administered

Once the appiop ate commands aie successfully transmuted, piocessmg logic (tioi shown)

V ith ui emote control assembly 0 mav once again tendei submenu 350 on display assembly

30 { s lκm n in ϊ-!G \ 2¥)

> Speciticallv and once piogiammed u a remote conttol assembh 00 the user may

depress switch assembly 3 1 o( infusion pump assembiv 100 ' to adtmiustet the abo\ e-desc πbed

0 20 unit bolus dose of insulin the abo\ c-desc πbcd rπeoumg s stein tnckided ithin remote

contioi assembh 300 the usei ma\ define quantity of msubn to b e adtmiusteted each time that

the u ei deps e e switch assembiv 3 1 While tins paiticulai example specifies that a single

0 depiession of witch assembh 18 is, equivalent to 0 20 units of insulin, this n > foi



put poses only and s not uitended to be a limitation of this disclosuie. as other values (e g 1 00

units of uisului pei depression) aie equally applicable

Assume for illustrative puφ oses that the uses wishes to adrøimstei a 2 00 unit bolus dose

of insulin To actuate the bolus dose administration system the usei may be

5 required to press a d hold s itch assembly 3 1 for a defined peπod of tune e g five seco ds)

at which point infusion pump assembly 00 100' may genet ate an audible ig al indicating to

the user that infusion pump assembly K)O, 100 is ready to administer a bolus does of msuh π %ta

s tch assembly 8 Accotduigly, the uses m depiess switch assembly 18 ten times {i e ,

2 00 units is ten 0 20 unit doses) Aftei each time that switch assembly 318 is depressed,

Ϊ0 infusion pump assembly K)O, 100 * may proude on audible response to the user \ m an internal

speaker sound generation deuce (not shown) Accordingly, the user ma> depress switch

assembly the first time and infusion pump assembly 100. 100' may jjenetate a confirmation

beep m response thus indicating to the uses that infusion pump assemhh K)O, 100 ' recencd the

command foi (m this particular example) 0 20 units o f msulm As the desited bolus dose s 2 00

55 units o f insulin the uses may tcpeat this ptocedure nine o times m oidci to effectuate a bolus

dose of 2 00 units, wherein infusion pump assembl 100, 100 ' generates a confirmation beep

after each depicssion of switch assembly 3 18

While in this patticu ϊar example, infusion pump assemblies 100, iOG aic dcsctibed as

pio iding one beep aftci each time the user depresses switch assembly 318, this ts for illustrative

0 purposes only and s not intended to be limitation of this dtsclosuie Spccificallv mmston

pump assembly 100, 100 may be configured to provide a single beep for each defined quantity

of insulin Λs di cu sed abo e a single depiession of switch a sembl 318 mav be equivalent to

0 20 units of msubn Accordingly, infusion pump assemhh 100, 100 may be configured to

piov ide a single beep for each 0 10 units of insuim Accordingly if infusion pump assembly

5 100, 100 i configuied such that a single depiession o f switch assembly 318 is equivalent to

0 20 uuib o f msubu, each time switch assembly 3 1S i depressed, infusion pump assembly Ϊ00,

100 " mav ide the uses with two beeps (ι e one for each 0 10 units of insulin)

Once the user has depressed switch assembly 318 on infusion pump assembly 100 a toui

of t times, the u se ! may simply wait foi infusion pump assembly 100, 100 ' to acknowledge

0 ieceipt of the instructions to administer a 2 00 unit bolus dose of insulin (as opposed to the

confirmation beep iecened at each depression of switch assembly 318} Once a defined period



o f time (e.g.. two seconds) pas e infusion pump assembly 100. 100' may provide an audible

confirmation to the user concerning the quantity of units to b e administered via the bolus insulin

dose that the user just requested. For e amp e as (in this example) infusion pump assembly 100.

100' was programmed by the user so that a single depression o f switch assembly 318 is

5 equivalent to 0 20 units o f iαsulni, infusion pump assembly 100, 100' may beep ten times i e .

2.00 units s ten 0.20 unit doses).

When providing feedback to the user concerning the quantity of units to be administered

the bolus insulin dose, infusion pump assembly 100, 100' may provide a røisltifrequency

audible confirmation. For example and continuing with the above-stated example in which ten

Ϊ0 beeps are to be provided to the user, infusion pomp assembly 100, 100' may group the beeps into

groups of five (to facilitate easier counting by the user) and the beeps within each group o f five

may be rendered by infusion pump assembly 100, 100' so that each subsequent beep has a higher

frequency than the preceding beep (in manner similar to a musical scale). According!)' and

continuing with the example, infusion pump assembly 100, 100' ma> render a

5 1,000 Hz beep, followed by an 1, 100 T-Sz b ep followed b y a 1,200 Hz beep, followed by a 1,300

H beep, followed by a 1,400 H?. beep (thus completing a group o f five beeps), followed b y a

short pause, and then a 1,000 H z beep, followed by an 1,100 H beep, followed by a 1,200 Hz

beep, followed by a 1,300 Hz beep, followed by a 1,400 ϊ lz beep (thus completing the second

group o f five beeps). According to various additional / alternative embodiments the

0 multifrequeiicy audible continuation may utilize various numbers of tones incrementing in

frequency. For example, an embodiment may utilize twenty different tones incrementing in

frequency. Howes er, the number o f tones should not be construed a s a limitation of the present

disclosure as number o f tones may vary according to design criteria and user need.

Once infusion pump assembly 100 100' completes the rendering o f the mititifrequency

5 audible confirmation (i.e. the ten beeps described above), the user may, within a defined period

o f time (e.g. two seconds), depress switch assembly 3 18 to provide a confirmation signal to

infusion pump assembly 100, 100', indicating that the miiltifrequency audible confirmation was

accurate and indicative o f the size o f the bolus dose o f insulin to b e administered (i.e. 2.00 units).

Upon receh iπg this confirmation signal infusion pump assembly 100, 100" mav render a

0 "confirmation received" audible tone a d effectuate the delivery of (in this particular example)

the 2,00 unit bolus dose o f insulin in the event that infusion pump assembly 100, 100' fails to
4-1



receive the above-described confirmation signal infusion pump assembly 100. 100 may render

a "confirmation failed" audible tone and will not effectuate the delivery of A e bolus dose of

insulin. Accordingly if the multifrequency audible confirmation was not accurate indicative of

the size of the bolus dose of insulin to be administered, t e user may simply not provide the

5 above-described confirmation signa l thereby cancel ing the delivery of the bolus dose o f insulin.

As discussed above, in one exemplary embodiment of the above-describee! infusion pump

assembly, infusion pump assembly 100' may be u e to communicate with a remote control

assembly 300. When such a remote control assembly 300 is utilized, infusion pump assembly

100 ' and remote control assembly 300 may routinely contact each other to ensure that the two

Ϊ0 devices are still in communication with each other. For example, infusion pump assembly 100'

may pi g remote control assembly 300 to ensure that remote control assembly 300 is present

and active. Further, remote control assembh 300 may '"ping" infusion pump assembly 100' to

ensure that infusion pump assembly 100" is still present and active. In the event that one of

infusion pump assembly 100 ' and remote control assembly 300 fails to establish communication

5 with the other assembly, the assembly thai is unable to establish communication may sound a

"separation " alarm For example, assume that remote control assembly 300 i left n the car of

the user, while infusion pump assembly 100 is in the pocket o f the user. Accordingly and after a

defnied period of time infusion pump assembly 100 ' ma> begin sounding (he "separation "

alarm indicating that communication with remote control assembly 300 cannot be established.

0 ing switch assembly 3 18, the user may acknowledge silence this "separation " alarm.

As the user may define and administer a bolus insulin dose via switch assembly 318 of

mfksion pump assembly 1.00 ' while remote control assembly 300 is not in communication with

infusion pump assembly 100 , infusion pump assembly 100* may store information concerning

the administered bolus insulin dose within a log file (not shown) stored within infusion pump

5 assembly 100\ This log file (not shown) may be stored within nonvolatile memory (not shown)

included within infusion pump assembly 100 ' . Upon communication being reestablished

between infusion pump assembly 100' and remote control assembly 300. infusion pump

assembly 100' may prowde the information concerning the administered bolus insulin dose

stored within the log file (not shown) of infusion pump assembly 100' to remote control

0 assembly 300.



Further, if the user anticipates separating remote control assembly 300 from infusion

pump assembly 1GO\ the user (via the above-described me i system) may configure infusion

pump assembly 100' and remote control assembly 300 to be in ' separation mode thus

eliminating the occurrence of the above-described "separation" alarms. However the devices

ay continue to "ping "' each other so mat when they come back into communication with each

other infusion pump assembly 10 and remote control assembly 300 may automatically exit

"separation" mode.

Further, if the user anticipates traveling in an airplane, the user (via the above-described

mε υing system of remote control assembly 300) may configure infusion pump assembly 100

and remote contra! assembly 300 to be i "airplane" mode, in which each of infusion pump

assembly 100' and remote control assembly 300 suspend any and all data transmissions. While

in "airplane" mode, infusion pump assembly 100 ' and remote control assembly 300 may or may

not continue to receive data.

Switch assembly 3 18 may be se to perform additional functions, such as: checking the

battery life of reusable housing assembly 102: pairing reusable housing assembly 102 with

remote control assembly 300; and aborting the administration of a bolus does of infusible fluid.

Checking Battery Life: Reusable housing assembly 102 may include a rechargeable

battery assembly that may be capable of powering infusion pump assembly 100. 100" for

approximately three days (when fully charged). Such a rechargeable battery assembly may have

a usable life of a predetermined number of usable hours for example, or years, or other

predetermined length of usage. However, the predetermined life may depend on many factors,

including but not limited to, one or more of the following; climate, daily usage, and number of

recharges. Whenever reusable housing assembly 102 is disconnected from disposable housing

assembly 114. infusion pump assembly 100, 100' may perform a battery check on the above-

described rechargeable battery assembly whenever switch assembly 3 18 is depressed for a

defined period of time (e.g. m excess of two seconds) in the event that the above-described

rechargeable battery assembly is determined to be charged above a desired threshold infusion

pump assembly 100, 100 may render a "battery pass" tone. Alternatively, in the event that the

above-described rechargeable battery assembly is determined to be charged below a desired

threshold, infusion pump assembly 100, 100' may render a "battery tail" tone. Infusion pump



assembly 100, 100' may include components and or eitc υmy to determine whethei reusable

housing assembly 102 is disconnected fioro disposable housing assembly 114

Pairing e and m one exemplaiy embodiment of the alxne-d escribed

infusion pump assembly mfusjon pump assembly 100' ma> be used to communicate with

emote eoαttol assembly 300 h otder to effectuate communication between infusion pump

assembly 100 and remote conttol a se bl 300 a paung piocess mas be petfo πned Duπng

c a pairing process one oi more il io pump assemblies {c g infustnn pump assembly

100 } nia> be configured to communicate ith iemote contiol assembly 300 and (com erseh)

iemote contiol a embl 300 ma be configured to communicate ith one or more nfusion

Ϊ0 pump assemblies (e g infusion pump assembly 100 ) Specifically, the eπal numbeis of the

infu io pump assemblies (e g infusion pump assembly 100 ") ma\ be iecorded vMthtn a pairing

file (nor ho ) included withni emote control assembly 00 and the sertal πumbes of remote

control assembly 00 may be recoi ded within pairing file {not hown) included with i the

infusion pump assemblies {e g infusion pump assembly 100')

5 \ccotdmg to ati embodiment m oi der to effectuate such a paning proteduie the user

may simultaneously hold down one o more switch assemblies oti both iemote control assembly

300 and infusion pump assembly 00 For example the user may simultaneoush hold down

switch assemfah 10 included ith i remote control assemhh 300 and Λ ttch assemblv 3 I

included vuthm infusion pump assembly 100 for a defined period exceeding e g fne seconds

0 Once this defined period is reached, one oi more of remote conttol assembly 300 and infuston

pump asscmbh 100 ' mav genes aie an audible signal indicating that the pamng

piocedui e has been eHectuaied

Λccoidmg to auothei embodiment, pπoi to pei forming the pairing piocess. i uset ma\

uncouple teusable housing assembly 102 from disposable housing assemblv 114 B requiting

5 this initial tep fuithei assuiancc is pιυ\sded that an infusion pump assemblv being orn by a

usei mav not be surreptitiously- paued with a iemote conttol assembly

Once uncoupled, the uset ma\ entet paiimg mode \ia input assemblv 304 o f remote

contiol assemhh 300 oi example, the uset ma> entet paiimg mode o remote contiol

assembly 300 menumg system m combina πon with e g , witch

0 assembly 310 'Ihe usei may be piompted on display assembly 02 of remote conttol assembly

300 to depress a d hold s tch assembly M8 on infusion pump assembly 100' Additionally.
i '7



remote contra! assembly 304 may switch to a low power mode to g . avoid trying to pair with

distant infusion pump assemblies. The user may then depress and hold switch assembly 3 1S on

infusion pump assembly 100' so that infusion pump assembly 100' enters a receive mode and

waits for a pairing command from remote control assembly 300.

5 Remote control assembly 300 may then transmit a pairing request to infusion pump

assembly 100', which may be acknowledged by infusion pump assembly 100'. Infusion pump

assembly 100' may perform a security cheek on the pairing request received from remote control

assembly 300 and {if the security check passes) infusion p u assembly iOO' may activate a

pump pairing signal {i.e., enter active pairing mode). Remote control assembly 300 may perform

Ϊ0 a security check on the acknowledgment receked from infusion pump assembly 100'.

The acknowledgment received from infusion pump assembly 100' may define the serial

number of infusion pump assembly 100' and remote control assembly 300 may display that serial

number on display assembly 302 of remote control assembly 300. The user may be asked if they

wish to pair with the pump found, Jf the user declines, the pairing process may be aborted. If

15 the user agrees to the pairing process, remote control assembly 300 may prompt the user (via

display assembly 302} to depress and hold switch assembly 3 18 on infusion pump assembly !00'.

The user may then depress and hold switch assembly 318 on infusion pump assembly

100' and depress and hold e g. switch assembly 3 10 on remote control assembly 300.

Remote control assembly 300 may confirm that remote switch assembly 310 was held

0 (which may be reported to infusion pump assembly 100") infusion pump assembly 100' may

perform a security check o the confimiadon received from remote control assembly 300 to

confirm the integrity of same. If the integrity of the confirmation received is not verified, the

pairing process is aborted, if the integrity of the confirmation received is verified, any existing

remote pair configuration file is overwritten to reflect newly-paired remote control assembly

5 300 the pump pairing completed signal is activated, and the pairing process is completed.

Additionally, infusion pump assembly 100' may confirm that switch assembly 3 ϊ S was

held (which may be reported to remote control assembly 300). Remote control assembly 300

may perform a security check on the confirmation received from infusion pump assembly 100' to

confirm the integrity of same. If the integrity of die confirmation received is not verified, the

0 pairing process is aborted. If the integrity of the confirmation received is a pair list file

within remote control assembly 300 may be modified to add infusion pump assembly 100 .



Typically, remote contiot assembi> 300 may be capable of pan ing with multiple infusion pump

assemblies, while infusion pump assembh 100 may be capable of onlj paning with a single

iemote contiol assembK 'Ihe painng completed signal ma\ be act ated and the pairing ptocess

may be completed

When the pasting process s co pleted one or moie of iemore coiniol assembl} 300 and

infusion pump assembi> 100' ma\ genet ate an audible signal indicating that the abo\ e-descubed

pairing procedure has been s>ucces<>full> effectuated

Aborting Bolus Dose in e that the uses wishes to cancel a bolus dose of e g

insulin being adiTumsteied b) mfusion pump semb l 1OO\ the user ma\ depress switch

Ϊ0 assembh i S (e g . sho m FlGb 1 & 2) fot a defined peπnd exceeding e five seconds

Once this defined period j«, ieached tninsion pump ass>embl> 100" may render an audible signal

indicating that the e-dese πbed cancellation piøcedure h been effectuated

h ile itch assembly 3 18 i shown as being portioned on the top of mfthton pump

assembly 100 100 this s foi illustiame puφ oses only and is not intended to be a limitation of

1.5 this disclosure, as other configurations are possible Fot example switch assembh 8 ma be

positioned about the peπphcry of infusion pump assemblv 100 iGCT

Refe π irig also to FIGS 1 1 , there is shown an alternate e-emhodiment infusion pump

assemblv 400 As with pump assembly 100, 100\ infusion pump assembh 400 tnav mtlude

icurable housing assembl> 402 and disposable ho u ng assembly 404

0 In a fashion similar to reusable housing assemhh 102. reusable housing assemhh 402

mav include a mechanical contiol assemblv (that includes at least one pump assembh- and at

least one e as bl Reusable housing assembis 402 nm> also include a eiectiical

conuol assembly thai s coniigmed to ide control Signals to h mechanical coturol assembh

and effectuate die deli ma\ be cυnfiguied

5 to eooUol the flow of the infusible fluid thi υugh fluid path and the pump assembly ma> be

conisgused to pump the infusible fluid fiora the fluid path to the user

In a fashion t>inuiat to disposable housing assemhh 114. disposable housing assembh-

404 b e configuied foi a single use oi foi use fot a specified period of tune, e g e g three

days or an> othei amount of time Disposable housing asserabh 404 raav be configured such

0 that any components m infusion pump assembly 400 that come m contact v\ ith the infusible fluid

aie disposed on and'oi within disposable housing asse πibh 404



In this paiUcuSai embodiment of the infusion pump assembly, infusion pump assembly

400 may uiclude switch assembly 406 positioned about the pe phery of infusion purøp assembly

400 Foi example, switch assembly 400 niay be positioned along a sadial edge o f infusion pump

assembly 400, which may allow for easier use by a use* Switch assembly 406 may be cohered

5 ith a wateqpt oof membrane configured to p re ent the infiltration of water into infusion pump

assembly 400 Reusable housing assembly 402 ma> include main body poition 4OS {bousing the

abo\ e-desc πbcd mechanical and electrical control assemblies) n locking ring assembh 450

that ma\ be configuied to rotate about mam body portion 408 (in the dneetion of arrow 412)

In a fashion similar to reusable housing assembly 102 and disposable housing assembly

Ϊ0 114, reusable housing assembly 402 may be configured to releasabl) engage disposable housmg

assembly 404 Such ieleasable engagement may be accomplished by a sπ ew-on, a twist-lock or

a compression fit configuration foi example hi an embodiment which twist-lock

configuration i utilised the u e of infusion pump assembly 400 may first properly position

reusable housmg assembly 402 with respect to disposable housing assembh 404 and may then

15 totate locking ring assembly 410 (m the dnection o f n ov 4 12) to leieasahlv engage teusable

housing assembly 402 with disposable housing assembly 404

Thiough the use f locking ting assembly 410. reusable housmg assembh 402 may be

pϊoperlv positioned with iespeet to disposable housing assembly 404 and then ieleasably

engaged by iotatsng locking π g assembly 410, thus eliminating the need to rotate seusable

0 housing asscrnblv 402 with icspcct to disposable housing assembly 404 Accordingly , reusable

housing assembh 402 may be piopeilv aligned ith disposable housmg assembly 404 pπor to

engagement, and such alignment may not be disimhed duπng the engagement process Locking

iing sse b 410 may include a latching mechanism (not shown) that may pte\e τu the rotation

of locking ung s mbl 410 until ieusable housmg a s eτnbiy 402 and disposable housmg

5 assembly 404 aie piopedv positioned with respect to each other

Referring also to FICiS 199A-1 D anothei embodiment o f a locking ung assembly

19900 ho n Λs shown m FlG 199C- 190D tins embodiment o f the locking ung assembly

I OO includes a spimg 19902 and a tab 1 04 that together form a spniig loaded interlock tab

The spang loaded interlock tab additionally includes a housing tor the magnet IWOtt The

0 spi mg loaded uiterlock tab provides an improved co e inteilock as the spung loaded interlock

tab floats and provides a snap together fit Still iefemng also to FICiS 1WC-199D. the locking



ling assembly 19900 additional!} includes eSastomeisc o\e ι molds 19908. 19910 In the

exemplary embodiment of tiie locking ri assembly 19900. the locking ring asse b s rigid

coie IWO! s made ftom plastic Additionally, the spring loaded interlock tab 0 4 housing the

magnet 1990b places the magnet 19906 in a position of closer teia πon to the switch m which the

5 magnet I O iπtetacts. A dditionally the locking ring asserobh IWOO spring loaded mteriock

tab es the ieusable pottrøn o f Ui e pump assembly of feree when the disposable s bemg

rcmtued from the reusable portion of the pump assembh.

Referring also to FIGS 16-18, there s sho an alternate e-embodiment infusion pomp

assembly 500 wtth pump assembly 100, 100", infusion pump assembly 500 may include

Ϊ0 reusable housing assembly 502 and disposable housing assembly 504

in a fashion similar to reusable housing assembly 402, reusable housing assembly 502

ma> include a mechanical control assembly (that includes at least one pump assembly a d at

least one \ahe assembly) Reusable housing assembh 502 may also include an electrical

control assembly that s configured to provide control signals to the mechanical control assembly

15 and effectuate the delnery of an infusible fluid to a usei The \ e as emb l may be configured

to contiol the flow of the infusible fluid through a fluid path and the pump assembly may be

configured to pump the infusible fluid from the fluid path to the user

fn a fashion similar to disposable housing assemblv 404, disposable housing assembly

504 may be configured for single use or foi use for a specified period of time, e g , e ∑, three

0 days ot any other amount of time Disposable housing assembly 504 may be eonfiguied such

that any components in infusion pump assembly 500 that come m contact with the mfusible fluid

are disposed on and, or within disposable housmg assembh 504.

In this particular embodiment of the mfusion pump assembly, infusion p p assembly

500 may include switch assembly 506 positioned about the peπpherv o f infusion pump assembly

5 500 Foi example, it h assembly 506 may be positioned along a radial edge of infusion pump

assembly 500, which mas allow foi easier use by a user itch assemblv 506 may be co\eted

with a waterproof mcmbiaiie and oi an o-πng ot other sealing mechanism may be included on

die stem 507 of e switch assembly 506 configured to prevem the mfilttatson o f watei into

infusion pump assembly 500 ei n some emb odiments switch assembly 506 may

0 include an cneimolded rubber button, thus pioudmg functionality as waterpi oof seal without

the use of a waterproof membrane oi an o-πng, er . in srill other embodiments, the
? !



oveπnotded rubber button may additionally be covered by a waterproof membrane and/or

include an o-ring. Reusable housing assembly 502 may include main body portion 508 (housing

the above-described mechanical and electrical control assemblies) and locking ring assembly 510

that may be configured to rotate about main body portion 508 (in the direction of arrow 5 12)

I a fashion similar to reusable housing assembly 402 and disposable housing assembly

404, reusable housing assembly 502 may be configured to releasably engage disposable housing

assembly 504. Such reϊeasable engagement may be accomplished by a screw-on, a twist-Sock or

a compression fit configuration, for example. In an embodiment in which a twist-lock

configuration is utilized, the user of infusion pump assembly 500 may first properly position

reusable housing assembly 502 with respect to disposable housing assembly 504 and may then

rotate locking ring assembly 510 (in the direction of arrow 512) to releasably engage reusable

housing assembly 502 with disposable housing assembly 404.

As locking ring assembly 510 included within infusion pump assembly 500 may be taller

(i.e., as indicated by arrow 514) than locking ring assembly 410, locking ring assembly 510 may

include a passage 516 through which button 506 may pass. Accordingly, when assembling

reusable housing assembly 502, locking ring assembly 5 10 may be installed onto main body

portion 508 (in the direction of arrow 518). Once locking ring assembly 510 is installed onto

main body portion 50S, one or more locking tabs (not shown) may prevent locking ring assembly

510 from being removed from main body portion 508. The portion of switch assembly 506 that

protrudes through passage 516 may then be pressed into main body portion 508 (in the direction

of arrow 520). thus completing the installation of switch assembly 506.

Although button 506 is shown in various locations on infusion pump assembly 500,

button 506, in other embodiments, may be located anywhere desirable on infusion pump

assembly 500.

Through the use of locking ring assembly 510 reusable housing assembly 502 may be

properly positioned with respect to disposable housing assembly 504 and men releasably

engaged by rotating locking ring assembly 5 10 thus eliminating the need to rotate reusable

housing assembly 502 with respect to disposable housing assembly 504. Accordingly, reusable

housing assembly 502 may be properly aligned with disposable housing assembly 504 prior to

engagement, and such alignment may not be disturbed during the engagement process. Locking

ring assembly 510 may include a latching mechanism (not shown) that prevents the rotation of



locking πng assenibl} 5 H) until reusable housing assembh 502 and disposable housing assembly

504 aie properh positioned with respect to each other Passage 5 16 ma> b e elongated to allo

foi the mo ement of locking ting 510 about switch assembly 506

Referring also to FIGS. 1L>A-19B & 20-21. there ate sho views of infusion

5 pump assembly 00 . which ss shown to include reusable housing assembly 502, switch asserabK

506, and main body portion 50S Λs discussed abo e main body portion 508 include a

plurality of components, e a le of winch ma> include but are not limited to \ø!ume sen or

assembly 148, printed ciicuit board 600, ubratmn raotoi assembly 602, shape irtemo ι> actuator

anchor 604, s itch asscmbl) 0 , battery 0 antenna assembl) 608 pump assembly 106,

Ϊ0 measurement xahe assemblx 610, c

assembh 614 To enhance clarity, printed circuit boaid 600 has been ed fiom FIG 19B to

allow for mg of the various components positioned beneath printed circuit boatd 600

The various electrical components that ma> be electncalh coupled with punted circuit

hoard 600 mav utilize spring-biased teiimnals that allow foi electiicai coupling without the need

15 foi soldetmg the connections For example, \ ibiation motor assembly 602 mav utilize pan of

spi sng-biased terminals (one positi\c terrnina! and one negatnc terminal) that e configured to

piess against corresponding condiicme pads on printed circuit board 600 he vibration motor

assembiv 602 is positioned on printed cncuit boaid 600 o e er m the exemplan'

embodiment, ibration motor assembly 602 is sotdeicd dncctiy to the printed cncuit board

0 s discussed abox c. sensoi assembiv 148 mav be configured to monitor the

amount o f tiutd infused bv mfusion pump assembly 500 Tot example, sensoi assembl>

148 røav employ acoustic 10

and 5,755 683 assigned to DfcKA PtoducLs Limited Fattnershtp, as ll as the I S patent

application Publication Nos US 2007 02280^1 Al, US 2007 02194% A l L S 2007 0210480

5 A l IIS 2007/0219597 A l ihe eiunc disclosuics. o f ail of are mcorpoiated hetem b>

ieiei ence

motoi assembly 602 may be configured to pun ide a vibt a on-based signal to

die user ojf infusion pump asseiubl> 500 f-or e a p l m the event that the of batteiv

606 (which po er infusion pump assembly 500) is below the minimum acceptable

0 ide a \ibiation-

based signal to tiie usei of infusion pump assemblj- 500 Shape memorj. actuator anchor 604



may provide a mounting point foi the above-described shape memory actnatoi g shape

memory actuator 112) As discussed abo\ e. shape mmioiy actuates 112 may be. fot example, a

conductne shape-memoiy alloy ire that changes shape with tempeiature The temperatuie of

shape-memory actuator 112 may b changed with a heater, or more conveniently, by application

5 of eSectucai energy Accordingly, one end of shape memory actuatoi 112 røav be πgklly affixed

(ι e anchoied) to shape merøoiy actuatoi anchoi 604 and the oilier end of shape memoiy

actuator 112 may be applied to e g \ah e assembly and or a pump actuator Therefore, b

apph ing electrical energy to shape memory actuator 112, the length of shape m emor actuator

112 ma) be controlled and. therefoie. the \aKe asscmbh and/or the pump nctυatoi to which it is

O attached may be manipulated

Antenna assembiv 008 may be configured to allow for wireless communication between

e g infusion pump as e bl 500 and remote control as bl ) (FIG 11) 4 s discussed

above, remote control assembly mav allow the user to program mfuston pump assembly 500

and e g configute bolus infusion events As discussed above, infusion pump assembly 00 may

5 include one oi more valve embli s configured to conho! the o of (he mfusiblc lluid

through a fluid path (within iπfusmn pump assembly 500) and pump a se b l iO6 may be

configured to pump the infusible fluid from the fluid path to the usct this particular

embodiment of infusion pump assembly 500. infusion pump assembly 500 is shown to include

thtee vahe assemblies namely measurement valve assembly 610, volume sensor valve assembly

0 612, and teset \ oti \ ah e assembly 6 14

As discussed above and iefc πmg also to FiG 2 1 the infusible fluid mav be .stored within

le.servoir 118 i otder to effectuate the delivery of the infusible fluid o the user, the pioce.ssmg

logic (not shown) included infusion pump assemblv 500 mav eneigt/e shape memoty

actuatoi 112. hi h mav be anchored on one end u in shape memory actuator anchot 604

5 Refem π also to FlG 22A. shape memory acmatot 112 mav result in the activation of pump

assembly 106 and iesenoir vah e assembh 614 Reservoir valve assembly 614 røav include

ic \ ou valve actuator 614A and leseivoir vah c 614B d the actuation of icscivon valve

assembly 614 mav iesult m the down v aid displacement of tesetvoir vahe actuator 614A and the

closing of on vahe 614B, iesukmg m the effectne ssolation of sesenois I i S Furthei,

0 pump assembly 106 may include pump plunger iOfiΛ and pump chambei 106B and the

activation of pump assembly 106 may result m pump plunges 106A being displaced in a



downward fashion into pump chamber 106B and the displacement of the infusible fluid (in the

direction of arrow 616).

Volume sensor valve assembly 612 may include volume sensor valve actuator 6 12A and

volume sensor valve 612B. Referring also to FSG. 22B, volume sensor valve actuator 612A may

be closed via a spring assembly that provides mechanical force to seal volume sensor vaive

612B. However, when pump assembly 106 is activated, if the displaced infusible fluid is of

sufficient pressure to overcome the mechanical sealing force of volume sensor valve assembly

612, the displacement of the infusible fluid occurs in the direction of arrow 618. This may result

in the filling of volume sensor chamber 620 included within volume sensor assembly 148.

Through the use of speaker assembly 622, port assembly 624, reference microphone 626, spring

diaphragm 628, invariable volume microphone 630, volume sensor assembly 148 may determine

the volume of infusible fluid included within volume sensor chamber 620.

Referring also to FIG. 22C, once the volume of infusible fluid included within volume

sensor chamber 620 is calculated, shape memory actuator 632 may be energized, resulting in tire

activation of measurement valve assembly 610, which may include measurement valve actuator

6 1OA d measurement valve 610B. Once activated and due to the mechanical energy asserted

o the infusible fluid within volume sensor chamber 620 by spring diaphragm 628, the infusible

fluid within volume sensor chamber 620 y be displaced (in the direction of arrow 634)

through disposable cannula 138 and into the body of the user.

Referring also to F ΪG. 23, there is shown exploded view of infusion pump assembly

500. Shape memory actuator 632 may be anchored (on a first end) to shape memory actuator

anchor 636. Additionally, the other end of shape memory actuator 632 may be used to provide

mechanical energy to valve assembly 638, which may activate measurement valve assembly 610.

Volume sensor assembly spring retainer 642 may properly position volume sensor assembly 148

with respect to the various other components of infusion pump assembly 500. Valve assembly

638 may be used is? conjunction with shape memory actuator 112 to activate pump plunger

106A. Measurement valve 6 10B, volume sensor valve 6I2B and/or reservoir valve 614B may be

self-contained valves that are configured to allow for installation during assembly of infusion

pump assembly 500 by pressing the valves upward into the lower surface of main body portion

508,



Refeπ m also to H G 24 & FIGS 25A-25D, these is shown a raose-detaded e of

pump assembly 106 Pump acruatoi assembly 644 ma> include pump actuates support staicture

646, bms spπng 648, and assembly 650

Refenmg also to MGS 26A-26B FIGS 27A-2 ?B, thete ΪS shown a raose-detasled Λιew

of easu eme t e asserablv 610 As discussed abov e, asserøbiv 3 ma actuate

raeasuieme t vah e assembly U)

Referring also to FIGS 28A-2SD infusion pump assembly GO ma> include

røeasu ϊement \ ah e assembl> 610 s discussed abox e, ah e assembly 638 may be actu ated \ ia

ape meraoi) actuator 6 2 and actuator assembh 640 Accordingly, to infuse the quantity of

Ϊ0 infusthic fluid stoied withm xolume sensor chamber 620, shape mcmors actimtoi 6 2 may need

to actuate e assembly 638 foi a consideiable peitod of time (e g one minute or raoie) As

thss would coiisume a constdesable amount of povvei flora batten 606, raeasoremetit

a s mbi 610 may allow for the fempoiaiy actnatton of \aK e a sembl 8, at which point

measiuemetit ahe asserablv 638 fiom ietumiiig to ts non-

15 actu ated po tion Shape nicmotv actuator 6 2 may be ancboied on a fust end ng electrical

contact 6 4 The other end of shape memoiy actuator 6 2 may be connected to a uih e latch

656 When shape memoiv actuator 6 2 is actuated shape mcrnorv actuator 652 may pull vahe

latch assembly 6SO

mav be actuated M.a hape memoiy acmatoi 6 2 Once measurement ahe assembly 6i(> has

0 been actuated e latch 656 ma> aiitomaiicallv latch assembh 638 in the actuated

po tion Actuating shape roerøoty actualoi 652 ma\ pull a e latch 656 finward and release

as e bly 638 Assuming shape Memoiy acluatoi 632 is no longet acuvaied τneasuiemen.1

assembK 610 mav m to a de-actuated state n e latch 656 has iekased e

assembb, (>38 Ac oidm lv lhiouuh the use of measurement \ ake assembK K shape

5 memory aciuatoi 632 does not need to be actuated during the entire time that u takes o infuse

die quantu of infusible Ouid stoted hin sensot chaαibet 620

Refenmg also to FIGS 201A-201 B an exemplaiy embodiment of the measurement

valve ss bl is sh w In tins embodiment, the alv latch descnbecl above with iespect to

HCJS 26A-26B a d ed llus exemplars embodiment eliminates

0 the sound made b> tlie piiinp en the latch is actuated Addi ionall lemoving the latch

eliminates the usk of a failed ah e latch as well as ieduces measiuement vake faikue due to
6



possible alloy fatigue With tespect to manufacturing, the ienunai of the

latch reduces component cost as well as assembly cost, as it eliminates assembly steps

Additional!} the ehnunauon of the \a!\ e latch mav ieduce the powei consumption

As discussed atκne, the abo\e-desc πbed infusion pump assemblies (e g , infusion pumps

5 assemblies 100, 100', 400. 500) may mclucle an external infusion set 4 configured to

the mfusible fluid to a uset External infusion set 134 ma\ include a cannula as e bl 130,

which may include a needle oi a disposable cannula 138, d tubing a e bly 140 Tubing

assembly 140 ma> be m fluid communication with reseπ oπ 11 for example, b > a of the

fluid path and ith cannula assembly 138 for example, either directh or b \\a> of a cannula

Ϊ0 interface 142

Referring also to FlCt 29 there is shown an alternative embodiment infusion pump

assembly 700 that i configured to store a portion of tnbmg assembly 140 Specifically, tnflision

pump assembly 700 may include peupheral tubing storage assembly 702 that s configured to

allow the user m w ind a portion of tubing assembly 140 about the periphery of infusion pomp

15 assembh 700 {in a maiiiict similai to that of a vυ) Pcnphera! tubing stoiage assembly 702

ma) be positioned about the peimhen f infusion pump a embl 700 Peripheral tubing

storage assembly 702 may be conf ϊguicd as an open trough into which a portion of tubπig

assemblv 140 ma be wound peripheral tubmg storage assewbiv 702 may

include one oi more dn idei portions 704, 706 that form a plurality of narrower troughs that may

0 be sized to generate an mteiference fit between the alls of the naπcmci trough and the extc πoi

surface of the portion of tubing 140 When peupheral tubing storage assembh 05 includes

pliitahty of dsudei potuons 704, 706. tl)e resulting narro ei troughs ma> be wound a spiral

fashion about the periphery of infusion pump assembh 00 {i a manner ssmtlat to the tlitead of

a cte )

5 Refeπuig also to FIGS 30-3 1, thoie i an alternative embodiment mJmion pump

assembly 750 that JS configuted to slote a portion of tubing as e bl 140 Specificalh, infusion

pump assembh' 750 may include peuphoial tubing storage assembly 752 that LS configured to

allow the usei to wind a portion of tubmg assembly 140 about the peupherv o f infusion pump

assembly ~ 0 (again in a mannei similai to that of a >o>o) Peπpheial tubing storage assembly

0 752 ma> be positioned about the peaphei> of infusion puxnp assembh 750 Peπpheial tubing

storage assembh 752 ma> be configured as an open trough into which a poition of tubing



assembly 140 is wound. Alternatively, peripheral tubing storage assembly 732 may include one

or more divider portions 754, 756 that form a plurality of narrower troughs that may be sized to

generate an interference fit between the walls of the narrower trough and the exterior surface of

the portion of tubing 140. When peripheral tubing storage assembly 752 includes plurality of

divider portions 754, 756, the resulting narrower trough y be woimd in a spiral fashion about

the periphery of infusion pump assembly 750 (again, in a manner similar to the thread of a

screw).

Infusion pump assembly 750 may include tubing retainer assembly 758 Tubing retainer

assembly 758 may be configured to releasably secure tubing assembly 140 so as to prevent

tubing assembly 140 from unraveling from aro und infusion pump assembly 750. In one

embodiment of tubing retainer assembly 758, tubing retainer assembly 758 may include

downward facing pin assembly 760 positioned above upward facing pin assembly 762 The

combination of pin assemblies 760, 762 may define a "pinch point" through which tubing

assembly 140 may be pushed. Accordingly, the user may wrap tubing assembly 140 around the

periphery of infusion pump assembly 750, wherein each loop of tubing assembly 140 is secured

within peripheral tubing storage assembly 752 via tubing retainer assembly 758. In the nt

that the user wishes to lengthen the unsecured portion of tubing assembly 140, the user may

release one loop of tubing assembly 140 from tubing retainer assembly 758. Conversely, in the

event that the user wishes to shorten the unsecured portion of tubing assembly 140, the user may

secure one additional loop of tubing assembly 140 within tubing retainer assembly 758.

Referring also to FIGS. 32-33, there is shown an exemplary embodiment of infusion

pump assembly 800 As with infusion pump assemblies 100, 100', 400, and 500, infusion pump

assembly 800 ay include reusable housing assembly 802 and disposable housing assembly 804.

With reference also to FlCiS. 34A-34B, in a fashion similar to infusion pump assembly

100, reusable housing assembly 802 may be configured to releasably engage disposable housing

assembly 804. Such releasable engagement may be effectuated by a screw-on, twist-lock, or

compression fit configuration, for example. Infusion pump assembly 800 may include locking

ring assembly 806. For example, reusable housing assembly 802 may be properly positioned

relative to disposable housing assembly, and locking sing assembly 806 may be rotated to

releasable engage reusable housing assembly 802 and disposable housing assembly 804



Locking nng assembly 806 may include nub 80S that may facilitate rotation of locking

ring assembly 806 Additionally, the position of nub 808, e.g.. relatne to tab SiO of disposable

housing assembly 804, raa> provide verification that leasable housing assembly 802 ss fully

engaged with disposable housing assembly 804 f-ør exa ple as shown in FlG 34A, when

reusable housing assembly 802 s properly aligned with disposable bousing asserabh 804, nub

80S may be aligned n a first position relative to tab 810 Upon achieving a fully engaged

condition. b > rotation locking ring assembly 806, nub 808 ma> be aligned in econd position

reiatn e to tab 8 10, as show ti m FSG 34B

Referring also to FIGS A- 5C and FIGS. 56-3SA i fashion similar to reusable

housing assembl) 102, reusable housing assembh 802 may include mechanical control a e bly

812 g , which ma> include \ahe assembly 814. shown i FIG 3<\ including one or more

e and one or more pumps for pumping and controlling the flow of the infusible fluid)

Reusable housing assembly 802 may also include an electrical control assembly 8 16 that may be

configured to provide control signals to the mechanical control assembly 12 to effectuate the

deliver) of an nifusible fluid to the user. Vahe assembly 814 may be configured k control the

flow of the infusible fluid through a fluid path and the pump assembly ma> be conf ϊguted to

pump the nifusible fluid from the fluid path to the user

Mechanical contiol assembly 12 and electrical control assembly 816 mav be contained

within a housing defined by base plate SiS body 820 In some embodiments one or more of

b e plate 818 and body 820 may pioude electromagnetic shielding In such an embodiment,

the elect! omagne πc shielding may prevent and ot ieduce eiectiomagnetic mteiference lecesv ed

by electrical control assembly 816 and/or created b\ electrical conti αl assembly 8 1

Additionally alternatively. EMi shield 822 may be included, a sho n m H d 3d and FIG 3"

Mi shield 822 mav provide shielding against geneiated and oi received electromagnetic

interference

Reusable housing assembly 802 mas include a switch assembly that mav be cαufϊgmed

to reeene met commands (e.g . foi bolus ei pairing with a remote control assembly, or the

like) The switch a e bl a include button 824 that ay be disposed m opening 826 of body

820 As shown e g., m FiG. 35B, locking ϊ ing ass mbl 806 may include sadial slot 828 that

may be conilg υied to allow locking ring assembly 06 to be rotated relative to body 820 while

still p iding facile access to button 824.



Referring also to FiGS. 39A-39C, electrical control assembly 816 may include printed

circuit board 830 as well as batter} 832. Printed circuit board 830 may include the various

control electronics for monitoring and controlling the amount of infusible fluid that has been

and/or is being pumped. For example, electrical control assembly 816 may measure the amount

5 of infusible fluid that has just been dispensed, and determine based upon the dosage required by

the user, whether enough infusible fluid has been dispensed ff not enough infusible fluid has

been dispensed, electrical control assembly 8 16 may determine that more infusible fluid should

be pumped. Electrical control assembly 816 may provide the appropriate signal to mechanical

control assembly SI2 so that any additional necessary dosage may be pumped or electrical

O control assembly 816 may provide the appropriate signal to mechanical control assembly 812 so

that the additional dosage may be dispensed with the next dosage. A l ern ativ ly if too much

infusible fluid has been di pensed electrical control assembly 8 16 may provide the appropriate

signal to mechanical control assembly 812 so that less infusible fluid may be dispensed in the

next dosage. Electrical control assembly 816 may include one or more microprocessors. In an

15 exemplary embodiment, electrical control assembly 8 16 may include three microprocessors

One processor (e.g., which may include, but is not limited to a CC25 I0 microcontroller / RF

transceiver, available from Chipcon AS, of Oslo. Norway) may be dedicated to radio

communication, e.g.. for communicating with a remote control assembly. Two additional

microprocessors (example of which may include, but is not limited to an MSP430

0 microcontroller, available from Texas Instruments Inc. of Dallas, Texas) may be dedicated k >

issuing and carrying out commands (e.g., to dispense a dosage of infusible fluid, process

feedback signals from a volume measurement device, and the like).

As shown in FIG. 35C, base p ate 818 may provide access to electrical contacts 834, e.g.,

which may be electrically coupled to electrical control assembly 816 for recharging battery 832.

5 Base plate 8 18 may include one or more features (e.g., openings 336. S38) which may be

configured to facilitate proper alignment with disposable housing assembly 804 by way of

cooperating features (e.g., tabs) of disposable housing assembly 804. Additionally as shown in

FIGS. 40A-40C 41A-41B, and 42A-42C, base plate 818 may include various features for

mounting vahe assembly 814 and electrical control assembly 16. as well as providing access o

0 disposable housing assembly 804 by valve assembly 814.



Locking ting assembly 806 may include gap inserts 84 0 842, e g , h h ma> include an

elasto π eπc r textured mateπal that may facilitate gπppmg and twistmg locking π assembK

806, e g . foi engaging '' di enga i ieusable housing asserabK 802 and disposable housing

assembly 804 Additionally locking g assembly 806 may tnciude a sensing component e g .

5 magnet 844) that may mtetact with a component of teusable housing asserøblv 0 (e g , a Hail

Effect sensor), e g . to ide an indication of the naUue of a mating component e g , which in

some embodiments may include but ΪS not limited to, one or moic of disposable housing

assembly 804, a charging station, or a filling station) d or of whether ieusable housing

assembly 02 is properly engaged with the mating component In the exemplar) embodiment, a

Ϊ0 Hall Effect sensoi (not shown) ma be located on the pump pπnted circuit board The Hall

Effect sensoi may detect he the locking img has been rotated to a closed position Thus, the

Hall hffect se-møt togethes ith magnet 844 m pren ide a system for determining whethei the

locking rmg has been rotated to a closed position

lhe sensing component (magnet) 844 togethei with the ieusable housing assembK

15 components, i e , m the cxemplaiy embodiment lhe Hail Fffcct sensor, mav work to tde for

a determination of whcthei the ieusable housing asscrnblv is ptoperlv attached to the intended

component oi :ee l ocking rmg assembly 806 ma\ not turn without being attached to a

component i e , disposable housing asscmbiv 804, a dust co\et oi a char Ti s the sensing

component together with the ieusable housing assembly component mav function to pan ide

0 many advantageous safetj features to the mfusiυn pump system These features may include,

but aie not limited to, one or more of the following Where the svstem does not detect being

attacSied to a disposable assembl a dust er oi a chaiget. the system may noltfv, aiett oi

alaim the usei as U e reusable pot lion, e g , the \aKes and pumping components, mav be

vulneiahie to contamination o destmction which may compromise the mtegπty of the teusable

5 assemblv Thus, the tem may pun ide lot n integrity alarm to aiert the usei of potential

ieiLsabie integrity thieats Also whete the system senses the reusable a mb is attached to a

dust cover the svstem mav powei off υt educe pov\ei to conseise pimer This may p ιo\ ide for

more efficient use of powei wheie the reusable assembly not connecting to a component m

which it needs to interact

0 Reusable housing assembly 802 may attach to a number of diffeient components,

including but not limited to. a disposable housing assembly, a dust ei or a battery



ehai get /battery chaiging station In each case, the HaIS Effect sensot ma\ detect that the locking

turn is in the closed position, and theiefore, that reusable housing assembly 802 is releasably

engaged to a disposable housing a e b , a dust a t a battejy chaiget batteiy chaiging

station (Oi. anothei component) The infusion pump system may deteimine the component to

hich it is attached using the S system descttbed m moie detail b o o b\ a electronic

contact Refemng now aKo to FSGS 38B-38L) one embodiment of a dust ei (e g dust co\ er

} is shown In the exemplary embodiment, dust cox e s S include features 4 i 843,

845, 84 such that the locking mig of ieusable housing assembly 802 ma leieasabJv engage dust

co\er Tn addition, dust to\er 9 mav fuither include r ces togion 4 tor accommodating

the \al\ mg and pumping featiues of reusable housing asscmbh 04 Foi example, h respect

to the dust co er the AVS te ma> deteirame that a dus.t ctn e , and not a disposable housing

as^emblv, i connected to the ieusable ousin as bK h A S svstem mav di tin uis

using a look-up table oi other compa πϊtne data and compaitng the measurement data Λ\ tth

chaiactenstic dust er or empt> disposable housing assembly data With respect to the batten-

charger, the battery charges m the exemplary embodiments, may include elect πc contacts When

the reusable housing assembly is attached to the batten' chaiger the infusion pump assembly

electronic been made and vu ϊ l thus indicate that the

reusable ho in asse πibK is attached to a batten chaiget

Referring aKo to FIGS 4 A-4 ; B and FSGS 44A.-44C an embodiment of sahe assembh

14 which A s Λ\ tth infusion

puinp assemblies 100 100', 400 and 500, \ah ε assembly 814 may generalh include ϊ esenoir

sake 850 plunger pump 852, \olume sensor ahe 854 d measutement vaKe 85 > Similar to

the pi b shape

memoiv actuator S S which v be anchoied (on a fiist end) to shape memotv actuator atichoi

860 Additionally, measurement 856 may be actuated. < vaKe aUuatui S62 by shape

memoiv actuator S64, which be anchoied {on a fust end) to shape πieniotv actuator anehoi

866 In a similar manner a dis u sed abo\ e, measurement \ahe may be maintained in an open

position 856 may b e tekased

\ta actuation υf shape memory actuator 0, which av be anc noted (on a fitst end) by shape

memoiv actuatoi anchor 2 In ome embodiments siiape memory actuatoi aiichoi S60 may be



potted onto the teusable housuig assembly. si g thss piocess during manufacture ensures shape

memory length actuator 858 is installed and maintains the desire J length and tension strain.

Referring also to HGS. 45Λ-45B and FIGS. 46A-46E, shape memory actuate! 85 (e g ,

which may include one or more shape memory wires) may actuate plunger pump 852 \ ιa

5 actuator assembly 874. Aetuatot assembly 874 ma> include bias spring 5J76 and lever asserøbh

878 Actuate? a se bl 874 may actuate both plungei pump 852 and measurement 850

Referring also to FIGS 47 -47B. measurement \ al\e S56 may he actuated by shape

memory actuator 864. \ ja e actuator 862 and er assembly S7S Once actuated,

measurement vahc latch assembly 8 > may maintain measurement \nh e 856 in an open

Ϊ0 portion Measurement \alve latch assembly 868 actuated by shape memory actuator 870 to

release measurement \ ah e 856, allowing it to return to a closed position

Disposable housing assembly 04 be configured foi a i g le e or for use for a

specified peπod of time, e g , g , three day:* o i am other amount of time Disposable housing

assembly S04 may be configured such that any of the component of infusion pump assembly 800

1.5 that come in contact with the infusible fluid may be disposed on atid/ot wjthm disposable

housing assembly 804 As such, the risk of contaminating the infusible fluid may be reduced

Referring also to FIG 48 and FJGS. 49A-49O, disposable housing assembly 804 may

include base portion 900, niembiatie assembly 902 and top portion 904 Ba e poihon 900 a

include recess 906 that together with membrane assembly 902 defines reservoir 908 for recervmg

0 an infusible fluid {not shown), c g insulm Referring also to FIGS 50.V50C recess 90 y

be at least partially formed bv and integral with base poitum 900. Mcmbianc as e bl 902 may

be seaSmgl> engaged with base portion 900, e.g , by being coinpress elv pmched between base

portion 900 and top portion 904 Fop portion 904 ma\ be attached to base portion 900 b>

comeutional means, such as gluing, heat sealing uluasonic welding, and compression fhtsug

5 Additionally / alternatively, membiane assembly 902 may be attached to base poUion 900. e .

via giuuig, ultrasonic welding, heat sea ling and the l k e to ptoude a seal between membrane

assembly 902 and base poiu υ 900

Still refe πmg to FΪCiS 4 and 50Λ , iecess 906, m the exemplary erαbodi πient, includes

iatsed portion 0 j h ch mcUides area 903 about fluid openings 905 leading to the fluid lme

0 Raised portion 90 ϊ , m the exemplary embodiment, extends about the perimeter of iecess 906

Howe\er, m other embodiments, raised portion 901 may not extend the entire perimeter, but may



be pat aiK about the peπraetei Area 903 about fluid openings 905 may be shaped as shown m

the exemplary embodiment, including an angled poifion, h ich m some embodiments includes

45 degiee a g es howesei in othei e bodiments the angle may be gteatei oi Jesses In some

embodiments, the pump may not generate a sufficient enough vacuum to collapse the reseπ oir

so as to eliminate the entire \ clume of fluid that may be stored the leservou. Raised portion

901 mav act to minimize wasted fluid In o e embodiments, the iesenosr membiane mav be

made from a material has ing a durometer of 20A to 30A, thus prov iding a soft material

Additionally , n some e bodiments features, e g , including but not limited to, raised featutes or

a scrpentme feature about the outside wall of the reserson , may be added to the reseπ on wall

Together with a soft material membiane. these one or more rai ed features m y fill the dead

volume m the resentw In some embodime ts one or more raised features may be added to the

reseraon Although the one or more iaised featutes may deα ease the fill volume of the

reservoir, the features may decrease the dead \ohime eontnbuttng to the ahsht} of the reseπ o ¬

to empt\ Additionally, w the exemplar) embodiment the iesenoir includes at least one vent

Fluid openings O hich m the exemplars' embodiment, mav include thiee openings,

however, in other embodiments m include more openings or fewer openings, may be

surrounded by area 903 of the raised portion In the exemplary embodi ent fluid openings 905

may be nanow m the cotitci. thus cicstmg a surface tension that mav pievent the a fτom being

diawn into the opening In the exemplary embodiment, this area may be designed to encourage

any air that is present m the iesenoir to be drawn 0 iather than be

pulled through fluid openings 905 and into the fluid line Additionally, because these may be

mote than one tluid opening 905, wheie an air bubble is caught above one, the air mav not

pievent fluid fioni flowing thiough the uthei t υ openings

Referrnig also to H(JS 200 Λ-200II, another embodiment of a disposable housing

assembly 20000 s ho n \ s descπbed h em, vmh respect to each pump stroke, the \ oiume

and dehvejy time is In some circumstances, au bubbles mav develop in the teseπ oir

This may occur because of many leasons, including but not limited to, mttodueimn of air when

tiansieuing fluid to the lesenon, diffusion and/or due to the υutgassmg of the infusible fluid

However, as discussed abo e many features of the arious embodiments of the iesenoir

mitigate oi eliminate the occuuence of au bubbles being pumped into the fluid line o e er,

where an air bubble does develop in the fluid hue. t may not affect the accuracy of the pump



unless the a bubble s located m the volume measurement sensoi and/or volume

measuiement chamber As the volume of infusible fluid ddisesed deteimined y the -volume

measuiement peif αmied In the volume measurement enso it is desnable to eliminate the a

bubbles that may be m the sensoi chamber

Ihe diameter of the fluid e fluid velocity and suiface retision aie at least thiee factors

that affect the ability to the suiface tension of the infusible fluid

l fixed, increasing the \elncitv O decs c ing the diameter mas contribute to alles tate trapped an

bubbles A discussed above, m some embodiments, the pump sftoke is fixed Thus, mcieasmg

the velocity of the fluid ma be accomplished b decreasing the diaraetei ot the fluid lines

SO Still refenmg to the embodiments of the disposable 200(M) o n m FIGS 2GGA-200R

the holes m the fluid lines s\ ithin the sol υrae measurement s>em.or, m the exemplars- embodiment,

aie non-tapered hax i a d»antetei of 0 020 inches Hcmeset, 1« othei embodiment, the

diameter røav be between 0 Oi S-O 020 mches The 0 020 inch dtametct dect eases the probability

of the an bubbles being ttapped m the \olume measusement chambei In othei embodiments

55 othei diameteis and or xaπous mate als and or gcometnes ll a \aitattons m the pumping

mechanism, in addition to other elements røas be used to decrease the piobabihty ot hubbies

being trapped

Referring also to FIGS aKo include

fluid ca\ ity 912 fotmed on '

0 VHithni base portion O Fluid pathwas coxci 910 πia\, m some include least

portion of one oi raoie chaiinels (e g , channel 914) The channels included m fluid a>

coses 9S0 may fl i d iv couple one oi moie volcano sahe features (e g solcano salves 91e»)

included on base ponion 900 Volcano valses 916 ms\ include piottusion has tag n opening

extending thiough it Addit o ll fluid paihwav cover 910 and base poitton 900 nwv each

5 define a poiiion of iecess (e g iecess poitiotis 9IS 920 included m base portion 900 and fluid

pathway foi fluidly coupling to an mfuston set (e g , including cannula

922 Cannula 2 may be coupled to disposable housmg assembly S04 b consentional e ns

(e g , gluing, heat ea li g compiession fit, υ the hke) I he fluid path a defined by fluid

pathway co\er 910 a d the \ahes (e g solcano 916) of base poition 900 mav

0 define a fluid between reseivoit 908 and cannula 922 fui the delneiv of the infusible

fluid to the user \ the infusion set Howesei, ui sυme embodiments, fluid path cover 910 mas



include st least a portion of the fluid path, and in some embodiments, fluid path cover 910 may

not include at least a portion of the fluid path. In the exemplary embodiment, fluid pathway

cover 910 may be laser welded to base portion 900. However, in other embodiments, Quid

pathway cover 910 may also be connected to base portion 900 by conventional means {e.g.,

gluing, heat sealing, ultrasonic welding, compression fit, or the like) to achieve a generally fluid

tight seal between fluid pathway cover 910 and base portion 900.

With reference also to FIGS. 54A-54C, disposable housing assembly 804 may further

include valve membrane cover 924 Valve membrane cover 924 may be at least partially

disposed over the volcano valves (e.g., volcano valve 916} and pumping recess 926 included on /

within base portion 900. Valve membrane cover 924 may include a flexible material, e.g., which

may be selectively engaged against the volcano valves by reservoir valve 850, volume sensor

valve 854, and measurement valve 856 of reusable housing assembly 802, e .g. for controlling

the flow of the infusible fluid. Additionally, valve membrane cover 924 may be resilientiy

deformed into pumping recess 926 by plunger pump 852 to effectuate pumping of the infusible

fluid. Valve membrane cover 924 may be engaged between base portion 900 and top portion

904 of disposable housing assembly 804 to form seal 928 between valve membrane cover 924

and base portion 900. For example, in the exemplary embodiment, valve membrane cover 924

may be overmolded onto base portion 900. In other embodiment, valve membrane cover 924

may be compressively pinched between base portion 900 and top portion 904 to form seal 928.

Additionally/alternatively, valve membrane insert may be connected to one or more of base

portion 900 a d top portion 904, e.g., by gluing, heat sealing, or the like.

Referring also to F ICiS 53A-C, top portion 904 may include alignment tabs 930, 932 that

may be configured to be at least partially received in openings 836, 838 of base plate 8 18 of

reusable housing assembly 802 to ensure proper alignment between reusable housing assembly

802 and disposable housing assembly 804. Additionally top portion 904 may include one or

more radiai tabs 934, 936, 938, 940 configured to be engaged by cooperating tabs 942, 944, 946,

948 of locking ring assembly 806. The one or more radial tabs (e.g., radial tab 940) may include

stops (e.g., alignment tab stop 950, which may be used for welding, it's the tab that fits in the

recess to locate and ultrasonicaily weld), e.g., which may prevent further rotation of locking ring

assembly 806 once reusable housing assembly 802 and disposable housing assembly 804 are

fully engaged



As discussed above, merabiane raseit 924 may allow for pumping and How of the

infusible fluid by resenou sensor e 854. and

measurement \ahe 856 Λccαidmglv top poiuo α 04 may include one or mose openings (e g ,

openings 952. 954. 956) that may expose at least a portion of vahe membrane insert 924 for

actuation by tesen-o π \ahe 8*>0. plunger purøp 8 2. \oluine sensoi \ahe 8 4, and measurement

9 960, 2 which

may be configured to allow the fill \ olυme to be controlled during filling of reservoir 90S, ill

he discussed in gieater detail below Resenon assembly 902 may include ribs 964. 966 968

fc . as shown n FIG 2A), ic may be at least partially reeened m respective openings 958,

960, 962 As will be described gieater detail belo a force ma) be applied to one or moie of

nb 964, % 6 968 to, at least terapoia π ly, ieduce the oltime of iesenoir 908

ϊn some embodiments, it may be desnable to prov ide a seai between teusable housing

assembly 802 and disposable housing assembly 804 Accoidmgij disposable housing assembly

804 ma> include sealing assembly 970 Sealing assembly 0 ma> include, foi example an

elastomeπc iember that may ρto\u e a compiessible rubber ot plastic lavei between teusable

housing assembly 802 and disposable housing assembly 804 hen engaged, thus preventing

inadvertent disengagement and penetration by outside fluids For example, sealing assembly 970

may be a watertight seal assen bi> d thus, enable a usci to weat infusion pump avsembK OO

while swimming, bathing or exerc ϊs

ϊn a fa h oii similar to, e g disposable o n assembly 114, disposable housing

assembly 802 ma>. m some embodmienLs, b configured io iesenotr 90S filled a plural it)

of times Howevet, n some embodiments, disposable housing assembly 114 ma> be cuiifiguted

such that iesenoii 0 ma> not be refilled Refeumg also o HCJS 57-64, ft Uadapter i000 ma\

be conllguied to be coupled to disposable housing assembly 804 fo ϊ iefilhng leservoit 908 using

a s πnge (not shown) FtH adaplei 1000 may include locking tabs 1002 1004, 1006, 10OS that

be cυnfϊguied to engage iadial tabs 934, 93 938, 940 of disposable housing assembly 804

in a manner generally smnlai to labs 942, 944, 946, 948 of locking ring assembly 806

Accordingly, fill adaptei 1000 mas be teieasabh engaged i h disposable housing assembly 804

b} ahgniiig fill adaptei 1000 with disposable housing assembly 804 and sotatmg fill adapter 1000

and disposable housing assembly 804 xeiairve to one anothei o ieleasably engage locking tabs

1002, 1004. 1006. 1008 vnth iadial tabs 934. 936. 938. 940



Fill adapter 1(KK) may further include filling aid 1010, which may include guide passage

1012, e.g., which may be configured to guide a needle of a syringe (not shown) to a septum of

disposable housing assembly 804 to allow reservoir 90S o f disposable housing assembly 804 to

be filled by the syringe. In some embodiments, guide passage 1012 may be a angled bevel or

5 other gradual angled bevel to further guide a syringe to a septum. Fill adapter 1000 may

facilitate filling reservoir 908 by providing a relatively large insertion area, e.g., at the distal

opening of guide passage 1012. Guide passage 1012 may generally taper to a smaller proximal

opening that may b e properly aligned with the septum of disposable housing assembly 804, when

fill adapter 1000 is engaged with disposable housing assembly 804. Accordingly, fill adapter

Ϊ0 1000 may reduce the dexterity and aim necessary to properly insert a needle through the septum

of disposable housing assembly 804 for the purpose of filling reservoir 908.

As discussed above, disposable housing assembly 804 may configured to facilitate

controlling the quantity of infusible fluid delivered to reservoir 90S during filling. For example,

membrane assembly 902 o f disposable housing assembly 804 may include ribs 964, 966, 968

1.5 that may be depressed and at least partially displaced into reservoir 908, thereby reducing the

volume of reservoir 908. Accordingly, when infusible fluid i delivered to reservoir 908, the

volume of fluid that may be accommodated by reservoir 908 may b e correspondingly reduced.

Ribs 964, 966, 968 may be accessible via openings 958, 960, 962 in top portion 904 of

disposable housing assembly 804.

0 Fill adapter 1000 may include one or more button assemblies (e.g., button assemblies

1014, 1016, 1018) corresponding to ribs 964, 966, 968. That Ls, when fill adapter 1000 is

releasably engaged with disposable housing assembly 804, buttons 1014, iθ i6, 101 8 may b e

aligned with ribs 964, 966, 968. Button assemblies 1014, 1016, 1018 may be, for example,

cantilever members capable of being depressed. When fill adapter 1000 is releasably engaged

5 with disposable housing assembly 804, one or more of button assemblies 1.014, 1016, 1.01.8 may¬

be depressed, and may correspondingly displace a respective one o f ribs 964, 966, 698 into

reservoir 908, causing an attendant reduction in the volume of reservoir 903.

For example, assume for illustrative purposes that reservoir 908 has a maximum capacity

of 3.00 mi. Further, assume that buttou assembly 1014 is configured to displace rib 964 into

0 disposable housing assembly 804, resulting in a 0.5 mL reduction in the 3.00 niL capacity of

disposable housing assembly 804 Further, assume that button assembly 1016 is configured to



displace rib 966 into disposable housing assembly 804, also resulting in a 0.5 mL reduction in

the 3.00 m L capacity of disposable housing assembly 804, Further, assume that button assembly

1018 is configured to displace slot assembly 968 into disposable housing assembly 804, also

resulting in a 0,5 πiL reduction in the 3.00 m L capacity of disposable housing assembly 804.

Therefore, if the user wishes to fill reservoir 908 within disposable housing assembly 804 with

2.00 L of infusible fluid, in some embodiments, the user may first fill the reservoir to the 3 00

mL capacity and then depresses button assemblies 10 16 and 1014 (resulting in the displacement

of rib 966 into disposable housing assembly 804), effectively reducing the 3.00 mL capacity of

reservoir 908 within disposable housing assembly 804 to 2.00 mL, In some embodiments, the

user may first depress a respective number of button assemblies, effectively reducing the

capacity of reservoir 908, and then fill reservoir 908. Although a particular number of button

assemblies are shown, representing the exemplary embodiment, i other embodiments, the

number of button assemblies may vary from a niinirøuni of I to as many as is desired.

Additionally, although for descriptive purposes, and in the exemplary embodiment, each button

assembly may displace 0.5 mL, in other embodiments, the volume of displacement per button

may vary. Additionally, the reservoir may be, in various embodiments, include a larger or

smaller volume than described in the exemplary embodiment.

According to the above-described configuration, the button assemblies (e.g., button

assemblies 1014, 1036, 108} may employed, at least in part, to control the fill volume of

reservoir 908. By not depressing any of the button assemblies, the greatest fill volume of

reservoir 908 may be achieved. Depressing one button assembly (e.g., button assembly 1014}

ay allow the second greatest fill volume to be achieved. Depressing two button assemblies

(e.g., button assemblies 1014, 1016) may achieve the third greatest fi l l volume. Depressing all

three button assemblies (e.g., button assemblies 10 14 , 10 16 , 1018) may allow the smallest fill

volume to be achieve.

Further, in art embodiment button assemblies 1014, 101 6, .10 18 may be utilized, at least

in part, to facilitate filling of reservoir 908. For example, once a filling needle (e.g., which may

be fiddly coupled to a vial of infusible fluid) has been inserted into reservoir 908, button

assemblies 1014, 1016, IGlS may be depressed to pump at least a portion of any air that may be

contained within reservoir into the vial of infusible fluid. Button assemblies 1014, 1016, 1018

may subsequently be released to allow infusible fluid to flow from the vial into reservoir 908.



Once reservon 908 has been filled with the infusible fluid one O E mote button assemblies (e g ,

one or mote of button assemblies 1014, 1016, 1018) max be depiessed. thetebs squeezing at

least a poiUαn of the mfusible fluid ftom e e o ii 90S (e g \ ιa a needle used to fill reset o

90S and back into the \iai of infusible fluid) As discussed abo\e, the \olume of infusible fluid

contained ithin tesetx ou 90 ma> be conti oiled, e . depending upon how main button

assemblies aie depressed {e « which raav contiol much infusible fluid i squeezed back

into the \ ϊ£jl of infusible fluid)

With paitteular reference to FIGS 62-64, filling aid 1010 ma\ be pnotall> coupled to fill

adapter b e plate 5020 Foi exa p e filling atd 1010 ma) include ot membcis 1022, 5024

O that ma> be configured to be recened in ot supports 1026, 1028 thereh\ allo ing filling aid

to pixot between n open position {e g . as shown in FIGS 57-6!) and a clo ed portion (e g , a

ho n n FIGS 6^-64} i he closed position ma\ be suitable e for packaging fill adapter

1000, storage of fill adaptei 1000 oi the like hi otder to ensute that filling aid 1010 ts proper!)

oriented for filling resenon O fill adaptei 1000 include support membei 1030 To

15 ptopciK oπciit filling atd 1010, a user mas pnot filling atd 1010 to a fυllv open position,

wherem filling aid 1010 may contact support member 1030

\ ctoi ding to an alternate c embodiment and referrmg also to FIG 65 fill adapter 1050

m be cotifiguted to leieasahlv engage disposable housing assembh B04 of

locking tabs (e g , locking tabs 1052, 10 4 } Additionally, fill adapter 1050 m y include a

0 plural ttv of button assemblies (e g , button assemblies 1056 10 , 1060} that may mtciact «ith

tibs. 964, %6, 968 of disposable housing assembly 804 to adjust fill of tescnoti 0

Fill adaptei 1050 mav furthet include filling asd 1062, havmg guide passage 1064 configured to

align a needle of a svnnge with the septum of disposable housing 804, e g . fix accessing

ieservoir 908 foi the puipose of filling iesenon 908 ith an infusible fluid Filling aid 1062

5 rnav be connected to base plate 1066, e g as an mtegial component tb.eiev. ith, gkitng heat

sealing, eoinpresston fit oi the like

Refeumg also to FIGS 66-74, \ial fill adaptei 1100 mav be αmfiguied to facilitate

filling leseuoi! 908 of disposable housing assembl> 804 dnectlv fioni a \ial Simtlat to fill

adaptei 1000. \ ial 611 adaptet 1100 raa> mchide locking tabs 1102. 1104, 1106, 1108 that be

0 configuied to engage iadiai tabs 934, 9 b 938, 940 of disposable housing as>senibl> in a rnamiei

geneially similar to tabs 942, 944. 94b, 94S of locking tπig asserøbl> 806 AccoidingK, vial fill



adapter 1100 may be releasably engaged with disposable bousing assembly 804 by aligning via!

fill adapter 1100 with disposable housing assembly 804 and rotating vial fill adapter 1100 and

disposable housing assembly 804 relative to one another to releasably engage locking tabs 1102,

1104, 1106, 1108 with radial tabs 934, 936, 938, 940.

As discusse above, disposable housing assembly 804 may be configured to facilitate

controlling the quantity of infusible fluid delivered to reservoir 90S during filling. For example,

membrane assembly 902 of disposable housing assembly 804 may include ribs 964, 966, 968

that may be depressed and at least partially displaced into reservoir 908, thereby reducing the

volume of reservoir 90S. Accordingly, when infusible fluid is delivered to reservoir 908, the

volume of fluid that may be accommodated by reservoir 908 may be correspondingly reduced.

Ribs 964, 966, 968 may be accessible via openings 958, 960, 962 in top portion 904 of

disposable housing assembly 804

Vial fill adapter 1 10 0 may include one or more button assemblies (e.g., button assemblies

I I 10, 1112, 1114) corresponding to ribs 964, 966, 968 (e.g., shown ia FlG. 52A). That is, when

vial fill adapter 1100 is releasably engaged with disposable housing assembly 804, buttons 1110,

1112. 1114 may be aligned with ribs 964, 966, 968. Button assemblies 1110, 1112, 1114 may

be, for example, cantilever members capable of being depressed. When vial fill adapter 1100 is

releasably engaged with disposable housing assembly 804, one or more of button assemblies

1110, 1112, 1114 may be depressed, and may correspondingly displace a respective one of ribs

964, 966, 698 into reservoir 90S, thereby reducing the volume o f reservoir 908.

For example, assume for illustrative purposes that reservoir 908 has a maximum capacity

of 3,00 roL. Further, assume tiiat button assembly 1110 is configured to displace rib 964 into

disposable housing assembly 804, resulting in a 0.5 raL reduction in the 3.00 raL capacity of

disposable housing assembly 804 Further, assume that button assembly 1 112 is configured to

displace rib 966 into disposable housing assembly 804, also resulting in a 0.5 rnL reduction in

the 3.00 raL capacity of disposable housing assembly 804. Further, assume that button assembly

1114 is configured to displace rib 968 into disposable housing assembly 804, also resulting in a

0,50 niL reduction in the 3.00 raL capacity of disposable housing assembly 804. Therefore, if

the user wishes to fill reservoir 908 within disposable housing assembly S04 with 2.00 mL of

infusible fluid, the user may depress button assemblies 1112 and 1114 (resulting in the



displacement of πbs % 6 aud % mto disposable housing assemfah 804) effectnelv seducing

the 3 00 røL capacity of iesenoir 08 ithin disposable housing assembly S04 to 2 0 m l

Vial fill adapter l lϋ may fuithei include filling d asse bl 111 that mav be

configured to fluidly couple a \ia ϊ of infusible fluid to reservon 08 of disposable housing

assembly 804

include double ended needle assembK U 1 Double ended needle assembK 1118 ma> include

first needle end 1120 configured to penetrate the septum of a (not ho and second needle

enύ 1122 configured to penettate the septum of disposable housing assembly 804 As such the

\ ial and res>er\oit 908 ma) be tluidly coupled allow ing mfustble fluid to be transferred fiom the

Ϊ0 \ial engagement poitton

1124 adjacent first end 1120 Vial engagement amis 1124, 1126 ma\ be configuted to reieasabh

cap, to assist in maintaining the fluid connection between double ended

needle assembi) 1118 and the Additionally , double ended needle assembly I i 8 may

include body 1128 that may be shdabl> received m opening 1130 of filling aid body 132

15 Vial filling aid bndv 1132 a include stabih/er arms 1134, be

configuicd to stabilise the duung filling of disposable housing assembly 804 In one

embodiment, the double ended needle assembh, U 18 e g , sυt h that

first e d 1120 may penettate the scpntm of the b\

engagement arms 1124 \ 126 Body 1128 a be slulablv inserted into opening 1! O such that

0 second end ! 122 of double ended needle assomblj 1118 may penettate the ep um of disposable

budv as cmb 4

Smulai to fill adaptet 3000, filhng aid assembly 1116 mav be configured to be

pivotal K coupled to s iaS fill adaptei base plate 1138 Foi example, vial filling aid U Id ma\

include pnot membeis 1140, 1142 that mav b configuted to be leceived i pnot supports 1144,

5 1146 (e g , ow m FiG " I ) theiebs allowing fύhn aid 1116 to prsot between an open

position α as ho n m M(SS 66-70) and a closed posilion (e g . as ho m FIGS 72-74)

The dosed position mav be suitable, e g , foi packaging fill

adaptei 1100, oi U e hke In oidei o ensute that filling a d 1116 is piopeth o ented foi

filling iesenosr 08, fill adapter UOO mav include suppoit membei 1148 To

0 oiient ual fiUmg aid 1116, a user rnaj pn ot filling aid 1116 to a fuil> open position,

fill adapter



base piste 1138 may include one or more locking features (e.g.. Socking tabs 1150. 52) that

may engage vial fiiing aid 1116, and may maintain vial filling aid 1116 in the closed position.

Vial fill adapter base plate 1138 may also include features {e.g.. tabs 1154, 1156} that may be

configured to assist in retaining double ended needle assembly 1118. e.g., by preventing slidable

5 separation of double ended needle assembly 1118 from vial filling aid body 1132.

As shown in FIGS. 72-74, Oiling aid assembly 1116 is in a closed position. In this

configuration support member 1148 may additionally function as a needle guard. When

removing filling aid assembly 1116 from disposable housing assembly 804, support member

1148 may function to safely allow a user to s ee e the ends and rotate filling aid assembly 1116

Ϊ0 for remov l As shown in FlG. 70. in the open position, support member i !4S may function as a

stop to maintain proper orientation.

Referring again to FIGS. 57-73, the exemplar)' embodiments of the fill adapter include

grip feature {e.g., 1166 in. FiG. 72). Grip feature 1166 may provide a grip interface for removal

of the fill adapter from disposable housing assembly 804 Although shown in one configuration

15 in these figures, m other embodiments, the configuration ay vary In still other embodiments, a

grip feature may not be included

According to one embodiment, fill adapter base plate 1020 and vial fill adapter base plate

1138 may be interchangeable components. Accordingly, a single base plate (e.g.. either fill

adapter base plate 1020 or vial fill adapter base plate 1138 may be used with either filling aid

0 1010 or vial filling aid 1116 Accordingly, the number of distinct components that are required

for both filling adapters may be reduced, and a user may have the ability to select the filling

adapter that may be the most suitable for a given filling scenario.

The various embodiments of the fill adapters may prov ide many safely benefits,

including but not limited to: providing a system for filling the reservoir without handling a

5 needle; protecting the reservoir (torn unintentional contact with the needle i.e., destruction of the

integrity of the reservoir through unintentional puncture; designed to be ambidextrous; in some

embodiments may provide a system for maintaining air in the reservoir.

As discussed above, reusable housing assembly S02 may include battery 832, e.g., which

may include a rechargeable battery. Referring also to FIGS. 75-80, battery charger 1200 may be

0 configured to recharge battery 832. Battery charger 1200 may include housing 1202 having top

plate 1204. Top plate 1204 may include one or more electrical contacts Ϊ206. generally,



configured to be electrically coupled to electrical contacts 834 of reusable housing assembly 802.

Electrical contacts 1206 may include, but are not limited to, electrical contact pads, spring biased

electrical contact members, or the like. Additionally, top plate 1204 may include alignment tabs

120S, 121 0, which may be configured to mate with openings 836, 838 rø base plate Si S of

5 reusable housing assembly 802 (e.g., as shown in FlG. 35C). The cooperation of alignment tabs

1208, 1210 and openings 836, 838 may ensure that reusable housing assembly 802 is aligned

with battery charger 1200 such that electrical contacts 1206 of battery charger 1200 may

electrically couple with electrical contacts 834 of reusable housing assembly 802.

With reference also to FΪGS. 77 and 78, battery charger 12 00 may be configured to

10 releasabiy engage reusable housing assembly 802. For example, in a similar manner as

disposable housing assembly 804, battery charger 1200 may include one or more locking tabs

(e.g., locking tabs 12 12, 1214 shown in FSG 76). The locking tabs (e.g., locking tabs 1212,

1214} may be engaged by tabs 942, 944, 946, 948 of locking ring assembly 806. As such,

reusable housing assembly 802 may be aligned with battery charger 1200 (via alignment tabs

15 1208, 1210) with locking ring 806 in a first, unlocked position, as shown in FlG 77. Locking

ring 806 may be rotated relative to battery charger 1200 in the direction of arrow 1216 to

releasabiy engage tabs 942, 944, 946, 948 of locking ring 806 with the locking tabs (e.g., locking

tabs 1212, 12 14 ) of battery charger 1200, as shown in FIG. 78.

In an embodiment, battery charger 1200 may include recessed region 12.18, e.g., which

0 may, in the exemplary embodiments, provide clearance to accommodate reusable housing

assembly 802 pumping and valving components. Referring also to FΪGS 79 & 80, battery

charger 1200 may provide electrical current to electrical contacts 1206 (and thereby to reusable

housing assembly 802 via electrical contacts 834) for recharging battery 832 of reusable housing

assembly 802. In some embodiments, when a signal indicative of a fully engaged reusable

5 housing is not provided, current may not be provided to electrical contacts 1206. According to

such an embodiment, the risk associated with an electrical short circuit (e.g., resulting from

foreign objects contacting electrical contacts 1206) and damage to reusable housing assembly

802 (e.g., resulting from improper initial alignment between electrical contacts .1206 and

electrical contacts 834) may be reduced. Additionally, battery charger 1200 may not

0 unnecessarily draw current when battery charger is not charging reusable bousing assembly 802.



Still tefeuuig to FiGS a d SO, batteiy chaigei 1200 include a lcmei housing

portion 1224 and top piate 1204 Pimted circuit bυaid 1222 e g . which a include electrical

contacts 1206) ma> be disposed th in a ca\ sty included between top plate 1204 and Sowei

housing portion 1224

Refemng also to FIGS fU-89, various embodiments ofbaneiy chaigei docking stations

ate ho MGS S I and 2 depicts desktop charger 12 0 including recess 1252 coπfiguied to

mate ith and recharge a reusable housing assembly e g reusable housing assembk 802} The

reusable housing assem bK røa> test tn recess 12 2 and oi ma\ be ieleasabiy engaged m iecess

12 2, in a similar manner as discussed abo\e Additionally desktop chaigct 12 0 nrø\ include

Ϊ0 recess 1254 configured to mate with a iemote control assembly e remote conttol assembh

O} R ece s 1254 may include a USB plug 1256, e g , i ch ras\ be configured to couple with

the iernote control assembK h the remote control assembly i disposed within tecess 2 4

t B plug 12 6 ma> allow for data transfei tc'fiom the remote control assembh, a well a

chaiging of temote control assembh Desktop chargei 1250 port 1258

1.5 {e g which may include a mini- 1 SB port}, allowing desktop charger to receive powet ( g . for

chaiging the reusable housing assembK and or the Jemote conttol assembly) AdditionalK

altematnelv I SB port 12 S may be configuicd tot d transfer to ' from temote control

assemblv and or teusablc housing assembly, e g connection to a compute* (not shown)

Referring to FIGS 3A -S B similar to the preuous embodiment, desktop charger Ϊ260

0 ma) include iecess 1262 for mating with a le ab l housing asserabK (e g ieusablc housing

assembK 1264) Desktop chaigei ma> also mciude recess 1266 configuted to recei\e a remote

contiol e b l (e g iemoie conttol a bl 1268) One ot m r o f teces.s 12 2, 1266 ma\

include eiecUicai and or data connections configuie to chaige and ot itan^fei data to ftom

reusable housing assembK 1262 and/or iemote contiol assembly 126S τespect ely

5 Refe πuig to TIGS S4 Λ-84B. anothet embodiment f a desktop charget i shown

Simslai to desktop chaigei 1260, desktop ciiaiget 1270 may include ieces,ses (not sho n lot

iespeetneb, mating w uh reusable housing assembly 1272 and remote contiol assembiv 1274 Λ

shown desktop chargei 1270 nia> hold reusable housing assembly 32 " 2 and temote contioi

assembly 1274 in a ssde-bv-s de conflgmation Desktop chaigei 12 7 O ma\ include \auous

0 electiical and data connection configuied to chaige and o transfei data to fiom reusable housing



assembh 12 2 and-'oi temote control assembly 1274, as descubed m \aiious embodiments

Referring to FiG 85Λ-8 ϋ , collapsible chaigei 1280 raav include rece 1282 foi

recen uig teusable housing assembly 1284 and remote control assembly 1286 Collapsible

chat get 1280 raa\ include \auous electrical and data connection co fi u ed to chaige aad-'oi

ttansfei data to δom reusable housing assembly 1284 and/or emote conttol s embl 1286 a

described m anous embodiments above Additional!), shown in FiGS 8 B-8 D collapsible

chaiger 1280 røa> include pn otable co\ei 1288 Pnotable covei 1288 may be confirmed to

pnot between an open position (e g as shown in FTG 8 B), in which icusabie housing

10 assembly 1284 and remote contioi assembly 12S6 mav be docked m collapsible ehatger 1280,

and a closed position (e g , as> shown in FIG 85D) in which iec s 1282 ma> be o eied b\

pnotable an\ electucal d o s data

connections disposed therein, niav be protected from damage

Referring to FiG 86, wall chaiger 1290 ma\ include recess 1292 configuied to ieeen e

15 ieusable housing assembK 12 )4 Λddn ϊo alh all ehaigci 12*>0 may include recess 1296

confjguied to iccene remote control assembh 12 8 Reusable housing assembly 1294 and

iemote control assemblv 12 >8 mav be positioned m a stacked co figuration e thereby

providing a relatnelv slim piofile A iear pot lion of wall chargci 12 0 m \ include n clecttical

plug contlguied to allow wall chaiger to be plugged into an electrical ieceptacle A s uc h , all

0 ehaigei 2 0 while plugged into the electucal teeeptacie, ma\ ach e e a wall mounted

configuration while plugged mto the electucal teeeptacie wall charger 1290 ma>

be pioMded with powei foi chaigmg leusabJe ou in assemblv 1294 and/or semote contioi

assei b K 1298

Re fern Ug to H G 8 wali chaiget HOO a include ece s 1302 configured to receive

5 emote contioi assenibls H04 AddiUonalK, include a iec ftiot shown)

coniigused to receive reusable housing assembh 1306 Wall charges 1300 be configured to

position iemote contioi assembh 1 04 and ieusable housing assemb!> 1 06 in a back -to-back

conisguiation, which mav provide a ielativeh thui piofile Additionally wal! chatgei 1300 mav

include an eSectucai plug 1308 coofigiiied to be plugged mto a eiectiical receptacle lβ ical

0 plug 13OS ma> uicl υde a stow able configuiauon, m which electucal plug 08 a be pnotable

between a deployed position (e g . as shown K and a stowed position I the deplo>ed position,



electucal plug 1308 may be oπemed to be plugged into an elects ical receptacle. In the sto d

position electrical plug 1308 ma> be disposed within recess 1310, which may protect electrical

plug 130S from damage and-'αr from damaging other items.

Referring to FiG 88, charger 1320 may include recess 1322 configured to receive

reusable housing assembly 1324. Charger 1320 may additionally include a recess {not sho )

configured to receive remote control assembly 1326. Charges 1320 may additionally include

cover \ 328 Cover 1328 may be configured to pnot between an open position s shown) n a

closed position When co er D2S is m the open position, reusable housing assembly 1324 and

remote control assembly 1326 may be accessible (e g allowing a user to remov e install

reusable housing assembly 1324 and 'Or remote control assembly 1326 from into charger 1320

When cover 1324 JS in the closed position, cover 1328 and charger both 1330 may substantial!)

enclose reusable hnusmg assembly 1324 and or remote control assembly 1326 and or recess

1322 and the recess configured to receive remote control assembly 1326, thereby providing

damage and/or tamper protection for reusable housing assembly 1324, remote control assembly

1326 and or any electπcai and'or data connection associated with chaigci 1320

Referring to FIGS S9A-S9B, wall charger 1350 may include recess 1352 configured to

receiv e remote control assembly 1354 WaI! charger 1350 may also include recess 1356

conf guied to receive reusable housing assembly 1358 Wall eharget 1350 mav be configured to

position remote control assembly 1354 and reusable housing assembly 1358 m a generally side-

by-side configuration, thcieby pro\ idmg a relatively slim profile Charger 1 5 may

additionally include electrical plug 1360 e . which may be configured to b plugged into an

electrical receptacle. Electrical plug 1360 may include a s uable configuration, i which

electrical plug 1360 πiay be pnotable between a deployed position (e g a sho ) and a

stowed position In the deployed position electiicai plug 1360 may be oπenied to be plugged

into an electrical receptacle In the stowed position electucal plug 1360 mav b disposed within

recess 1362. which may piotect electrical plug 1308 ftam damage and or from damaging other

items

Infusion pump theiapy may include volume and time specifications The amount of fluid

dispensed together w ith the dispense tuning may be two critical factois of infusion pump

theiapy. As discussed m detail below, the infusion pump apparatus and systems described herein

may provide for a method of dispensing fluid together with a device, s>stera and method for



measuring the amount of fluid dispensed. However, in a circumstance where the calibration and

precision of trie measurement device calibration is critical, there may be advantages to

determining any compromise in the precision of the measurement device as soon as possible.

Thus, there are advantages to off-board verification of volume and pumping.

5 As discussed above, infusion pump assembly 100 ay include volume sensor assembly

148 configured to monitor the amount of fluid infused by infusion pump assembly 100. Further

and as discussed above, infusion pump assembly 100 may be configured so that the volume

measurements produced by volume sensor assembly 148 may be itsed to control, through a

feedback loop, the amount of infusible fluid that is infused into the user.

Ϊ0 Referring also to FIGS. 90A-90C, there is shown one diagrammatic view and two cross-

sectional views of volume sensor assembly 148. Referring also to FIGS. 91A-91 Ϊ , there is

shown various isometric and diagrammatic views of volume sensor assembly 148 (which is

shown to include upper housing 1400). Referring also to FiGS. 92A-92T, there is shown various

isometric and diagrammatic views of volume sensor assembly 148 (with upper housing 1400

15 removed), exposing speaker assembly 622, reference microphone 626, and printed circuit board

assembly 830. Referring also to FIGS. 93A-93 Ϊ , there is shown various isometric and

diagrammatic views of volume sensor assembly 148 (with printed circuit board assembly 830

removed), exposing port assembly 624. Referring also to FIGS. 94A-94F there is shown various

isometric and diagrammatic cross-sectional views of volume sensor assembly MS (with printed

0 circuit board assembly 830 removed), exposing port assembly 624 Referring also to FlG. 95,

there are shown an exploded view of volume sensor assembly 148, exposing upper housing

1400, speaker assembly 622, reference microphone 626, seal assembly 1404, lower housing

1402, port assembly 624, spring diaphragm 628, and retaining ring assembly 1406.

he following discussion concerns the design and operation of volume sensor assembly

5 148 (which is shown in a simplified form in FlG. 96) For the following discussion, the

following nomenclature may be used;



Derivation of the Equations for Volume Sensor Assembly 148:

Modeling the Acoustic Volumes

The pressure and volume of art idea! adiab ttic gas may be related by:

where A' is constant defined by the initial conditions o f the system.

EQ#! m y be written in terms of a mean pressure, / \ and volume, V, and a srnaS

time-dependent perturbation on top of those pressures, p[t) v(r) as follows:

Differentiating this equation may result in:

p(ή (V+ v(/ )f +Y{V+ v(/))' ' (P+p(t))v(ή O IEQ«3

which may simplify to:

><' ( >-
Q ]

If the acoustic pressure levels are much less than the ambient pressure, the

equation may be further simplified to:

How good is this assumption? Using the adiabattc relation tt may be shown that:



According 1>. the error in the assumption woulci be

error

A \ery loud acoustic signal ( 120 άB) may correspond to pressure sine with

amplitude of roughly 20 Pascal Assuming air at atmospheric conditions

{v i 4 , P = 0 1325 the resulting error is 0 03% The com-eraon from dB to Pa is as

follows.

Applying the ideal gas IaW / .>i / and substituting in for pressure may result

in the following:

' jEQ ]

EQ 9 mav be written in terms of the speed of sou d a - V/ i as follows

Acoustic impedance for a volume may be defined as follows.

Modeling the Acoustic Port

Fhe acoustic port may be modeled assuming that ail of the fluid in the port essentialh

as a tigtd cylinder reciprocating in the direction Λli of the fluid m the channel is

assumed to tra%el at tiie same the channel is assumed to be of constant cross section,

and the "end effects" resulting from the fluid entering and leax ing the channel are neglected.

if e assume laminar flow friction of the fθi / ~ f pi' . the fiiction force acting on the

mass of fluid in the channel may be wπtlen as. follows



A second order differential equation may then be written for the dynamics of the fluid in

the channel:

o, f...4x --- . n. 4 —Ji '
fo.. .47 .T1 |£Q#13]

of, m terms of volume flow rate:

[Eα#i4]

The acoustic impedance of the channel may then be written as follows:

Z
φ

System Transfer Functions

Using the volume and port dynamics defined above, volume sensor assembly 148 may be

described by the following system of equations: (k = speaker, r = resonator)

-i- i V :::: 0

!EQ#18]

/>? . ,
--- - v, 4 — [P-, - p )

F.
One equation ay be eliminated if / is treated as the input substituting i v , — A

p α

l v - 0
[E 2Q

. ,4 A
v.. ~ - -— v / p ,

!



Cross System Transfer Function

The relationship between the speaker volume n the variable may be referred to

as the Cfoss System transfer function. This transfer function may be derived from the above

equations and is as follows:

P-- vα
p V 2ζω < , [Bmm

where

Referriiig also to FlG. 97, abode plot of EQ -23 is shown.

The difficulty of this relationship is that the complex poles depend on both the variable

volume, V , and the reference volume, V . Any change in the mean position of the speaker may

result in an error in the estimated volume.

Cross Port Transfer Function

The relationship between the two volumes on each side of the acoustic port may be

referred to as the Cra Port transfer function. This relationship is as follows:

which is shown graphically in FIG- 98.

This relationship has the advantage that the poles are only dependent on the variable

volume and not on the reference volume. Ii does, howe e have the difficulty that the resonant

peak is actually due to the inversion of the zero in the response of the reference volume pressure.

Accordingly, the pressure measurement n the reference chamber will have a low amplitude in

the vicinity of the resonance, potentially increasing the noise in the measurement.

Cross Speaker Transfer Function

The pressures may also be measured on each side of the speaker. This is referred to as

the cross speaker transfer function:



h c i shown giaplncatk m H G >>

This transfei function has a set of complex /ctos in addition to the e of complex po!es

Lnnkinu at the limits of this tiansfei function as >ϋ , - — > — -- , and as > ,

Resonance Q Factor and Peak Response

The quality o f the iesonance is the iatio of the eneigv sioted to ύi ei loss multiplied

bv tlie i e onant fieque π.t,v For a poie secomi-otdei s\ tem the quality facioi ma\ be e p i ed

as a iunclioii o f the damping iatso

- !EQ#2T3

The iatio o f the peak Jesponse to the low-frequenc> iespouse may also be written as a

function o f the damping iatio

1
\O\

' ~ |EQ#26]

\ his ma> occur at the damped natuial fiequenn

' |EQ#2S]

Volume Estimation

Volume Estimation using Cross-Port Phase

The e or chamber 620) mav also be estimated

using the cross-port phase The uausfei function fot the ptessute iauo acioss the iesonant poit

ma> be as follows

/ 1 ('

Vt tiie phase pojut. y ~ o h ie ~ — -—



"The resonant frequency ay be found on the physical system using a number of methods.

A phase-lock loop may be employed to find the 90" phase point—this frequency may correspond

to the natural frequency of the system. Alternatively, the resonant frequency may be calculated

using the phase at any two frequencies:

The phase, , at any given frequency will satisfy the following relation:

hω
Ui ψ —

of — Γ

where h
fΛ
L

Solving for V results i :

a A

v L
ot - f ωcot φ mm2j

Accordingly, the ratio of the phases at two different frequencies ft [ and ox ca he used to

compute the natural frequency of the system:

For computational efficiency, the actual phase does not need to be calculated. All that is

needed is the ratio of the real and imaginary parts of the response {tan φ }.

Re-writing EQ#33 in terms of the variable volume results in;

Volume Estimation using Swept Sine

The resonant frequency of the system may be estimated using swept-sine system

identification. In this method, the response of the system to a sinusoidal pressure variation may

be found at a number of different frequencies. This frequency response data may then used to

estimate the system transfer function using linear regression



"The transfer function for the system may be expressed as a rational function of s. The

general ease is expressed beiow for a transfer function with an th order numerator and a m"'

order denominator, N aad D are the coefficients for the numerator and denominator respectively.

The equation has been normalized such that the leading coefficient in the denominator is 1.

G{S)
/ ) ' + - + . +

{EO#3S3

or

This equation may be re-written as follows:

" ∑ - ∑

Representing this summation in matrix notation resulting in the following:

i

|EQ#383

where k is the number of data points collected in the swept sine. To simplify the

notation, this equation may be summarized using the vectors:

•V :: {EQ#303

where y is k by 1, x is k by ( -t - - 1} and c is ( - I) by 1. The coefficients may then b e

found using a least square approach. The error function may be written a follows;

t > v Xe

The function to be minimized is the weighted square of the error function; W is a k x k

diarønai matrix.

eTWe {y-Xc) IV(y- Xc)
jEQ#41]



As the center two terms are scalars, the transpose y be neglected

e*We vr firv~2 vTtVXc +cTx TWXc !EQ#43]

Oe 1We
2X 1 f 2X WXc

CC [EQS44J

It may be necessary to use the complex transpose in all of these cases. This approach

may result in complex coefficients, but the process may be modified to ensure that ail the

coefficients are real. The least-square minimization may be modified to give only real

coefficients if the error function is changed to be

!We - Re(y - Xcf PV Re ( Xc)+ Im (y Xc) 1 W lm( y ~ Xc)
ΪEQMSJ

Accordi gly the coefficients may be found with the relation:

=== (Re(X)* W R [X ) Im (X f W Im(X)) ' ( Re(A ) WRe( y )+lm(xf Lm(>')) i m 47

Solution for a 2nd Order System

For a system with a 0" order numerator and a second order denominator as shown m the

transfer function:

The coefficients i this transfer function may be found based on the expression found in

the previous section;

c (Re(X)' Re(A ") + Im(X f W Im[ X)) JRe(A ) W Re(.v)-flm(X f ΪΠJ(J-)) εo#493

where;

To simplify the algorithm, we may combine some o f terms;



where:

D - Re(JT ) r W Re ( X ) + Im ( X )r W Im ( f)
[eo#S23

Re ( X } W Re{ v ) + tot ( f I.m (.) • }
{EQ#S3J

To find an expression for D m terms of the complex response vector G and the natural

frequency s j ω , ATmay be split into its real and imaginary parts:

Re(,V;

The real a d imaginary portions of the expression for D above may then become:

Σ> . v Im(G,. )ω ∑ H )

Re( )7 Re( ) y wt Im(G )ωt >i; Im(G, ) ImK/,) Re(G 1)(W,

ι=A

EQ S

kn(A7 Im(X)- 0 Σ , Im(C?, }R e ( G,) y,-

0 ∑ MUm(G.) R iC ω ∑ Im(G- )2

Combining these terms results in the final expression for the D matrix, which may

contain only real values.

Σ> ∑ Im(G . ∑ H Re(G)

D . ∑ M im(G, )ω ∑ H-; (Re(G ) ImK ) )<y;

-∑ H Re(C;,) 0 ∑ (Re(Q)- +- I ( )
|EQ#S?3

The same approach may be taken to find an expression for the b vector in terms of G and

ω The real and imaginary parts of y are as follows;



Combi πJiig the real and imaginary parts results in the expression for the h vector as

follows:

- Re( :
r -Λ

Re(JT)' - Re( v) lm(A') ' 7 I ( ) 0

T f (Re(G' )2 ϊmfG, ) ) f

The nest step is to invert the D matrix. The matrix is symmetric and positive-definite so

the number of computations needed to find the inverse will be reditced from the genera!

3 x 3 case. The genera! expression for a matrix inverse is;

D ' ==== — -— adf (D)

IfD is expressed as follows;

then the adjugate matrix ay be written as follows:

Due to symmetry, only the upper diagonal matrix may need to be calculated.

The Determinant may then be computed in terms of the adjvtgate matrix values, taking

advantage of the zero elements in the original array;

det(i>) - O1 i -i- C d
[EQ#63]

Finally, the inverse of D may be written a follows;



Since we are trying o solve:

det(£)
[£Q#6§3

then:

The final step is to get a quantitative assessment of o well the data fits the model.

Accordingly, the original xp es io for the error i as follows:

! e Re( r - λc W Re(y - Xc) + Im ( v - Xcf W lra{ v - c
|EQ#673

This may be expressed in terms of the / ) matrix and the h and c vectors as follows;

- +c Dc [EQ#6β]

where:

h Re(/)r Re{ v) Ira(/ )w lm(y)
{EQ#S93

The model fit error may also be used to detect sensor failures.

Alternate Solution for a 2nd Order System

N N / ' +...÷ ,
G(. ) =-

. .+ />,
5EQ#?1}

or

This equation may be re-written as follows:



Putting this summation into matrix notation results i the following;

|EQ#74j

For a system with 0!ii order numerator and a second order denominator as shown in the

transfer function;

e coefficients in this transfer function may be found based o t e expression found in

the previous section:

c- (Re(JT) " Re ( ) + ln (x f WIm(A ' )) ' JRe(X) f Re ( ) + Im(JT) Ιm(y)) IEQ#?SJ

where

To simplify the algorithm, some terms may be combined:

where:

i.) :==: Re (Xf WRe (,V ) + Im (Xf WIm ( , )
{EQ#79|

Re ( Re(V) + I ( ) lm(y)
!EQ#S03

To find an expression for D in terms of the complex response vector G and the natural

frequency j c , spSit Λ' may be split into its real and imaginary parts:



The real and imaginary portions of the expression for D above may then become;

Σ.w. ∑ w Im(Cl ) o. ' ∑ RefGJ
i.-Λ

Re(X)' Re(A') ∑ W1 ϊm {G1} > ? ∑ \\\ Im(G Ϋ ω ~ - " W1 \m{G i ) Re{ G1 }ω ~'

w (G ) H; ϊra {( ) Re( Y w, Re( ) ;

Combining these terms results i the final expression for the / > matrix, which may

contain only real values.

Σ vv. . Y ) Im(G. )ω ∑ vRe(CrK

D - Y w Tm(GJa; 3 Im(GJRe(GJq |EQ#85]

- H Re(GJa ; - 2 >i-,

The sanie approach may be taken to find an expression for the b vector i terms of G and

ω . The real a d imaginary parts of y areas follows:

Combining the real and imaginary parts results m the expression for the h vector as

follows:



b R ( X )J W Re (y) Im {X f W Im f v) 1W1(Im(C?,)+ Re(Cr1)W/ 1

>-i

(Re(G,) 2 + ϊm(C7 )

Implementing Acoustic Volume Sensing

Collecting the Frequency Response Data and Computing the Complex Response

5 To implement volume sensor assembly MS, volume sensor assembly 148 should

determine the relative response of reference microphone 626 and invariable volume microphone

630 to the acoustic wave set up by speaker assembly 622. This may be accomplished by driving

speaker assembly 622 with a sinusoidal output at a known frequency; the complex response of

microphones 626, 630 may then be found at that driving fr equency Finally, the relative

10 response of microphones 626 630 may be found and corrected for alternating sampling by e.g.,

an analog-to-digital couvertor {i.e., ADC).

Additionally, the total signal variance y be computed and compared to the variance of

pure tone extracted using the discrete Fourier transform {i.e., DFT) This may result in a

measure of how much of the signal power comes from noise sources or distortion. This value

15 may then be used to reject and repeat bad measurements.

Computing the Discrete Fourier Transform

The signal from the microphone may be sampled synchronously with the output to

speaker assembly 622 such thai a fixed number of points, N, are taken per wavelength. The

measured signal at each point in the wavelength may be summed over an integer number of

0 wavelengths, M, arid stored m an array by the ISR for processing after a l l the data for that

frequency has been collected.

A DFT may be performed o the data at the integer value corresponding to the driven

frequency of the speaker. The general expression for the first harmonic of a DfT is s follows:

MN ±f.
EE Q 8]



"The product MN may be the total number of points and the factor of two may be added

such tiiat the resulting teal and imaginary portions of the answer match the amplitude of the sine

wave;

Xx re(x ;. \

This real part of this expression may be as follows;

We may take advantage of die symmetry of the cosine junction to reduce the ber of

computations needed to compute the DFT The expression above may be equivalent to:

-e{x} ~ ! x , v }

Similarly, for the imaginary portion of the equation;

2 ( n \

which may be expressed as follows:

The variance of this signal may he calculated as follows;

σ —[re(x)~+imixγ )
2 - ' (EQ#843

The maximum possible value of the real and imaginary portions of Λ* may be 2 U ; which

corresponds to half the AD range. The maximum value of the tone variance may be 2 1; half the

square of the AD range.

Computing the Signal Variance

The pseudo-variance of the signal may be calculated using the following relation :

"The result may be in the units of A D counts squared. It may only be the "pseudo-

variance' because the signal has been averaged over M periods before the variance is calculated



over the Λ? samples n the "averaged" period. This may be a useful metric, however, for finding

if t e "averaged" signal looks like a sinusoid at die expected frequency. This may be done by

comparing the total signal variance to that of the sinusoid found in the discrete Fourier transform.

The summation mav be on the order of V ;r θ (NM 2 i ) for a 12-bit ADC. If

<2 - 128 and M < 2 - 64 , then the summation will be less than 24 3 and may be stored in a

64-bit integer. The maximum possible value of the variance may result if the ADC oscillated

between a value of 0 and 2 on each consecutive sample. This may result in a peak variance of

(2i ?) 2 so the result may be stored at a maximum of a i/2 resolution in a signed 32-bit

integer,

Computing the Relative Microphone Response

The relative response (G') of microphones 626, 630 may be computed from the complex

response of the individual microphones;

><./ JECW96J

Re { A- . )' +lm(.v .. )

The denominator of either expression may be expressed in terms of the reference tone

variance computed in the previous section as follows:

V - > f '-' iEQ#9SJ

Correcting for AfD Skew

The signals from iniciophoaes 626, 630 may not be sampled simulta eou ly; the A/D

ISR alternates between microphones 626, 630, taking a total of N samples per wavelength for

each of microphones 626, 630 The result may be a phase offset between two microphones 626,



630 of — . To correct for this phase offset, a complex rotation may be applied to the relative
Λ'

frequency response computed in the previous section;

π f -, \ \

W < :zzz (
->

cos — - ?s m
. }EQ#tO δ]

5 Reference Models

Second and Higher Order Models

Leakage through the seals (e.g., seal assembly 1404} of volume sensor chamber 620 may

be modeled as a second resonant port (e.g... port 1504, FlO. 100) connected to an external

volume (e.g., externa! volume 1506, FlG. 100).

10 The system of equations describing the three-chamber configuration may be as follows:

01]

h , ( y v 0

Putting these equations into state-space results in the following:



the frequency response of which may be represented graphically in the Bode diagram

shown in FlG. 101 n ό which may also be written in transfer function form:

> 0>l-. ( - />,,Λ" - }

jEQ#1O73

Expanding the denominator results in the following;

A
-*- . , .

A bubble underneath the diaphragm material in the variable volume will follow the same

dynamic equations as a leakage path. In this case . the diaphragm material may act as the

resonant mass rather than the leakage port. Accordingly the equation may be as follows;

wherein m is the mass of the diaphragm, A is the cross sectional area of the diaphragm

that can resonate, and bm i the mechanical damping. EQ# iO6 may be written in terms of the

volume flow rate:

wherein the voiume of the air bubble is . If the bubble volume is substantially smaller

than the acoustic volume < < V than the transfer function may be simplified to;



13

Second Order with Time Delay

The volume sensor assembly 148 equations derived above assume that the pressure is the

same everywhere in the acoustic volu e This is only an approximation, as there are time delays

5 associated with the propagation of the sound waves through the volume. This situation may look

like a time delay or a time advance based on the relative position of the microphone and

speakers.

A time delay may be expressed in the Lapiace domain as:

( j ( ) --- e Q 12]

I O which makes for a non-linear set of equations. However, a first-order PacSe

approximation of the time delay maybe used as follows:

s +-

S ;:;

iEQ«P113]

which is shown graphically in FIG. 102.

Th Chamber Volume Estimation

15 Volume sensor assembly 148 may also be configured using a third reference volume

(e.g., reference volume 1508; FlG. 103) connected with a separate resonant port (e.g., port 1510;

FlG. 103). This configuration may allow for temperature-independent volume estimation.

The system of equations describing the three-chamber configuration are as follows:

h α i v v v \ ~ (i

_pα
- V 1. . ,

20



Using these equations and solving for the transfer function across each of the resonant

ports results in the following:

Ih

A S ' 2ζ
i2

ω s-\
|EQ#1 193

where

where

f
l3
A

The volume of volume sensor chamber 620 may be estimated using the ratio of the

αarural frequency of the two resonant ports as follows:

EQ#120 illustrates that the volume of volume sensor chamber 620 may be proportional to

reference volume 1508. The ratio of these rwo volumes (in the ideal model) may only depend on

the geometry of the resonant port (e.g.. port !5H): FIG. 103) and has no dependence upon

temperature.

Exponential Volume Model

Assume the flow out through the flow resistance has the following form:

Assuming a fixed input flow rate from the pump chamber, the volume of volume sensor

chamber 620 is based upon the following differential equation:

r 'r ( ' T/ — f '"
* - JX """ ' ' '«<l - l JS """



which gives {he following solution assuming a zero initial volume:

V V r
{EQ#126}

Accordingly, the output flow rate flows:

The volume delivered during the pump phase y be written;

Device Calibration

The model fit allows the resonant frequency of the port to be extracted from the sine

sweep data The next step is to relate this value to the delivered volume. The ideal relationship

between the resonant frequency and the delivered volume to be expressed as fo llows

ύ :' A 1
ω :

A ;

The speed of sound will vary with te perature so it may he useful to split out ihe

temperature effects.

, γ RA T
C

I . \
5EQ#13δ ]

The volume may then be expressed as a function of the measured resonant frequency and

the temperature.

YRA
Where c is the calibration constant C

I .

Implementation Details

End Effects

The air resonating in the port (e.g., port assembly 624) may extend out into the acoustic

volumes at the end of each oscillation. The distance the air extends may be estimated based o



the fundamental \olume sensoi assetnbh equations Foi any gnen acoustic volume, the d tance

the air extends into the \ oiume may be expressed as a function of the piessure and post cross-

seetio αal aiea

f
P

p a A
IE t 32]

If e assume the following

V 28 8 x 10 {EQS133J

> i 292 - -

a - 340-
1E8S135]

d 0 m [E #13S]

Accordingly, the air will extend roughly 1 9 m m to the acoustic charabei

Sizing V1 ( 1 e .f e fixed volume) relative to V2 (ι e , ?e variable volume)

Sizing f ! (e g fixed \ol me 1500) ma> sequire αading off acoustic with the

relame position o f die po e and ero in the tiansfer funcuon I he tiansfei function for both I t

and V, e g \ aπab!e \o! ιune 1502) ate shown below ielatne to the oiume displacement of

speaker assembly 622

- - - - | Q # 1 3

where

α A \ JA '\

L l 2 L and K JEQS140]

A s i is increased the gain may decrease and the speaker ma> be d en at a higher

amplitude to get the same sound pressuie el Ho eΛei. increasing may also the

benefit o f o in the complex zeros m the pi transfer function toward the complex poles In the

limiting case where I' > r α → 1 and you e po1e-/cto cancellation and a flat tespo πse

Increasing e the benefit of reducing both the resonance and the notch in



the/?! transfer functio and movmg the / poles toward «>, resulting in a lower sensitivity to

measurement error when calculating the / transfer function.

FlG. 104 i a graphical representation of

Ii

M Ci 105 is a graphical representation of

IEQ#142]

Aliasing

Higher frequencies may alias down to e frequency of interest, wherein the altased

frequency may be expressed as follows:

where is the sampling fre uency is ihe frequency o f the noise source, n i a

positive integer, and/ h the aiiased frequency of the noise source.

3he demodulation routine ma> effectn ely filter out noise except at the specific frequency

of Uie demodulation. If the sample frequency JS set dynamically to be a fixed multiple of the

demodulation frequency then the frequency of the noise that can alias down to the demodulation

frequency may be a fixed set of harmonics of that fundamental frequency.

For example, if the sampling frequency is eight times the demodulation frequency, then

the noLse frequencies that cars alias down to that frequency are as follows:

where β - ~ For β - 16 the follow ing series would result:

1 17 3 1 33 I mm4B1

Pørformancø

103



Sensitivity to Temperature

fhe sβnsitmt> to tempeiatuie ma> be split mto a gam change and a notse change If the

tempeiature is oiTb> a factoi of d F the iesultrag en or mav be

r, /

5EQS1473

Accordtngi) , if the same tempaature is. u e foi both i e s eep an ettoi in the

temperature mcasuicment ma\ look like a gam change to the tem

Therefore, for a 1° K tempeiafure eπoi the sesultmg \oiume ciioi ma\ be 0 3 t 29S l

K This en oi ma\ include both the errot m the temperatuse en or and the difference between

10 the seiisoi tempctat υre and the tempcnuuic of the air ϊthm \olume sensor assembly 148

The measurement f e ei raas be mote susceptible to r e πi the tempemtiue

measurement temperature change d ing the differential sine eeps mav result m an error

that look mote like an offset sather than a g change

ω [EGW143]

I Λccoidmgh, if the measutement aites i>γ 0 I K during the t\u> measutement sine

sweeps ihe ditϊ eience ma> be 0 012 uL Theiefoie mav be bette ϊ io use a consistent

lempeiaiuie estimate foi each iathei than taking epa te teaipetatuse ineasuiement for

each sine sweep (a ho n n FIG 107}

he LM73 temperatme sensoi has a published accuiac> of - C and a iesoiution of

0 0 03 C Furthei. tiie LM 7 teinperatiue sensor seems to consistentl} e a stastup transient of

about 0 C that takes about ssne sweeps to el out s ho n in G 108)

Since the e-descubed infusion pump assemblies (e g . infusion pump assemble 1 0

100', 400 infusion pump

assemblies ma\ be modeled ent e in ie disciete domain (in the manner shown m G 109}

"; which may be teduce to the following

diserete-tmie PI iegulatoi m perform accoidmg to the follow nig
KC



a i , i ,
]EQ#151]

3he e o k by compaimg the acoustic iesponse in fixed

\olume 1*500 and \auabie \olurae 1 502 to a peak elm en mput and extracting the \olume of

the \auable \olume 1 02 As such, theie is a miciophone n contact with each of these sepasat β

volumes (e g , microphones 626, 630} 1 he response of Λanable volume microphone 630 may

aKo be used in a mote gtoss manner to detect the presence oi absence of disposable housing

assembh 114 Specifically, if disposable housing assembly 114 is not attached to l i e ,

po oned proximate } aπable response to the speaker

din en input should be sensed The response of fixed \olume OO howe\er, should remain tted

to the speaker input Thus, the microphone data be used to deteimine whethei disposable

housing assembK 114 b simplv ensuring that both mictophoncs exhibit an acoustic response

In the e\ ent that mtciophone 626 (i e the miciophone positioned p to m te fixed \olume 1 00)

exhibits a acoustic iesponse and microphone 630 c , the microphone positioned proximate

o u e 1502) does not exhibit an acoustic response t rmn be icasonablv concluded

that disposable housing assemb!) 114 is not attached to ieusable housing assembly 102 ft

should be noted that a failure o f at ble \olumc microphone 0 ma\ also appeat o he

indicatnc of disposable hou ng assembK 114 not being attached, the failure o f \ aπable

volume mscrophone 630 a result m a mid-iange reading that is nearK nid τstingutshable fiorn

the nuci υphone lesponstj expected he disposable housing assembK' 1 4 is not attached

For the following discussion, th following nomencktme may be used

un



Symbols

ι {/ ; x m π?ad ai a gi v ency
minimum read given fre sev
d e we ma n m

/ individual r q ncy
$ ?t of w frequ nc s
number of frequencies each smo eep
boolean d p bl h d flag

σmαx m £maximum ADC re d
sum o minimum ADC

T max/min ADC di f r nce thr ho d
Subscrigis

w e p number
rej r fe r nc volume
vαr variable voϊum*?

As part of the demodulation routine employed in each frequency response calculation, the

minimum and maximum readings of both feed volume microphone 626 and variable volume

microphone 630 may be calculated Hie um of these maximum and minimum values may he

calculated over the entire sine-sweep (as discussed above) for both microphone 626 and

miciophone 630 follows.

ft. F

rmnz Z Λ
{EQ#1S2J

f

and the difference between these two summations may be simplified as follows:

{EQ#1S43

While may be divided by the number of sine sweeps to get the average minimum

maximum difference for the sine sweep (which is then compared to a threshold) the threshold

may equhalendy be multiplied by N for computational efficiency. Accordingly, the basic

disposable detection algorithm ma> be defined as follow s :

I if ix . > Λ T

i f , < N * T & /t > T
jEQ#155]



"The additional condition that the maximum / minimum difference be greater than the

threshold is a check performed to ensure that a failed speaker s not the cause of the acoustic

response received. This algorithm may be repeated for any sine-sweep, thus allowing a

detachment of disposable housing assembly 114 to be sensed within e.g., at most two

consecutive sweeps (i.e., i the worst case scenario in which disposable housing assembly 114 is

removed during the second half of an in-progress sine sweep).

Thresholding for the above-described algorithm may be based entirely on numerical

evidence. For example, examination of typical minimum / maximum response differences may

show that no individual difference is ever less than five hundred ADC counts. Accordingly, all

data examined while disposable housing assembly 114 is detached from reusable housing

assembly 102 may show that all minimum / maximum response differences as being well under

five hundred ADC counts. Thus, the threshold for 8 may be set at T-500.

While volume sensor assembly 148 is described above as being utilized within an

infusion pump assembly (e.g., infusion pump assembly 100), this is for illustrative purposes only

and is not intended to be a limitation of this disclosure, as other configurations are possible and

are considered to he within the scope of this disclosure. For example, volume sensor assembly

148 may be used within a process control environment for e.g., controlling the quantity of

chemicals mixed together. Alternatively, volume sensor assembly 148 may be used within a

beverage dispensing system to control e.g., the quantity of ingredients mixed together.

While volume sensor assembly 148 is described above as utilising a port (e.g., port

assembly 624) as resonator, this is for illustrative purposes only, as other configurations are

possible and are considered to be within the scope of this disclosure. For example, a solid mass

(not shown) may be suspended within port assembly 624 and may function as a resonator for

volume sensor assembly 148 Specifically, the mass (not shown) for the resonator may be

suspended on a diaphragm (not shown) spanning port assembly 624. Alternatively, the

diaphragm itself (not shown) may act as ihe mass for the resonator. The natural frequency of

volume sensor assembly 148 may be a function of the volume of variable volume .1502.

Accordingly, if the natural frequency of volume sensor assembly 148 can be measured, the

volume of variable volume 1.502 may be calculated.

The natural frequency of volume sensor assembly 148 may be measured in a number of

different ways For example, a time-varying force may be applied to the diaphragm (not shown)



and the relationship between that force and the motion of the diaphragm no shown) may be

used to estimate the natural frequency of volume sensor assembly 148. Alternately the mass (not

shown) may be perturbed atid then aitoweci to oscillate. The unforced motion of the mass (not

shown) may then be used to calculate the natural frequency of volume sensor assembly 148.

The force applied to the resonant mass (not shown) may be accomplished in various

ay examples of which may include but are αot limited to:

• speaker assembly 622 may create a arying pressure within fixed volume 1500:

• the resonant mass (not shown) may be a piezoelectric material responding to a time-

varying vohage/cu πent; and

• tiie resonant mass (not shown* a be a soice coil responding to a Ume-varymg

voltage' current

The force applied o the resonant mass ma> be measured in various ways, examples of

which may include but are not limited to:

• measuring the pressure m the fixed volume;

• the resonant mass (not shown} may be a piezoelectric material; and

• a strain gauge may be connected to the diaphragm (not shown) or other structural

member supporting the resonant mass (not shown).

Similarly the displacement of the resonant mass (not shown) may e estimated by

measuring the pressure in the variable volume, or measured directly i sarious ways, examples

of which may include but are not limited to:

• via piezoelectric sensor;

• s ia capacjtive sensor;

• Ma optica! sensor,

• a Hall-effect sensor;

• \ ia a potentiometer {time \ arying impedance) sensor;

• via an inductive type sensor: and

• via a linear variable differential transformer (LVDT)

Further, the resonant mass {not shown) may be integral to either the force or

displacement type sensor (i e . the resonant mass (not sho ) may be made of piezoelectric

material).



"The application of force and measurement of displacement may be accomplished by a

single device. For example, a piezoelectric material may be used for the resonant mass (not

shown) and a drae- varying / current may be applied to the piezoelectric material to create

a time-varying force. The resulting voltage / current applied o the piezoelectric material may be

measured and the transfer function between the TOO used to estimate the natural frequency of

sensor assembly 148.

A discussed above, the resonant frequency of volume sensor assembly 148 may be

estimated using swept-sine system identification. Specifically, the above-described mode! fit

may allow the resonant frequency of the port assembly to be extracted from the sine sweep data,

which may then be used to determine the delivered volume. The ideal relationship between the

resonant frequency and the delivered volume may be expressed as follows:

[EQS128]

The speed of sound will vary with temperature o it may be useful to split out the

temperature effects.

The ol m may then be expressed as a function of the measured resonant frequency and

the temperature.

( 0 |EQ#127]

Where c is U e calibration constant C ~ -— '—.
L

Infusion pump assembly 100 m then compare this calculated volume Y {i.e.,

representative of the actual volume of infusible fluid delivered to the user) to the target volume

{i.e., representative of the quantity of fluid that v as supposed to be delrvered to the user). For

example, assume that infusion pump assembly JOO a to deliver a 0.100 unit basal dose of

infusible fluid to the u er every thirty minutes Further, assume thai upon effectuating such a

delivery, volume sensor assembly 148 indicates a calculated volume V {i.e., representative of

the actual \ olume of infusible fluid delivered to the user) of 0.095 units of infusible fluid

10?



When calculating volume V infusion pump assembly 100 may first determine the

volume of fluid within volume sensor chamber 620 prior to the administration of the dose of

infusible fluid and may subsequently determine the volume of fluid within volume sensor

chamber 620 after the administration of the dose of infusible fluid, wherein the difference of

those two measurements is indicative of V (i.e., the actual volume of infusible fluid delivered to

the user). Accordingly, V2 is a differential measurement.

V2 may be the total air space over the diaphragm in the variable volume chamber. The

actual fluid delivery to the patient may be the difference in V2 from when the chamber was full

to after the measurement valve was opened and the chamber was emptied. V2 may not directly

be the delivered volume. For example, the air volume may be measured and a series of

differential measurements may be taken. For occlusion, an empty measurement may be taken,

the chamber may be filed, a full measurement may be taken, and then a final measurement may

be take after the exit valve is open . Accordingly, the difference between the first and second

measurement may be the amount pumped and the difference between the second and third is the

amount delivered to the patient.

Accordingly, electrical control assembly 110 may determine that the infusible fluid

delivered is 0.005 units under what was called for. Sn response to this determination, electrical

control assembly 1if) may provide the appropriate signal to mechanical control assembly 1 04 so

that any additional necessary dosage may be pumped. Alternatively, electrical control assembly

110 may provide the appropriate signal to mecha ical control assembly 104 so that the additional

dosage may be dispensed with the next dosage. Accordingly, during administration of the next

0 100 unit dose of the infusible fluid, the output command for the pump may be modified based

on the difference between the target and amount delivered.

Referring also to FlG. 110, there is shown one particular implementation of a control

system for controlling the quantity of infusible fluid currently being infused based at least in

part, on the quantity of infusible fluid previously administered. Specifically and continuing with

the above-stated example, assume for illustrative purposes that electrical control assembly J J O

calls for the delivery of a 0.100 unit dose of the infusible fluid to the user. Accordingly,

electrical control assembly H O may provide a target differential volume signal 1600 (which

identifies a partial basal dose of 0 0 10 units of infusible fluid per cycle of shape memory actuator

112) to volume controller 1602 Accordingly and in this particular example, shape memory



actuator 112 may eed to be cycled ten times in order to achieve the desired basal dose of 0.100

units of infusible fluid (i.e., 10 cycles x 0 0 10 units per cycle 0.100 units). Volume controller

1602 in turn may provide "on-time" signal 1606 to SMA (i.e., shape memory actuator) controller

1608. Also provided to SMA controller 1608 is battery voltage signal 1610.

Specifically, shape-memory actuator 112 may be controlled by varying the amount of

thermal energy (e.g., joules) applied to shape-memory actuator 112. Accordingly, if the voltage

level of battery 606 is reduced, the quantity of joules applied to shape-memory actuator 112 may

also be reduced for a defined period of time. Conversely, if the voltage level of battery 606 is

increased, the quantity of joules applied to shape memory actuator 112 may also be increased for

a defined period of time. Therefore, by monitoring the voltage level of battery 606 (via battery

voltage signal 1610), the type of signal applied to shape-memory actuator 112 may be varied to

ensure that the appropriate quantity of thermal energy is applied to shape-memory actuator 112

regardless of the battery voltage level.

SMA controller 1608 may process "on-time" signal 1606 and battery voltage signal 1610

to determine the appropriate SMA drive signal 1612 to apply to shape-memory actuator 112.

One example of SMA drive signal 1612 may be a series of binary pulses in which the amplitude

of SMA drive signal 1612 essentially controls the stroke length of shape-memory actuator 112

(and therefore pump assembly 106) and the duty cycle of SMA drive signal 161 2 essentially

controls the stroke rate of shape-memory actuator 112 (and therefore pump assembly 106).

Further, since SMA drive signal 16 12 is indicative of a differential volume (i.e., the volume

infused during each cycle of shape memory actuator 112 ), SMA drive signal 1612 may be

integrated by discrete time integrator 1614 to generate volume signal 1616 which may be

indicative of the total quantity of infusible fluid infused during a plurality of cycles of shape

memory actuator 112. For example, since (as discussed above) it may take ten cycles of shape

memory actuator 112 (at 0.010 units per cycle) to infuse 0.100 units of infusible fluid, discrete

time integrator 16 14 may integrate SMA drive signal 1612 over these ten cycles to determine the

total quantity infused of infusible fluid (as represented by volume signal 1616).

SMA drive signal 16.12 may actuate pump assembly 106 for e.g. one cycle, resulting in

the filling of volume sensor chamber 620 included within volume sensor assembly HS. infusion

pump assembly 100 may then make a first measurement of the quantity of fluid included within

volume sensor chamber 620 (as discussed above). Further and as discussed above, measurement



\aKe assembly 6 10 raa> be subsequemk eneigized, iesulting m a!l 0 1 a pothon o f the fluid

within Infusion pump assembly 100

then nuke a measuiement of the quantity of fluid included withm sensoi chambei

620 {as desciibed above) and use those two measurements to determine \ fi e the actual

volume o f infusible fluid dei eied to die usei duiing the cu e u cscle of shape memo π aetuatoi

112 Once dεtei mined, be pim sded (i e , fed back)

to volume controller l 02 foi comparison to the eatliet-teeened target differential volume

Contimmig w ith the example m which the diffeientiai target %ol«me ua$

0 0 10 units ot infusible fluid, assume that Y > i e as. tepresentcd b\ signal 16 1S) identifies 0 00

O units of infusible fluid as haxmg been deSrvaed to the i Accord tngl\ infusion pump

eπnbh 100 ma\ increase the next diffeiential target o lume to 0 Oi i unite to offset the eaihei

0 00! unit shortage Accordingly and as di cu sed abo\e the amplitude and ot dut> cycle of

SMA drixe signal 1612 ma\ be eicased he delivering the n t basal dose of the infusible

fluid to the o ei I his piocess mav be iepeated for the remaining i e evcles of shape memor\

S.5 actuaioi 112 (as discussed abo e d disci c time integiatoi I I4 ma\ continue to mtegtate

SM Λ drixe signal 16! 2 {to geneiate volume s l 161 6) which mav define the total quantity of

infusible fluid debveied to the usei

Referring also to TlG i thei c is show one possible embodiment oi υlume controllei

1602 In thts> particulai implementation, volume controller 1602 ma\ include Pl (pioportional-

0 integiatoi} coiittoUct !6">0 forward controller 1652

fυi setting an initia! "guess concerning "on-time" signal IbOb Foi example, fo ϊ ihe situation

des αώed e in which target differential o lu e signal 1600 identifies a paitial basal dose o f

0 010 units of infusible fluid pei c>c!e o f shape tuemon actuaioi 332 feed fonsard contioller

1652 mav define an initial ou-timtj ' υf e g one millisecond Feed forw-aϊ d conUo ϊ let 1652 ma%

> include . . a lookup table that define a initial 'on-time that s based a least in pan upon

taiget differentia! volume signal 1600 \ olume contiollei 1602 mav fuithet include discrete time

integratoi 1654 for integiaUng taiget diffeienual volume signal 1600 ami discrete time mtegtator

1656 for integrating V i e a iepiesented bv signal 1618)

Refemng also to FlG 112 there is shown one possible embodiment of feed foi was d

0 cou πollei 16 2 In ti paiticular implementation, feed fomard contiollei 1652 nia> define a

eonstaiK value signal 1658 a d may include amplifiei 1660 e g a unm gam araphfiei) the
H O



output of h ch may be summed with constant \akte signal 1658 at summmg node 1002 l he

iesulting summed signal li e , signal 1664) raa> be ided to a an input i nal to e , lookup

table 1 inch may be piocessed to generate the output signal of feed forward controller

1652

A discussed pump a;>serøbl> 106 be conn oiled by shape meraoiy actuator

112 Furthei and as discussed Λ conttoitei 160S raa> process "on-time" signal 1606

and batten Λoitage i nal 1610 to dete mne the appiop πatc SM dme signal 1612 to appK to

shape-memon actuator 112

Referring also to FIGS i 1 - i 14 these is shown one particular implementation o SMA

Ϊ0 contioilei 160K be respo e to "on-time"

signal 1606 mv$ batten Λoitage ignal 1610 and may pro ide S ϊ . dπ\ e signal 1612 to shape-

memorv actuatot J SMA cnnt oll i 1608 ma\ include a feedback loop nclu tn unit d

POO), the output of h c ma be multiplied it battciy signal 1610 at multiphet 1702

lhe output of multiplier 1702 ma> be amplified with e g , unit\ gain amplifier 1704 lhe output

5 of amplifier I7 O4 mav be applied to the egaine input of summmg node 1706 (to hich "on-

time" signal 1606 is applied) The output of summing node 1706 y be amplified {MΆ e g

unify gam amphfiei I OS) SMA contioilei m y so include feed fotwatd controUct 1710 to

provide ati initial forward

controller 1652 of \ o ϊume ctmtiollei 1602, See FfG 112) The output of feed forwatd contiol ϊer

0 1710 nia\ be summed at summing node 1712 w t the output of amplifier " GS and n integrated

tepieseruation {i e signal PI4) of e output of amphfiei 170S to fomi SMA din e ign 1612

SMA dine ig al 1612 m be purvided to contioi cucuitt> that effectuates the

application of power to shape-memorv actuatoi 1 2 ^or example. SMA dine signal 1612 ma\

be applied to switching assembly l 7 i 6 that mav selectively apph current signal P18 (supplied

5 fi ϋin batteiv 606) and or f ed i l 1720 to shape-memorv actuator Foi example SMΛ άn \

Signal 1612 {supplied horn bauetv 0 Λia current

signal 1718) \ ia switching assembiv 1716 ni a mannei that aditeves the dutv evcle defined b>

SMΛ drne signal 1612 Lnu dela> 1 22 mas generate a delaved of the Mgnal applied to

shape-røemor> actuator 112 to foirø batter} signal 1610 (which may be applied to SMA

0 conπoller if>08)

I U



When applying power to shape-memory actuator 112 , voltage may be applied for a fixed

amount of time and: a) at a fixed duty cycle with an unregulated voltage; b) at a fixed duty cycle

with a regulated voltage; c) at a variable duty cycle based upon a measured current value; ά) at a

variable duty cycle based upon a measured voltage value; and e) at a variable duty cycle based

upon the square of a measured voltage value. Alternatively, voltage may be applied to shape-

memory actuator 112 for a variable amount of time based upon a measured impedance.

When applying an unregulated voltage for a fixed amount of time at a fixed duty cycle,

inner loop feedback may not be used and shape memory actuator may be driven at a fixed duty

cycle and with an on-time determined by the outer volume loop.

When applying a regulated voltage for fixed amount of time at a fixed duty cycle, inner

loop feedback may not be used and shape memory actuator 112 may be driven at a fixed duty

cycle and with an on-time determined by the outer volume loop.

When applying an unregulated voltage at a variable duty cycle based upon a measured current

value, the actual current applied to shape-memory actuator 112 may be measured and the duty

cycle may be adjusted during the actuation of shape-memory actuator 112 to maintain the correct

mean current.

When applying an unregulated voltage at a variable duty cycle based upon a measured

voltage value, the actual voltage applied to shape-memory actuator 112 may be measured and the

duty cycle may be adjusted during the actuation of shape-memory actuator 112 to maintain the

correct mean voltage.

When applying a unregulated voltage at a variable duty cycle based upon the square of a

measured voltage value, the actual voltage applied to shape-memory actuator 112 may be

measured and the duty cycle may be adjusted during the actuation of shape-memory actuator 112

to maintain the square of the voltage at a level required to provide the desired level of power to

shape-memory actuator 112 (based upon the impedance of shape-memory actuator 112).

Referring also to FIG. 114A-114B, there is shown other implementations of SMA

controller 1608. Specifically, FlG. 114A is an electrical schematic that includes a

microprocessor and various control loops that may be configured to provide a PWM signa! that

may open and close the switch assembly. The switch assembly may control the current that is

allowed to flow through the shape memory actuator. The battery may provide the current to the

shape memory actuator. Further, 114B discloses a volume controller and an inner shape memory



actuator controller. The shape memory actuator controller may provide a PWM signal to the

pump, which may be modified based on the battery voltage. This may occur for a fixed ontime,

the result being a volume that may be measured by volume sensor assembly 148 and fed back

into the volume controller

Io our preferred embodiment, we vary the duty cycle based on the measured battery

voltage to give you approximately consistent power VVe adjust the duty cycle to compensate for

a lower battery voltage. Battery voltage may change for two reasons: 1) as batteries are

discharged, the voltage slowly decreases; and 2) when you apply a load to a battery it has an

internal impedence so its voltage dips. This is something that happens in any type of system, and

we compensate for that by adjusting the duty cycle, thus mitigating the lower or varying battery

voltage. Batter}' voltage may be measured by the microprocessor. In other systems; 1) voltage

may be regulated (put a regulator to maintain the voltage at a steady voltage); 2) feedback based

o something else (i.e., speed or position of a motor, not necessarily measuring the battery

voltage).

Other configurations may be utilized to control the shape memory actuator. For example:

A) the .shape memory actuator may be controlled at fixed duty cycle with unregulated voltage.

As voltage varie the rεpeatablify of heating the shape memory actuator is reduced. B) a fixed

duty cycle, regulated voltage may be utilized which compensate for changes in batten' voltage.

However, regulate the voltage down is less efficient due to energy of energy. C) the duty cycle

may be varied based on changes in current (which may required more complicated measurement

circuitry. D) The duty cycle may be varied based on measured voltage. E) The duty cycle may

be varied based upon the square of the current or the square of the voltage divided by resistance.

F) the voltage may be applied for a variable amount of time based on the measured impedance

(e.g., may measure impedance using Wheaistone gauge (not shown)). The impedance of the

shape memory actuator may be correlated to strain (i.e., may correlate how much the SMA

moves based on its impedance).

Referring also to FKl 115 arid as discussed above to enhance the safety of infusion

pump assembly 100, electrical control assembly U O may include two separate and distinct

microprocessors, namely supervisor processor 1800 and command processor 1802. Specifically,

command processor 1802 may perform the functions discussed above (e.g., generating SMA

drive signal 161 2) and may control relay / switch assemblies 1804, 1806 that control the
I B



functionality o f (in thss example) shape memory actuatois 112 632 ιespectnel>> Command

processor 1802 ina> receive feedback from signal conditioner 1 08 concerning the condition

fe g , voltage le\ei) o f the voltage signal applied to shape mernor\ actuators 112, 032 Command

processor 1800 may control relay switch assembly 1810 independently of relay switch

assemblies 1804, 1806. Aceorduiglv . h an infusion event JS desued, both of supemsoi

processoi 1800 and command piαeessor 1802 must agree that die mfuston event is proper and

must both actuate their respective ieiays switches In the o\ent that either o f supervisor

processor ISOO and command processor 1802 fails to actuate then respective relays switches,

the infusion event ill not occur Accordingly thiough the use o f supen tsor processor 1800 and

command processor IS02 and the cooperation and concurrence that must occ ur the safen of

in fu io pump assemhh 100 is enhanced

he supetxisw psocessoj may prevent the command proces o from dehveimg when t is

not supposed and also ma) a aini if the command processoi docs not deliver when it should b e

delivering I he supen isor processor ma> deactivate the relav / switch assembly if the command

piocessor actuates the vuotig sw itch OΪ if the command processor it tπ s to apply pβwei for too

long

The supei visor p r ce or mav, redundantly donig calculations' for how much insu ϊm

should be delisercd (i c double checking t e calculations o f the command ptocessor)

Command piocessoi may decide the eiv schedule, and the supen isor ptocessor may

redundantly check those calculations

Supervisor aho redundantly holds the profiles o the command

ptocessoi ma> be doing the cot tec t calculations, but if S has bad RAM, would cause the

command to come up with the \uong result e Supeiv isot uses u s local cop> of the ba al

profile, e to double check

Super WM>r can double check AVS measurements looks at the A.VS calculations and

applies .safety checks E er time A \ S measuiemeut is taken, it double checks

Refeumg aho to FIG 116 one or mote o f supen isor processor 1800 and command

processor Ϊ S02 may perfo πn diagnostics on \anous pot irons o f mfuston pump assembly 100

I-O5 e a p e, voltage div iders 1812, 1814 raa> be configured to monitor the voltages {VI & V 2

re^pectn ely ) sensed at distai ends o f e g , shape memoi> actuator 112 The \ alue o f %oltages \ 1

V2 in combination wtth the knowledge of the signals applied to relax / svMtch assemblies



1804, ϊ 810 may allow fot diagnostics to be performed on components o f the eucint

shown in FlG 1Ib (m a mannei similar to that sho «i diagnostic table 1816}

W>-\ 16, io enhance the afet of infusion

pump assembly 100, electrical control assembly 110 may include a p lυiality of micioprocessois

(e g , supmisur processor 3 00 and command piυce sor 1S02), each of which may be leqwted

to mteiact and concur in oidet to effectuate the delivery of a dose of the infusible fluid In the

that the mtciopiocessnrs tail to mteiact '' concur, the ct> o f the do e of infusible fluid

m fail and one Ot more alarms mav be tπgger βd thus enhancing the safety and leliabiiitv of

infusion pump assembU 100

Ϊ0 A master alarm ma be utilized that tracks the %ohime error over time AccordtngK, it

the iiim of the errors becomes too laige, the a ter alaim mav be initiated, indicating that

something m he winm* with the system e indicative of

total volume compa πson being pcrfoimed and discrepancy being noticed Λ typical alue of

the discrepancy lequired to initiate the master alarm ina\ be 1 00 milliliters I he mastei alai πi

5 mav monitor the sum m a leak) fashion ( Inaccujacies ha c a time hoπ/on)

Referring also to FIGS i 17 Λ- ! ! 7B. there is show n o e such illustrat π c example of such

intei action amongst multiple rmctopjocessors during the dein erv ot a dose ot t e infusible fluid

SpecificalK command ptocessor 1S02 ma) first detctmme 1 0 0 the mitia! olume o f lαfusibie

fluid within enso chambei 620 Command processor 1802 m v then provide 1902 a

0 pump power request' message to supcmsot ptocessoi 1800 pon tccen mg 1904 the "pump

power eque t" message, supeiMsoi processoi ISOO nias e g , eneigi/e 1906 tekv ' switch 1810

(thus eneiguing shape memoiy actuator 112) and mav d 1 08 a p m p powet o message to

onu d piocessoi 1802 Upon teceniug 1910 the "pump powet on message, command

piocessoi 1802 raa\ actuate 1912 e g pump asse bl 106 (by enetgi/tng eiav t c ii 1804),

5 during which time sυpeiv isoi piocessoi 1800 raa\ oπnor 1914 the actuation o f e g pump

assembly 106

Once actuation of pump as»sembl\ 106 is complete, command piocessoi 1S02 may

piovide 1914 a "pump power off message to supeius υr u es oi 1800 ϊ ipon tecen 1916

the 'pump power off message, supeiusO ϊ p oce ut 1800 ma\ deenesgize 1918 ielas switch

0 1810 and piov ide 1920 a pimip powex off mes ag to command proc 1802 Upon

iecen mg 1922 the "pump pov ei off" message, command processoi 1802 ma> measure 1924 the



quantity o f infusible fluid pumped by pump assembly 106. This may be accomplished by

measuring the current quantity of fluid within volume sensor chamber 620 and comparing it with

the quantity determined above (in step 900). Once determined 1924, command processor 1802

may provide 1926 a "valve open power request" message to supervisor processor 1800. Upon

5 receiving 1928 the "valve open power request" message, supervisor processor 1800 may

energize 1930 relay / switch ISlO (thus energizing shape memory actuator 632) and may send

1932 a "valve open power on" message to co mand processor 1802. Upon receiving 1934 the

"valve open power on" message, command processor 1802 may actuate 1936 e.g., measurement

valve assembly 610 (by energizing relay / switch 1806), during which time supervisor processor

ϊ 0 1800 may monitor i 93S the actuation of e.g., measurement valve assembly 610.

Once actuation of measurement valve assembly 610 is complete, command processor

1802 may provide 1940 a ' valve power off" message to supervisor processor 1800. Upon

receiving 1942 the '\-alve power off message, supervisor processor 1800 may deenergize 1944

relay / switch 1SiO and provide 1946 a "valve power off message to command processor 1802.

15 Upon receiving 194 8 the "valve power off' message, command processor 1802 may

provide 1950 a "valve close power request" message to supervisor processor 1800. Upon

receiving 1952 the "valve close power request" message, supervisor processor 1800 may

energize 1954 relay / switch 1810 (thus energizing shape memory actuator 652) and may send

1956 a "power on" message to command processor 1802. Upon receiving 1958 the "power o

0 message, command processor 1802 may actuate 1960 an energizing relay / switch (not shown)

that is configured to energize shape memory actuator 652, during which lime supervisor

processor 1800 may monitor 1962 the actuation of e.g., shape memory actuator 652.

As discussed above (and referring temporarily to FKiS. 26A, 26B, 27A, 27B & 28),

shape memory actuator 652 may he anchored on a first end using electrical contact 654. The

5 other end of shape memory actuator 652 may be connected to bracket assembly 656. When

shape memory actuator 652 is activated, shape memory actuator 652 may pulS bracket assembly

656 forward and release valve assembly 634. As such, measurement valve assembly 610 may be

activated via shape memory actuator 632 Once measurement valve assembly 610 has been

activated, bracket assembly 656 may automatically latch valve assembly 610 in the activated

0 position. Actuating shape memory actuator 652 may pull bracket assembly 656 forward and

release valve assembly 634 Assuming shape memory actuator 632 is o longer activated,



measurement e assembly 610 may to a state once btacket assembh o5o

has released \ahe assembly 634 Accordingly, b>' actuating shape memory actuator ( 2,

measurement \ ahe assembly 6 10 ma> be deactn ated

Once actuation of shape memory actuator 652 is complete, command processor 1802

5 ay pre ide 1 4 a po er off e sage to supen isot ptocessor 1800. Upon iecemng 1%6

the po et off message, supeivisos piocessoi 1800 deenetgue 1968 ielay switch 1810

and may prox sdc J970 a po er off" message to command processor iK()2 Upon rece π iπg

1972 the po et off message, command piocessor 1802 m determine the quantity of infusible

fluid vuthtn \olumc sensor chamber 620, thus allowing command processor 1802 to compare

Ϊ0 this measured quantity to the quantity determined abene (in tep 1924) to detemune 1974 the

quantity of infusible fluid dein ered to the ttsei

In the ent that the quantity of infusible fluid deiixeted 19 4 to the user Js- les than the

quantity of infusible fluid specified for the ba al bolus infusion e\ent, the abox e~descrtbed

proceduf e may be repeated (\ ia loop i 976}

S5 Rcfcnmg also to TlG 118. theie is ho anothct lusttatrvc example of (he interaction

amongst processes s 1800, 3S02, this time duπng the scheduling of a dose of infusible fluid

Command piocessor 1802 may momtoi 2000 2002 for the receipt of a basa! scheduling message

oi a bolus lequest message (respectocly) Kpon tcec ϊpt 2000, 2002 of either of these messages,

command processor 1802 may set 2004 the desucd dclne π ' \ohtme and may proxide 2006 a

0 ~'dclrvet> request" message to supervisor ptocessot 1800 po ieccmng 2008 e "dein en'

iequesC message, sopenisoi piocessoi 1800 may defined 2004 b>

command piocessoi 1802 Once \ e tied 2010 supervisor processot J800 mav pro ide 2012 a

"deli veiv accepted ' message to coni iand piocessot 1802. Upon ieceipt 2014 of the d r ery

accepted" message, command processoi 1802 may update 201 6 (he eonUollei (e g , the conUollet

5 di cu ed e and illustrated m FlG i 10) and execute 201 8 dein erv of e basai ' bolus dose

of infusible fluid Command processoi \ 808 mas mom to* and update 2022 e total quantity of

infusible fluid delivered to the usei (a discussed and illustrated tn TiGS H A-1 17B)

Once the appiopisate quantity of infusible fluid is delneted o tl>e usei, command piocessot 1802

may done" message to supemsoi piocessot S800 Lpon ieceipt 2026

0 of the "delrveiy done" message, upe oi processor 1800 ma> update 202H the total quantity of

infusible fluid dein ered to the user In the that the total quantity of infusible fluid
r



delneied 2018 to the usei i le than the quant ιt > defined above {in t 2004), the infusion

piocess discussed above be iepeated (via loop 2030)

Refe π mg also to MG 1 l there is shown an example o f the mannei m which supetusoi

p ϊocessor 1800 and command processoi 1802 may mteiact h ile effectuating a volume

meas ieraents \ \ oiume seαsor asserøbh 148 (as desei ibed abo\ e)

bpe α ficaih command p αeessoi 1802 roay initial e 2 0 0 \ oiume sensoi assembly 148

and begin collecting 20 2 data fiom volume sensoi assembly 14S the process of which ma\ be

repeated foi each frequency utilized in the sine sweep Each time that data is

collected for a partic υϊai sweep fϊ equenc\, a data point message mav be prox ided 2O from

Ϊ0 command ptocessoi 1802 which ma be recened 2056 b\ upci procet>soi ISOO

Once data collection 20>2 s completed tbi tlie entne sine s eep, command proce

1802 a estimate 20S8 the \olume of i ib l fluid delneied by mfusion pump assetnblv 100

Command piocessoi 1802 ma) κie 2060 a estimate message to isoi processoi

1800 Lpon recen ing 2062 tins olimie estimate message, s φ eix isoi piocessoi 1800 may check

1.5 (i c confirm) 2064 the \olun e estimate message Once checked ( t c , confirmed), υpcix isor

processor 1800 may pro\ ic3e 2066 a xcnficauon message to command processor 1802 Once

iceen ed 2068 fioni supenwor piocessoi ISOO command 1802 rna% set the

mcasui cnient s atu fos the dose of infusible fluid delis ered b\ o lume en or 14S

Λs discussed above and refci πng temporal ύ\ to FIG 11, the various embodiments, of the

0 infusion pump assembh {e g mUisiorj pump assembly 100 100 400 500) discussed above

mav be configured \ia a iemole contiol assembh 300 When coiifiguiahle \ia ieniotc coπttoi

assembly 300 the infusion pump assembh mav include telemetiy citcuitiy (not ho n ) that

al o s foi communication (e g , wned oi e les ) between. the infusion pump assembly and e g ,

iemole contiol assembiv 00 thus allowing remote control assembh 00 to iemotely contiol the

5 infusion pump assembly Remote control assembly 0 (which may also include telemetry

cπcuitsy (not shown) and may be capable o f communicating with the infusion pump assembly)

rnav rnclude displas assembh' 02 and input assembh 04 input assembly 304 m include

slides assembly 30 and switch assemblies 30 8 310 In othei embodiments, the input assembly

røa> include a jog wheel a plurality of switch assemblies oi the like Remote contiol assembly

0 00 may allow the user to program basal and bolus events



Remote control assembly 300 raav include ( o processors, one processor (e.g., which

may include, but is not limited to a CC2510 microcontroller RF transceiver, available from

Oiipcon AS, of Oslo. Norway) may be dedicated to radio communication, e.g.. for

communicating with infusion pump assembly 100, IOO\ 400. 500 The second processor

5 included v. tthin remote control assembly (which y include but are o limited to a ARM920T

and an ARM922T manufactured b\ ARM Holdings PLC of the United Kingdom) ma> be a

command processor and may perform data processing t s associated itli e.g , configuring

infusion pump assembly 100, ΪOO\ 400. 500.

Further and as discussed one embodiment of electrical control assembly S I6 may

Ϊ0 include three microprocessors. One processor (e g , which may include, but is not limited to a

CC2510 microcontroller RF transceiver, available from Chipcon AS, of Oslo, Norway) may be

dedicated to radio eomtmsmeatio π, e g , for communicating with a remote control assembly 300

Two additional microprocessors (e.g., super isor processor 1800 and command processor 1802}

effectuate the delivery of the infusible fluid (as discussed above). Examples of supervisor

15 processor 1800 and command processor 1802 may include, but ts not limited to an MSP43Θ

microcontroller, available from Texas Instruments inc. of Dallas, Texas

The OS may he a non-precmptn e scheduling system, in that all tasks run to

completion before the next task is allowed to run regardless of pπoπty. Additional!} context

switches may not be performed. When a task completes executing, the highest priority task that

0 is currently scheduled to rim may then b executed If o tasks are scheduled to execute, the OS

may place the processor (e.g , suporv tsor p oc s o 1800 and or command processor 1802) into a

low power sleep mode and may wake when die next task is scheduled The OS may only be

used to manage main loop code and ma> leave interrupt -based functionality unaffected.

The OS mas be written to lake advantage of the C -1 language. Inheritance as well a

5 Mil ai functions may be key elements of th design allowing for easy creation scheduling and

managing of tasks.

Al the base of the OS infrastrucmie may be the abilitv to keep track of y em time and

controlling the abihts to place the processor i LoS Power Mode (LPM, also known as sleep

mode). This functionality along with the conttoi and configuration of all system clocks ,sy be

0 encapsulated by the SysCiocks class.

11)



The SvsClocb, class contain the functionality to place the piocessoi (e g , supemsoi

processor 1800 and or command 1802) «uo LPM to teduce energy consumption

While H LPM, e slow teal time clock tna> continue to run while the fast system clock that runs

the CPU core and roost peπpherals may be disabled

Placing the ptocessor mto LPM may al a s be done by the tded S\st locks function

Tins function contain aii lequired power down and powet sequences sesultmg in

consistency whenever ente πng or exiting LPN! Waking from ! P M may be initiated any

interrupts based on the slow clock

The OS ma) keep track of three aspect* of time seconds, miihseconds and the time of

day Concerning seconds. Syst locks may count seconds starting when the processor comes out

of reset The second counter ma\ be based on the slow system clocks and, therefore, ma>

increment regardless of whether the processor is in I P ot at full powet A a result, it the

boundary at which the processor may wake from sleep to execute scheduled tasks f

a task s scheduled to run immediate!} from an interrupt sen ice routine (SSR), the ISR may ake

the piocessoi fsorn I PM on exit and the task be executed iminediateh Concerning

milliseconds, m addition to counting the seconds since powet on, SysClocks may also count

milliseconds while the ptocessoi is in full power mode Since the fast clock i stopped during

I P the millisecond countei may o increment \cco ιdmglv. hen er a task is scheduled to

execute based on milliseconds, the ptocessor mav not enter LPM Concerning time of day, the

time of da) mav be teptesented wiihm SysClocks as seconds since a particular point time (e

seconds since 0 1 January 2004)

The SysClocks class mav pro ide useful functional it> to be used Uuoughout the

Command and Supervisoi pioject code base rhe code delays røav be neeessaty to allow

hardware to settle oi actions to be completed SysClocks ma\ pro ide two forms of delays, a

dela based on seconds oi a delay based on milliseconds When a delay s ed the pmeessor

.simply wast until tSie dessred tune has passed befote conttnue ith its cuueiH code path

Only LSRs mav be executed duπng this time SysOocks may ptox ide all of the lequ ed

fuiictionalitv to set o retne\e tiie cuiietit time of da\

The Old "task" may be associated wrch more complex scheduling svstems, theiefore

withm the OS task may be lepxeseuted b > and refeued to as Managed 3- unctions lhe



ManagedFunc class may be an abstract base class that prcn sdes a!! the necessary control

members and functionality to manage and schedule the desired functionality.

"The IVJaoagedFu e base class may have fhe control members, two scheduling

manipulation member functions, and one pure virtual execute function that may contain the

5 managed functionality. All of the JMaaagedFunc control members may be hidden from the

derived class and may only be directly set by the derived class during creation, thus simplifying

the use and enhancing the safe of infusion pump assembly 100, !00\ 400, 500.

The Function ID may be set at the time of creation and may never be changed. All

Function IDs may be defined within a single .h fi le and the base MmiagedFunc constructor may

Ϊ0 strongly enforce that the same JD may not be used for more than one managed function. The ID

may also define the priority of a function (with respect to other functions) based upon the

function ID assig ed wherein higher priority functions are assigned lower function IDs. The

highest priority task that is currently scheduled to execute may execute before lower priority

tasks.

55 AU other control members may be used to represent the function ' s current scheduled

state, when it should be executed, and if (upon execution} the function should be rescheduled to

execute i a previously set amount of time. Manipulation of these controls and states may be

allowed but only through the public member functions fthus enforcing safety controls on all

settings)

0 To control the scheduling of a managed function, the set start and set repeat functions

may be used. Each of these member functions may be a simple interface allowing the ability to

configure or disable repeat settings as well as control whether a managed function s inactive,

scheduled by seconds, milliseconds, or time of day.

Through inheritance, creating a Managed Function may be done by creating a derived

5 class and defining the pure virtual "execute function containing the code that needs to be under

scheduling control. The ManagedFunc base class constructor may be based upon the unique ID

of a function, but may also be used to set default control values to be used at start up.

For example to create a function that runs thirty seconds after start up and every 15

seconds thereafter the desired code is placed into the virtual execute function and the function

0 ID, scheduled by second state, thirty second start time, and repeat setting of fifteen seconds is

provided to the constructor.
123



"The following is an illustrative code example concerning the creation of a managed

function. In this particular example, a "heartbeat" function is created that is scheduled to execute

for the first time one second after startup of infusion pump assembly R)O, IOO\ 400, 500 and

execute every ten seconds thereafter;

#i c d " n - g d no.b"

././ The 3ec3dGooάF:i:v:: i s h rbbea;:." s t a f
class S riάGooάFunc ; public Mana.qedFu c

p b l i c :
// I i. i Ii i:.he manag&d V.M Ϊ O to r.an 2 co d aft r st: r up

// an.d repeat, every second.

SsndGoodFunc () ;

Man.agedFunc (IPC GOOD, SCHEDULED C 1 , true, 1 i ;

B άGeedFunc ( 3 {);

protected;

void e c (void) ;

oi'i SendCo αdFu πc :;e e (void)

/ cod to send the heartbeat »

«:r-dGoodF\3 g e r ood .' r :;

/ t o EFiard.puiatfe the : be a t tis-iing s i p J. y c;« I i :
g senciGoodFunc . setFuncStart (...) o r g_sendGoodF«r.c . t P p a t ( ... }

The actual execution of the Managed Functions may be controlled and performed by the

SieepManager class. The SleepManager may contain *he actua! prioritized list of managed

functions. This prioritized list of functions may automatically be populated by the managed

function creation process and may ensure that each function is created properly and has a unique

ID.

"The inai role of the SleepMa ager class may be to have its 'manage' function called

repeatedly from the processors main loop and/or from a endiess while loop. Upon each call of

manage, the SleepMa ager may execute ali functions that are scheduled to run until the

SleepManager lias exhausted all scheduled functions; at which time the SleepManager may place

the processor in LPM. Once the processor wakes from LPM, the manage function may be

reentered until the processor is again ready to enter LPM (this process may be repeated until

stopped, e.g., by a user or by the system).



Jf the piocessoi has to be kept u full po er mode foi an extended penod of time (e g ,

while an anal υg-to-Uigttal comeision i being sampled}, the Sleep Managei may pio ide

to disable enteimg LPM While LPM is disabled the manage function ma\

continuously seaich for a scheduled task

Ihe SleepMaoagei max- also pro de an mteifact? to manipulate the scheduling and iepeat

settings of ain managed function thiough the use o f the unique D of the function, h ch may

allow an\ section of code to perform n reqiuicd scheduling i ho t hav ing diicct acce to Oi

unnecessaiy knowledge of the desned ManagedFunc object

Radio circuitry included within each of infusion pump assembl) K)O Ϊ00 400, 500 and

Ϊ0 remote control assembly 300 mav effectuate wireless communication between iemote conttol

as&embK M)O and nifuwon pump as embl 100, 100\ 400, OO A 2 4 GHz radio

communications chip (e g , a lexas Insttuments CC2S10 iadto ftansceixei) with an jnteina! 80 1

microcontroller ma) be used foi sadio communications.

lhe tadio link latencv, and

S 5 energ\

Concerning hnk availability iemote contiol asbcrnbh 00 ma provide the pnman

means for controlling the mfusion pump s cmb K)O, 100\ 400 00 and max pros tde detailed

feedback to the osei \ia the graphical usei interface (GL!) o f remote control asscmblv 300

Concerning latencx the communications svstem ma ' be designed to picnide fot knv latencv to

0 deliver data ftom temote control 300 to the infusion pump assembly 100, 100 400,

00 (and vice \ ei sa Coiiccuiing eneigx both temote contini assembl> 00 and infusion pump

assembly 100, 100' 400 500 mav have a a i u enetgv for radio

communications

1he radio link ma\ suppoil half-duplex communications Remote contiol as e h h 300

> mav be the m a >tei of the iadio link, initiating all communications pump assembly 100,

100 , 400, 500 ma> on K iespoud to communications and inav e e initiate communications

The use of uch a radio communication svstem may preside various benefits such as met eased

secu πlv a simplified design (e g . foi auplaae use) and cootdtnated contiol of the tadio hnk

Refeiung also to FiG 0 \ , there is shown one dlus-tsame example of the au ou

0 sυftvv aie la> e of the iadio commumcatioc > tem discussed

2



"The radio processors included within remote control assembly 300 and infusion pump

assembly 100, 1QQ\ 400, 500 may transfer messaging packets between an SPl port and a 2.4

GHz radio link (and \ ice versa). The radio may always be the SPl slave. On infusion pump

assembly 100, 1(K) , 400, 500, radio processor (PRP) 1818 (See FIGS. 115-1 16» may service two

5 additional nodes over the SPJ poo that are upstream (namely command processor 1800 and

supervisor processor 1802 ϊα o e embodiments, on remote control assembly 300, the radio

processor (CRP) may service at least one additional node over the SPl port that may be either

upstream or down stream, for example, in some embodiments, the above-described remote

control processor (ill) and the Continuous Glucose Engine (CGE)

Ϊ0 A messaging system may allow for communication of messages between various nodes

in the network. The Ul processor of remote control assembly 300 a d e.g., supervisor processor

1800 may use the messaging system to configure and initiate some of the mode switching on the

two system radios. It may be also used by the radios to convey radio and link status information

to other nodes i the network

15 When the radio of remote control assembly 300 wishes to gather channel statistics from

the infusion pump assembly Ϊ00, 100', 400. 500 or update the master channel list of the radio of

infusion pump assembly 100. 100\ 400, 500, the radio of remote control assembly 300 may use

system messages. Synchronization for putting the new updated hst into effect may use flags m

the heartbeat messages to remove timing uncertainty.

0 The radio communication system may be written in C +
- - to be compatible with the

messaging software. A four byte radio serial number may be used to address each radio node. A

hash table may be used to provide a one-to-one translation between the device "readable" serial

number string and the radio serial number The hash table may provide more randomized 8-bit

logical address so that pumps (e.g., infusion pump assembly 100. 100 , 400, 500) or controllers

5 with similar readable serial numbers are more likely to have unique logical addresses. Radio

serial numbers may not have to be unique between pumps (e.g., infusion pump assembly Ϊ00,

IOO\ 400, 500) and controllers due to the unique roles each has in the radio protocol.

The radio serial number of remote control assembly 300 a d the radio serial number of

infusion pump assembly 100, 100\ 400, 500 may be included in all radio packets except for the

0 RF Pairing Request message that may only include the radio serial number of remote control

assembly 300, thus ensuring that only occur with die remote control assembly infusion pump



assembly to which it is paired. The CC'2510 may support a one byte logical node address and it

may be advantageous to use one byte of the radio serial number as the logical node address to

ide a level of filtering for incoming packets.

The Quiet Radio signal may be used by the Ul processor of remote control assembly 300

to prevent noise interference on the board of remote control assembly 300 by other systems on

the board. When Quiet Radio is asserted, the radio application of remote control assembly 300

may send a message to the radio of infusion pomp assembly 100, iθϋ \ 400, 500 asserting Radio

Quiet Mode for a pre-determined period of time. The Quiet Radio feature may not be required

based on noise interference levels measured on the PC board of remote control assembly 300.

During this period of time, the radio of remote control assembly 300 may stay in Sleep Mode 2

for up to a maximum of J00 ms. The radio of remote control assembly 300 may come out of

Sleep Mode 2 when the Quiet Radio signal i de-asserted or the maximum time period has

expired. The Ul processor of remote control assembly 300 may assert QusetJRadio at ieast one

radio communication's interval before the event needs to be asserted. The radio of remote

control assembly 300 may inform the radio of infusion pump assembly 100, !00\ 400. 500 that

Communications will be shutdown during this quiet period. The periodic radio Sink protocol may

have status bits / bytes that accommodate the Quiet_Radio feature unless Quiet_Radio is not

required.

The radio software may integrate with the messaging system and radio bootloader on the

same processor, and may be verified using a throughput test. The radio software may integrate

with ihe messaging system, SPl Driver using DVlA, and radio bootloader. all on the same

processor (e.g., the Tl CC25 10).

The radio of remote control assembly 300 may be configured to consume no more than

32 mAh in three days (assuming one hundred minutes of fast heartbeat mode communications

per day). The radio o f infusion pump assembly 100, 100\ 400, 500 may be configured to

consume no more than 25 mAh in three days (assuming one hundred minutes of fast heartbeat

mode communications per day).

The a im time to reacquire communications may be < 6. 1 seconds including

connection request mode and acquisition mode. The radio of remote control assembly 300 may

use the fast heartbeat mode or slow heartbeat mode setting to its advantage in order to conserve

power and minimize latency to the user. The difference between the infusion pump assembly



100, 100', 400. 500 and ieraote coαtiol assembly 300 entenng acquisition mode may b e that the

infusion pump assembly 100, 100\ 400, 500 needs to enter acquisition mode often enough to

ensute communications raa> be iestored within the a u latency peπod c e e , the

remote control assembly 300 ma> change how often to entet acquisition mode \\ ith the infusion

pump assembh 100, 100 ", 400. 00 when m skm heaitbeat mode aad heartbeats are lost The

radio of iemote conttol a se bl 300 may knowledge of the usei GlJ inteiactson, but the

infusion pump assembK 100, 100\ 400, 500 ma\ not

lhe radio of iemote control assembl> 300 may set the heartbeat peπod. foi both iadios

The peuod ma) be selectable m ordei to optimize power and link latency depending on actrury

Ϊ0 The desired heaitbeat peπod may be communicated m each heartbeat from the tadto of temote

control assembly O to the radio of infusion pump assembly 100 100\ 400, 00 Thss may not

e cl i el establish the heaitbeat sate of infusion pump assembly i00 1G0 400, 00 due to

other conditions that detetmine what mode to be tn When m fa t heartbeat mode, the radio of

remote control a se bl 300 may set the heaitbeat peiiod to 20 ms if data packets ate available

55 to e d ot thus idmg low link latency communications when data s acincly being

exchanged

When in fast heaitbeat mode the radio of remote control assembly >00 may set the

heaitbeat peπod to 60 ms tout hca πbuats alia a data packet was last cxcha πued in eithei

dnection m the iadto Keeping the sadio heartbeat penod short after a data packet has been sent

0 ot iceened πias assuie that an> data response packet m y be also et iced using a low link

latency When in k heaitbeat mode the heanbeat rate may be 2 00 e o d , or 00 second,

depending upon online oi offline status iespectueiy

he infusion pump assembK 1.00, 100 " 400. 500 ma> use the heartbeat tate set b\ the

iadio of remote conttol assembK 300 The radio of iemote control assembK 300 ma\ suppoti

5 the following mode requests \ ta the ess in system

• Pairing Mode

• Co αection \1ode

• Acquisition Mode (includes the destrcd paited infusion pump assembl) i 00 100\

400, SOO tadio seiial mimbei)

0 • Sync Mode - Fast Heartbeat



• Sync Mode - Slow Heartbeat

• RF Off Mode

The radio of infusion pump assembly 100, 100\ 400. 500 may support the following

mode requests via the messaging system;

• Pairing Mode

• Acquisition Mode

• RF Off Mode

The radio may u e a system message to obtain the local radio serial number. O remote

control assembly 300, the radio niay get the serial number from the UI processor o f remote

control assembly 300. The radio niay use a system message to store the paired radio serial

number.

Remote control assembly 300 and the radio of infusion pump assembly 100, 100\ 400,

500 may issue a status message using the messaging system to the Ul processor of remote

control assembly 300 and command processor 1S02 whene\ er die following status changes:

• Online Fast: Successful connection

• Online Fast: Change from Acquisition Mode to Fast Heartbeat Mode

Online Slow Successful request change from Fast Heartbeat to Slow Heartbeat

• Offline: Automatic change to Search Sync mode due to Iacl of heartbeat

exchanges.

• Online Fast; Successful request change from Slow Heartbeat to a t Heartbeat

• Offline: Bandwidth falls below 10% in Sync Mode

• Online: Bandwidth ri e . above iθ*?b in Search Sync mode

• Offline: Successful request change to RF Off Mode

The radio configuration message may be used to configure the number of radio retri es

This message may be ent over the messaging system. The I l processor o f remote control

assembly 300 will send this command to both the radio of remote control assembly 300 and the

radio of infusion pump assembly 100, 100'. 400, 500 to configure these radio settings

Theie may be two parameters in the iadio configuration message: namely the number of

RF retries (e.g., the value may be from 0 to 10); and the radio offline parameters (e.g.. the value

may be from ! to 100 in percent of bandwidth}.

12?



"The radio application on both the remote control assembly 300 and infusion pump

assembly 100, 100', 400, 500 may have an API that allows the messaging system to configure

the number of RF retries and radio offline parameters.

The following parameters may be recommended for the radio hardware configuration:

• Base Radio Specifications

• MSK

250 kbps over air baud rate

• Up to 84 channels

• Channel spacing 1000 kHz

* Filterbandwidth 812 IcHz

• No Manchester encoding

• Data whitening

• 4 byte preamble

• 4 byte y c (word)

• CRC appended to packet

• LQl (Link Quality Indicator) appended to packet

• Automatic CRC filtering enabled

Forward Error Correction (FEC) ay or may not be utilized. Although Forward Error

Correction (FEC) may be used to increase the effective signal dynamic range by approximately 3

dB, FEC requires fixed packet sizes and doubles the number o f over the air bits for the same

fixed size message.

The radio may function within 1.83 meters distance under nominal operating conditions

(except in pairing mode). It may be a goal that the radio function within 7.32 meters distance

under nominal operating conditions. The transmit power level may be 0 dBm (except in pairing

mode) and the transmit power level in pairing mode may be -22 dBm. Since the desired radio

node address of infusion pump assembly 100, 100', 400, 500 may be not known by the remote

control assembly 300 in pairing mode, both infusion pump assembly 100 100', 400, 500 and

remote control assembly 300 may use a lower transmit power to reduce the likelihood of

inadvertently pairing with another infusion pump assembly.



AES Encryption may be used for all packets but may not be required, as the Texas

Instruments CC2510 radio transceiver includes this functionality. If AES encryption is used,

fixed keys may be utilized, as fixed keys provide a quick way to enable encryption without

passing keys. However, key exchange may be provided for in future versions of infusion pump

assembly 100, KKJ 400, 500. The fixed keys may be con rained in one separate header source

file with no other \ariables but the fixed keys data, thus allowing for easier management of read

access of the file.

The radio software may support the following eight modes:

• Pairing Mode

RF Off Mode

• Connection Mode

• Acquisition Mode

• Fast Heartbeat Mode

• Slow Heartbeat Mode

• Search Sync Mode

• Sy c'ed Acquisition Mode

which are graphically depicted in FIGS. 120B- 120C

Pairing may be the process of exchanging radio serial numbers between remote control

assembly 300 and infusion pump assembly 100 100\ 400, 500. Remote control assembly 300

may be "paired" with infusion pump assembly (00 !00\ 400, 500 when infusion pump

assembly 100, J00\ 400, 500 knows its serial number. Infusion pump assembly 100. i0Q\ 400,

500 may be "paired" with remote control assembly 300 when remote control assembly 300

knows its .serial number.

Pairing mode {which is graphically depicted in FlG. 120D) may require thai four

messages to be exchanged over the RF link;

• RF Pairing Request (broadcast from Remote control assembly 300 to any Infusion pump

assembly 100, 100 ' 400, 50O)

• RF Pairing Acknowledge (from Infusion pump assembly 100, 300 . 400, 500 to Remote

control assembly 300}

12<>



• RF Paiπng ( on firm Request (ftotn Remote contiol assembly 300 to infusion pump

assembly 100, 100', 400, 50O)

♦ RF Paimig Con firm Acknowledge (from infusion pump assembh 100, 100 400 500 to

Remote control assembly M))

Additional!) iemote contiol a&sembh 300 ay cancel the paiπng piece at n time \ ia

the R pairing abort message (from remote contiol assembly 300 to infusion pomp assembh

100 !00~ 400 500 Pajting mode m v not support messaging system data transfers

The iadio of infusion pump assembly 100 iOO\ 400 00 may entci p irin mode upon

ieeemiig a paiitng mode tequest me ag It ms\ be the responsibility of supcmsoi piocessor

1800 on mfusion pump a semb 100 100 ' , 400 00 to request the iadio to enter pairing mode if

there i no disposable attached to infusion pump asscrnb ϊv 100, i00 400, 00 and the u&er has

pressed the button of infusion pump assembly 0 100 400, 500 tor six seconds The radio of

infusion pump assemble 100, 100\ 400, 0 may t the appropriate tiansmu povvei ie e l for

paiπng mode ϊπtu o pump assembly iOO, i00 400, 00 raa\ on!v be paned h one temote

conttol dssembl> 300 at a tsme

Upon ietciung the fust Rf pai ππg request message while m pamng mode the

iadio of u fu o pump assembly !00, 100' 400, 500 raav use the seaal n mbet o f jemote

contiol assembly 300 tbi the dotation υf pan ing mode a«d respond with a R paiung

ack o ledge me s ge eontaramg e iadio staial numbet infusion pump assembly 100 100 ,

400, 500

3he tadto of infusion pump assembh 300. 100' 400, timeout of patung mode

automatically aftei 2 0 0 2 seconds if no R pauuig re ue is iecened lhe iaciio υf mfusion

pump assembly 100. 100 400 soo may a pasting e ue tecened message aftei

transmitting the R paring acknowledge This message to pioces o ill allow

feedback to the user duimg the panmg. confirm piocess I he radio of mfusio α pump as embl

100, 100', 400, 00 ma> automatically timeout of pan ing mode in 1 0 0 i minutes aftei

sending an Rr pasting acknowledge unless an Rr pan ing confum tequest is teeened I he iadio

of infusion pump assembly 100, 100 , 400, *>00 røa\ isiue a stose pa ed tadio seπa i mirøbei

message if a R pairing confirm lequest message is ece ed aftei iecemng a RP pasrmg

i quest message This action n a store the radio serial numhei of i emote contiol assembly i00

0



in the non-volatile memory of infusion pump assembly 100, 100', 400, 500 and may overwrite

the existing pairing data for the infusion pump assembly 100, 100', 400, 500

"The radio of infusion pump assembly 100, 100', 400, 500 may transmit an RF pairing

confirm acknowledge and exit pairing mode after the acknowledgment from the store paired

5 radio serial number message is received. This may be the normal exit of pairing mode on

infusion pump assembly 300, 300\ 400, 500 and may result in infusion pump assembly 100,

100', 400, 500 powering down until connection mode or paring mode entered by the user.

If the radio of infusion pump assembly 100, HXT, 400, 500 exits pairing mode upon

successfully receiving a pairing confirm request message, then the radio of infusion pump

Ϊ0 assembly 100, 100', 400, 500 may revert to the newly paired remote control assembly 300 and

may send a pairing completion success message to command processor 1802. The radio of

infusion pump assembly 100, 100', 400, 500 may exit pairing: mode upon receiving an RF

pairing abort message. The radio of i fusion pump assembly 100, 100 *, 400, 500 may exit

pairing mode upon receiving a pairing abort request message addressed to it. This may allow

55 command processor 1802 or supervisor processor 1800 to abort the pairing process locally on the

infusion pump assembly 100, 100'. 400, 500.

The radio of remote control assembly 300 may enter pairing mode upon receiving a

pairing mode request message ϊ t may be the responsibility of the U processor of remote control

assembly 300 to request that the radio enter pairing mode under the appropriate conditions. The

0 radio of remote control assembly 300 may sei the appropriate transmit power level for pairing

mode. The radio of remote control assembly 300 may transmit RF pairing requests until an RF

pairing acknowledge is received or pairing is aborted.

The radio of remote control assembly 300 may automatically abort pairing mode if the

RF pairing acknowledge message is not received within 30.0 1.0 seconds after entering pairing

5 mode. Upon receiving die first valid RF pairing acknowledge message while in pairing mode,

the radio of remote control assembly 300 may send a pairing success message to the UI

processor of remote control assembly 300 that includes the serial number of infusion pump

assembly 100, 100', 400, 500 and may use that serial number for the duration of pairing mode.

This message may provide a means for the UI processor of remote control assembly 300 to have

0 the user confirm the serial number of the desired infusion pump assembly 100, 100', 400, 500 If

the radio of remote control assembly 300 receives multiple responses (concerning a single



pain Qg request) from infusion pump assembly 100, ΪOO\ 400, 500, the first valid one may be

used.

"The Radio of remote control assembly 300 may only accept an RF pairing confirm

acknowledge messages after an RF pairing acknowledge is received while in pairing mode. The

5 radio of remote control assembly 300 may transmit the RF pairing confirm message upon

receiving a pair confirm request message from the Ul processor of remote control assembly 300.

The radio of remote control assembly 300 may check that infusion pump assembly 100,

100", 400, 500 confirms the pairing before adding infusion pump assembly 100, 100\ 400 500

to the pairing list. The radio of remote control assembly 300 may issue store paired radio serial

Ϊ0 number message if a RF pairing complete message is received. This action may allow the UI

processor of remote control assembly 300 to store the new serial number of infusion pump

assembly 100, 100 ". 400, 500 and p o ide user feedback of a successful pairing. It may be the

responsibility of the V l processor of remote control assembly 300 to manage the list of paired

infusion pump assemblies.

15 The radio of remote control assembly 300 may send an RF pairing abort message and e t

pairing mode upon receiving a pairing abort request message. This may allow the Ul processor

of the remote control assembly 300 to abort the pairing process on both the remote control

assembly 300 and acknowledged infusion pomp assembly 100, !00\ 400, 500.

In connection request mode the radio of remote control assembly 300 may attempt to

0 acquire each infusion pump assembly 100, 100\ 400, 500 in its paired infusion pump assembly

list and retrieve its "connection ready'" status. The ""connection" process (which is graphically

depicted in FICJ. 120EJ may allow remote control assembly 300 to quickly identify one of its

paired infusion pump assemblies that y be ready to be used. The radio of remote control

assembly 300 may be capable of performing the connection request mode with up to six paired

5 infusion pump assemblies. Connection request mode may be only supported o remote control

assembly 300 and may be a special form of acquisition mode. In connection request mode,

remote control assembly 300 may connect with the first infusion pump assembly to respond.

However, each message may be directed to a specific infusion pump assembly serial number.

The radio of remote control assembly 300 may obtain the latest paired infusion pump

0 assembly serial number list upon entering connection mode. The radio of remote control

assembly 300 may enter connection mode upon receiving a connection mode request message. It
r



may be the responsibility of the Ul processor of remote control assembly 300 to request that the

radio enter connection mode he it desires communications with a paired infusion pump

assembly. The radio of remote control assembly 300 may issue a connection assessment

message to the U processor of remote control assembly 300 containing the radio serial number

5 of the first infusion pump assembly f any, that is "connection ready' . The radio of remote

control assembly 300 may generate the connection assessment message within thirty seconds of

entering connection request mode. The radio of remote control assembly 300 may exit

connection request mode upon receipt of the connection assessment acknowledgement and

transition to fast heartbeat mode. The radio of remote control assembly 300 may exit connection

Ϊ0 request mode upon receipt of a connection request abort message o the U T processor of

remote control assembly 300.

On remote control assembly 300, acquisition mode may be used to find a particular

paired infusion pump assembly. The radio of remote control assembly 300 may send RF RlTT

(aRe yoU There) packets to the desired paired infusion pump assembly. If the infusion pomp

15 assembly receives the RF RUT message h may respond to the d o of remote control assembly

300. Multiple channels may be used in the acquisition mode algorithm to improve the

opportunity for the radio of remote control assembly 300 to find the paired infusion pump

assembly.

The radio of remote control assembly 300 may enter acquisition mode upon receiv ing an

0 acquisition mode request or fast heartbeat mode request message while in RF Off Mode. The

radio of remote control assembly 300 may enter sync'ed acquisition mode upon receiving an

acquisition mode request or fast heartbeat mode request message while in search sync mode it

may be tlie responsibility of the Uϊ processor of remote control assembly 300 to request that the

radio enter acquisition mode hen the RF link is off-line and remote control assembly 300

5 desires communications with infusion pump assembly 100, 100 . 400. 500.

The radio of remote control assembly 300 may only communicate with one paired

infusion pump assembly 100, J00\ 400 500 {except m pairing and connection modes). When

communications are lost, the Ui processor of remote control assembly 300 may use acquisition

mode (at some periodic rate limited by the power budget) to attempt to restore communications.

0 infusion pump assembly 100, 10ϋ \ 400. 500 may enter acquisition mode under the

following conditions:



When Radio Off Mode and Mode may be tequested

When Seaic ϊi Sync \fode ime out clue to lack of heai cheats

rpo π enteung acquisition mode the radio of infusion pump asserøbh 100, 100', 400,

500 ma\ obtain the serial mimber of the last stored paired remote contiol assembly 00 I he

a io of iπ& o pump assemb!> 100, 100', 400. 500 max onlx eommwueate ith the iemote

contiol se bl to which it has been paired ' (except h ile in the ' pairing tequest ' mode)

The radio of infusion pump a emh 0 iOO' 400 500 ma\ transition from acquisition mode

to f t heartbeat mode upon suceessfelh acqu πmg synch ionization with the iemote contiol

assembK 00 The acquisition mode of infusion pump asbcmbh SOO 10(V 400, 00 ma) he

10 capable of acquiring suichioiwation within ft i seconds which ma implies that the infusion

pump assemhh 100, 100 , 400, 00 maj alwaxs be listening at ea t exen 6 s co d hen in

acquisition mode

Data packets ma) be sent between two paiicd m \ ic

mode and online I he two deuces maj- s> πc Λfa a heartbeat packet hefoie data p kets aie

i5 exchanged Bach iad ϊθ mav send data packets at known time intenaK after the heartbeat

exchange The infusion pump a emb 100, 100' 400, 00 ma> adjust its timmg to anticipate

icception of packet The tadio ma> support one data packet m each ditection on each

heaitbeat The iadio rna\ pπmdc a nega»\e iespouse to a last heartbeat mode request if the

sadio f oftime The iadto of iemote control assembly 00 mav change to fast heartbeat mode if

0 a swem tequest for fast heartbeat mode is rccened while tn slow heartbeat mode and the iadio

is onlme

I'pon tiansitioning to fast heaubeat mode from acquisition mode, the radio o f jtemote

conttol assembiv 300 m a send the niastei channel list message he røasiei channel list ma> be

buih b v the iadio of iemole cυutioi assembK " 00 and sent to the iadio of infusion pump

> to allow a selection of e ue c hoppu channels based on

histo π l peiJoimauce When in fast heartbeat mode o SIOS heaitbeat tnode pet iodic heattbeat

messages t y be eκc!ia πged between the iadio of temote contmi assembly >00 and he iadio of

iniusion pismp asseniblv 100 100 , 400 lhe pei iodic tt o f these messages mav a t the

heastbeat rate l he heartbeat messages may aiiυw data packet πansfeis to take place and may

0 also exchange tat information lhe t o radios ma\ exchange the follow in status

mfoimation Quiet Mode data buffet heaitbeat ιate, and pnoi channel
m



peifoimance It ma\ be a goal to keep the packet s e o f the heaitbeat e sa e smail m otder to

κie for a maximum data packet size o f eighty -two bytes

he αm S>nc Mode 1 he messaging s\ stem may be designed to suppott packet pa>load sues up

to sixty-foui bytes This maximum size was selected a s a n optimal tiade-off between minnmurt

messages tvpes and non- fragmented messages ϊ b e eighty-mo bytes may b e fee maximum

packet size o f the e a ing system including packet o%eihead

The m es a s te m has an API that ma\ allow the iadio protocol to end an incoming

radio packet to it Ihe messaging system may also haxe an API that a llo s the radio ptotocol to

get a packet foi transmission met the radio netwotk The messaging system may b e responsible

SO for packet routing between the radio protocol and the S PΪ poit Data packets may he to the

messaging system foi processing The messaging system may an API that allows the radio

protocol to obtain a count o f the tmmbei of data packets waiting to b e sent the iadio

network The radio protocol may query the messaging system o n each heartbeat to determine f

data packets are available to send o er the iad»o netwoik t may be desirable foi the softwaie to

5 check the a ailability o f a message )ost before the heartbeat is en to mmiini/c round trip

message la te c

The radio ptotocol ma) be capable o f buffering one incoming radio data packet and

passing the packet to the messaging system The radio protocol ma\ send the data packet to the

e ag ing system up receipt o f the data packet The message system may b e responsible for

0 routing iadio data packets to the piopei destination node The iadto protocol be capable of

buflemig one packet fiom the messaging svsteirs

The radio protocol may be responsible for acknosv Iedging tecespi o f data packets

\ ι the R F Sink a an ΛCK. p i packet to the nding tadio fhe R F ACK packet tma\

contain the soiuce and destination tadio seuaS numbers R F .CK command identification, and

5 sequence number o f the data packet being acknowledged

The radio tiansrmtting a radio data packet may tetraastnil that iadto data packet oti tlie

ncxl heaitbeat the same sequence numbta if an R F ΛCK. s not and the ietiy count

is within tSie m u Si S tetues allowed I t may be expected that, fio π time to time,

tαterfeience wύ\ corrupt a transmission o n a paiticular frequency A n R F setπ allows the same

0 packet to b e retransmitted a t the next opportunity a t a different fiequency The sequence mimbei

pioM ϋes a means o f a shott t e in do e number of



tadsu packet iet πes may be configurable uyng the iadio configuration command Allowing moie

iet πes ma} mαease the of a packet being exchanged but mtioduces more latency for

a iouad tup messages The default nυrahet of radio ietnes t powei up may be ten ( s e the

maximum transmission attempts befbie dioppmg the message)

A one byte (raoduio 2 6 ) radio sequence number mas be included irs all radio data

packets the R Sink Since the iadio may be iesponsible for ietrysng data packet

transmission if not acknowledged, the sequence numbet ma> prov ide a wa\ foi the two tadsos to

know f a data packet is a duplicate The transmitted sequence tiumbei mav be incremented for

each ne radio data packet and may be allowed to rolknct When data packet is successful)}

rece ed with the ame sequence numbei the piev io receded data packet (and

in the same direction), the data packet raaj be ACKΛ1 and the iecened data packet d caided

Ihis duplicate packets generated by the R F piotocol befoie the> aie mttoduced mto

the network Note that it m a be possible that multiple data packets in a row ma> need to b e

dropped the same sequence number undei extieme situations

f a heartbeat is nusscd, the radio ot remote coniiol assembly 300 and the tadio of

infusion pump as>sembl> 100, 100", 400, 5OU ma\ attempt to d and listen respectively for

subsequent heaitbeats The iadio of emote control assembl% 00 and the radio of infusion pump

assemblv 100, !OO 400, 500 a aotomaticalK chanue from fast heaitbeat mode or slow

heartbeat mode to search ssnc mode if heaitheatb aie missed tor tvvo eco d This ma^

minimj/e power consumption when the imk s lost b\ alkw mg the iadios to conUnuc to u e then

vϊ ichroni/ation mfoπnation Si, t o seconds allows sufficient time to hop thiuugh all channels

The iadio may be considered online m the follow tng modes

• J-ast Heanbeat mode

• Slow Heartbeat mode

as these aie the oni\ conditions where messaging traffic be exchanged All

othes conditions may be considered offline

3he iadio initialize to radio off mode at the siait o f code execution fiom reset

When code first executes o the radio piocessoi, the initial state may be the iadio off mode to

allow othei pioeessots to perform self-test*, before tequestmg the iadso to be actne lhis

sequirement doe not intend to define the mode when waking fiom sleep mode The radio ma\

cease RF communications when set to radio off mode On remote conttol s mbl β this
6



mode a be intended foi use on an an plane to suppress R emissions Since infusion pump

assembly 100. 1()() \ 400 (K only responds to ttansmtssi αns from temote cont ϊol a sembl 300

h ch will ceased ttamnutting m airplane mode), sadio off mode be used on

infusion pump assembly 100 100', 400. 00 hen charging

Command processor 1S02 raa> be mfotmed υf airplane moJ e and that thetetlne, the Rl-

v as intentional!} turned off on iemote contio! assemblv 300 o that it doe not generate alk

away alerts o e er thi ma\ be completely hidden flora the radio of infusion pump asseπibi)

100, 100 , 400 00

The radio of remote control assembly 00 and the radio o f mfuston pump as embl 100,

Ϊ0 100 , 400 SOO may penodically attempt to exchange hea beat i ordei to reestablish data

bandwitdh while in search TIC mode The radio of remote control a embh 500 ma\ transition

to radio off mode after twe t minutes of seaieh svnc mode with no heartbeats cc s fu l

exchanged

lhe radio of infusion pump a se bl 100 100 , 400, >0 0 may transition to acquisition

55 mode after twentv minutes of seaich sync mode exchanged

Listening duπng pie-agieed time slots mav be the most efficient u e of power for infusion pump

asserohh SOO 100 400, a lo of communications, the

try stal toletancc and teropeiatuic disft mav make tt nccessaiv to expand the reterv c do of

infusion pump assembH 100, HK 400, 10 over time Staving HI search svnc mode for

0 extended peπods (e g , 20 minutes) aftei communications loss ma cause the instantaneous

power consumed to exceed the a\e*age powej budgeted foi the radio of mfusion pump assembl>

100, 100\ 400 500 The radio of i emote contio! assembls 300 mav noi be fbiced to expand us

vsiudow so staying m seatch sync mode mav be sen pos\et efficieni cquisition mode may

consume mote powei foi iemole cυntioi assembly O ! minutes mav be used as a

> eompiomi^e to balance power consumption on both the radio of remote contiol assenihk >00

and the Kidio of nifusion pump assembly 100 100' 400 *>00

The iadio of iemote coiitiol assembly O and the iadio of mfuston pump assembly S00,

100 , 400 500 may transition to slow- heartbeat mode if they successfulls exchange three oi the

last be

0 attempted If tluee of these me successful, the bandwidth may be assumed to be sufficient to

tiansmon to slow heartbeat mode The iadio of infusion pump assembly 100 100' 400 500



may be acquirable while sn search sync mode with a latency of 6.1 seconds. This may imply that

the infusion pump assembly KJO, 100\ 400, 500 may always be listening at least every -ό

seconds when in search sync mode.

Radio protocoi performance statistics may be necessary to promote troubleshooting of the

radio and to assess radio performance. The following radio performance statistics may b e

maintained by the radio protocol i a data structure:



A #def ϊrse DEBUG option (compiler option) may be used to gather the following

additional radio performance statistics per each channel ( 16 bit numbers):

Number of missed hops

• CCA good co unt

• CCA bad count

• Average RSSI (accumulated for good RX packets only}

• Dropped from Frequency Hop List count

• Acquisition Mode count (found pair on this channel)

The debug option may be used to gather engineering only statistics. If processor

performance, power, and memory allow, it may be desirable to keep this information at runtime.

The radio .statistics may be made available to the messaging system.

Link quality may be intended to be used on remote control assembly 300 to provide a bar

indicator, similar to a cell phone of the radio link quality. Link quality may be made available

to both remote control assembly 300 and infusion pump assembly 100, .100 , 40O5 500, It may be

anticipated that the link quality status will consist of a one byte indicator of the quality of the

radio link.

The radio may change frequency for each heartbeat. An adaptive pseudo random

frequency hopping algorithm may be used for sync mode and heartbeat attempts in search sync

mode. It may be a goal to use sixty-four channels for frequency hopping. An algorithm may b e

developed to adaptive ϊy generate a channel list on remote control assembly 300 for frequency

hopping. The radio of remote control assembly 300 may buiid, maintain, and distribute the



master channel list Pn or channel austic and histαucai performance infoimation may be

obtained fiom the radio of infusion pump assembly 100, 100\ 400. 500 b> the iadio of remote

contiol assembh- 300 using the messaging s em a needed to meet peifoimanee requirements

By building the channel list fiora the peispectne of both units, the iacho interference

envnonrøe αr of both uαits be considered The a io adaptive!) select hopping

channels to meet the iound tup message latency, while opetating m a desuable RF uon ent

Occlusions and oi leaks maj occur anywhete along the fluid dehverv path of nfu son

pump assembh 100 Poi example and refe ing to H G 121, occlusions leaks may occur in the

fluid path between lcbctxoir \ 18 and reservoir vahe assembly 614, in the fluid path between

Ϊ0 re oit \ahe assembly 614 and pump assembly 106, m the fluid path b t ee pump as&embh

106 and e

as y 6 i 2 atid chamber 620, m the fluid path between chamber

620 and measurement e assembly 0, and in the fluid path between measurement xaKe

assembly 6 iϋ and the tip of disposable cannula Infusion pump assembly i ϋ may be

15 configured to execute one or more occlusion leak detection aigonthm^ tha detect and locate

such otcluiioTts, leaks and enhance the safety reliability of infusion pump assembly 100

\ s discussed above, when adrmmsteung the infusible fluid, infusion pump assembly 100

m ttrsi determine the \olumc of infusible fluid withm solunic sensoi chambci 620 pnoi k > the

admmistiatjon of the dose of infusible fluid and may subsequcntK determine the \oiume of

0 infusible fluid w ithm volume sensoi chambei 620 a er {he adnumstiation of the dose of infusible

fluid Bv momto πng these a lues the occuπ encε of occlusions le mav be detected

Occlusion Tj pe - To l When a total occlusion is occurring the diffeience between the

initial ineasuienienl pπoi to tiie admmistiation of the dose of infusible Ouid and the final

measuiement aftei the administialton of (lie dose of infusible fluid will be eτo (ot essentially

5 /eio) indicating a laige residual qoantuv of infusible fluid wrthui \olume sensoi chambei 620

Accordingly no fluid may be iea^ ing volume sensot clianibei 620

Specifica v, if the tip of disposable cannula is occluded the fluid path down stieam of

volume sensoi chamber 620 will fill with fluid and evemuailv becon ptess u ed to a level

equivalent to the mechanical pressure exerted b spnng diaphragm 62 Accordingly upon

0 measmement al e a se b 10 opening, eio (oi essentialK io fluid will be dispensed and,

H O



therefore, the value of the initial and final measurements (as made by volume sensor assembly

148 ) will essentially be equal.

Upon detecting the occurrence of such a condition, a total occlusion flag may be set and

infusion pump assembly 100 may e.g., trigger an alarm, thus indicating that the user needs to

seek alternative means for receiving their therapy.

Occlusion Type - Partial: When a partial occlusion is occurring, the difference between

the initial measurement prior to the administration of the dose of infusible fluid and the final

measurement after the administration of the dose of infusible fluid will indicate that less than a

complete dose of infusible fluid was delivered. For example, assume that at the end of a

particular pumping cycle, volume sensor assembly 148 indicated that OJO microliters of

infusible fluid were present in volume sensor chamber 620 Further, assume that measurement

value assembly 610 is subsequently closed and pump assembly 106 is subsequently actuated,

resulting in volume sensor chamber 620 being filed with the infusible fluid. Further assume that

volume sensor assembly 148 determines that volume sensor chamber 620 is now filled with 1.00

microliters of infusible fluid (indicating a pumped volume of 0.90 microliters).

Accordingly, upon the opening of measurement valve assembly 610, the quantity of

infusible fluid included within volume sensor chamber would be expected to drop to 0.10

microliters (or reasonably close thereto). However, in the event of a partial occlusion, due to a

slower-t.han~norrnal flow rate from volume sensor chamber 620, the quantity of infusible fluid

within volume sensor chamber 620 may only be reduced to 0.40 microliters (indicating a

delivered volume of 0.60 microliters). Accordingly, by monitoring the difference between the

pumped volume (0.90 microliters) and t e delivered volume (0 60 microliters), the residua!

volume may be defined and the occurrence of a partial occlusion maybe detected.

Upon detecting the occurrence of such a condition, a partial occlusion flag may be set and

infusion pump assembly 100 may e.g., trigger a n alarm, thus indicating that the user needs to

seek alternative means for receiving their therapy. However, as this is indicative of a partial

occlusion (as opposed to a complete occlusion), the issuance of an alarm may be delayed, as the

partial occlusion may clear itself.

Alternatively, infusion pump assembly Ϊ 00 may: calculate a pump oritime to volume

delivered ratio; track it through time; and track by using a fast moving aid a slow moving

exponential average of the pump oπtime. The exponential average may be tracked, in a fashion
143



similar to the leaky sum integrator. The infusion pump assembly 100 may filter signal and look

for a fast change. The t of fluid outflow and/or residua! volume may be monitored. If the

residual volume does not change, then there may be a total occlusion. If the residua! volume

changed, they may be a partial occlusion. Alternatively stilt, the residual values may be

5 summed. If the number of vahe actuations or the latch time is being varied, the fluid flow rate

may be examined, if you build up pressure in volume sensor assembly 148.

Total/ Partial Empty Reservoir: When reservoir 118 is becoming empty, it will become

more difficult to fill volume sensor chamber 620 to the desired level. Typically, pump assembly

106 is capable of pumping 1.0 microliters per millisecond. For example, assume that an "empty"

Ϊ0 condition for volume sensor chamber 620 is 0.10 microliters and "full" condition for volume

sensor chamber 620 is J.00 microliters. However, as reservoir 118 begins to empty, it may

become harder for pump assembly 106 to fill \ olume sensor chamber 620 to the '"fulF condition

and may consistently miss the goal. Accordingly, during normal operations, it may take one

second for pump assembly J06 to fill \ olume sensor chamber 620 to the full condition and, as

15 reservoir 118 empties, it may take three seconds to fill olume sensor chamber 620 to the "full"

condition. Eventually, if reservoir ! !8 completely empties volume sensor chamber 620 may

never be able to achieve a "full condition Accordingly, the inability of pump assembly 106 to

fill volume sensor chamber 620 to a full condition may be indicative of reservoir 118 being

empty. Alternatively the occurrence of such a condition may be indicative of other situations

0 (e.g., the failure of pump assembly 106 or an occlusion in the fluid path prior to volume sensor

chamber 620). Infusion pump assembly 100 may determine the difference between the 'TuIi"

condition and the amount actually pumped. These differences may be summed and the made up

for once the reservoir condition is addressed.

Upon detecting the occurrence of such a condition, an empty flag may be set and infusion

5 pump assembly 100 may e.g., trigger an alarm thus indicating that the user needs to e.g.. replace

disposable housing assembly 114.

Additionally as reservoir 118 empties, reservoir 118 will eventually result in a "vacuum"

condition and the ability of pump assembly 106 to deliver fluid to volume sensor chamber 620

may be compro ised As discussed above volume controller 1602 may include feed forward

0 controller 1652 for setting an initial gu ss concerning "on-time" signal 1606. wherein this

initial guess is based upon a pump calibration curve. For example, in order for pump assembly
14:



106 to delnei 0 010 units of infusible fluid feed foi w aid contioliei l 2 may define a n initial

on-time' o f e g , one millisecond er , a s o 11 begins to emp due to

eompiomised pumping conditions, t mav take two milliseconds to deliver 0 010 units o f

infusible fluid Hirthet, a s leservoir 118 approaches a folly emptv condition, it make take ten

milliseconds to deliver 0 010 units of infusible fluid Accoidmgi>, the occu πence u f

1I appioachiog an condition ma\ be detected b\ monitoring the at which the actual

operation o f pump assembK 10 6 g two m il i e o n s to dclrv ci 0 0 10 units o t infusible fluid)

diffeis from the anticipated operation of pump assembly 106 e g one millisecond to deiner

0 0 10 umts o f infusible fluid)

Ϊ0 Lpon detecting the occuiience of such a condition ic c t e flag ma> b set and infusion

pump a em b 100 ma} e g tnggei an alaim thus indicating that e us.eι will need to e g

replace disposable ho u a s e h ϊ\ 114 shortly

Le k Detection: In the c\ent o f leak e g , a leak\ \aKe or a ntptute perfoidtion)

ϊthni the fluid path, the abihtv o f the fluid path to e ta d mav b e compioraised

1.5 si) otdei to check foi leaks ith i the fluid path bleed down test mav be

performed n which pump assembly \0b is used to p re e o lu e scn&or chamber 620

\ O1_UITJC scnsoi assembK 148 rruv then pet form a fϊ tst \olume measurement (as described

to determine the o f nifusible fiuid withm sensoi chambci 620 Infusion

pump assembb, i00 mav then wait a defined period o f time to allow tor bleed do m the esent

0 o f a leak For example aftct a srvt> second bleed do pc πod sensor assembly 148

rnav peifoim a second \ υlurae measu ϊ eraent (as described abine) to dete πnioe the volume of

infusible fluid within \o!ume sensoi charahei 620 i f thete aie n o le k the two volume

sneasiuenieiits should be esseuliaMv the same Hov,e\e ι m the event o f a leak the second

measui ment ma> b e less- then the Hist measutement depending on the seve πt v o f

> the leak pump assembl> i 0 6 m a be incapable o f filht ψ olurae sensoi cliambei 620 Tvpicaliv,

a leak check mav be. pedb πned a pau o f a delivers' o f infusible fluid

In the e\ent that the chftetcnce between {lie first \oiume measuiement and the second

volume ineasuiemeut exceeds an acceptable thieshuld a leak flag ma> be set and infusiou pump

assembK 100 raa> e g tttgger a n alarm, thus indicating that the usei needs to seek alternativ e

O means foi receiving then theiapj

n



As discussed alxne. infusion pump assembly 100 ma> include supenisor ptocessoi

1800, command processor 802. and radio processoi 1818 Unfortunately, once assembled,

acce s to electrical control assembly H O wjihm infusion pump assembly 100 \eiy limited

Accordingly, the only means to access eiect πcat contiot assembly i 10 (e.g . for upgrading flash

5 merøoues) may be through the communication channel established between infusion pump

assemblv 100, l(M) \ 400, 500 and remote conttoi assembly 300, O E \ ιa electucal contacts 834

used by battery charger 1200.

fciectπcai contacts 34 may be directly coupled to radio processor 1818 and may be

configured to pro ide I2C communication capability for erasing / programming any flash

Ϊ0 memory (not shown) included withm radio processor 18 18 The process of loading a program

into radio processor 181 8 may picnide a means for erasing piogramming of the flash memories

in both the supen isor processor 1800 and command piocessor 1802

hen programming supenisor processor 1800 or command processor 1802, the program

i e . data) to be loaded nito flash memory accessible b; supervisor piocessor 0 or command

15 piocessor 1802 maj be pro\ tded in a plurality o f data blocks Tins is because the iadio piocessor

I I mav not e enough memory to hold the cnttrc flash image of the software as one block

Referring also to FIG 12 2 there is shown one illustrate e example of the marmet m

v\hιch the \ aπo ιιs svstems within mfusion pump assemblv 100. 100' 400, 500 mav be

interconnected Tor e ample battery charger 1200 mav be coupled to computing device 2100

0 e g , a personal computes) ia bus translator 2S02_ hich comet is e g , RS232 lot matted data to

e g , I2C foi matted data Bus uanslator 2102 may execute a pass-through progiam that

effecuiaies the abos e-descnbed translation Batten charger 1200 mav be coupled to radio

piocessor I l \ia electrical contacts 834 (described alxne) Radio piocessot 1818 ma men be

coupled o supervisoi processoi 1800 and comiuand processor 1802 -via e g , an RS232 bus

5 Radio p oce so 1818 may execute an update program that allows iadio processoi 181 8 to

contjol b supet visor ptocessor 1800

and command piocessor 1802 ΛccoichngK, through the use o f the abυvc-desci ibed coupling,

soflwaie updates obtained by computing be uploaded to fla.sh memory (not

shown) accessible by supemsot piocessoi J800 and command processoi 1802 I he e-

0 de c bed software updates may be command line piogiain that may be automatically imoked by

a script process.



As discussed above, infusion pump assembly 100, 100' 400, 500 may be configured to

deliver an infusible fluid to a user. Further and as discussed above, infusion pump assembly 100,

100' 400, 500 may deliver the infusible fluid via sequential, multi-part, infusion events (that may

include a plurality of discrete infusion events) and/or one-time infusion events. However, in

5 some embodiments, iαfusicm pump assembly 100, 100" 400, 500 røay deliver stacking bolus

infusion events. For example, a user may request the delivery of a bolus, e.g., 6 units. While the

6 units are in the process of being delivered to the user, the user may request a second bolus, e.g.,

3 units. I some embodiments of infusion pump assembly 100, 100' 400, 500 may deliver the

second bolus at the completion of the first bolus

Ϊ0 Examples of other such sequential, multi-part, infusion events may include but are not

limited to a basal infusion event and an extended-bolus infusion event. As is known in the art, a

basal infusion event refers to the repeated injection of small (e.g. 0.05 unit) quantities of

infusible fluid at a predefined interval (e.g. ever)- three minutes) that may be repeated until

stopped, e.g., by a user or by the system. Further, the basal infusion rates may be pre-

15 programmed and may include specified rates for pre-programmed time-frames, e.g., a rate of

0.50 units per hour from 6:00 am 3:00 pm; a rate of 0 40 units per hour from 3:00 pm - 10:00

pm; and a rate of 0.35 units per hour from 10 :00 pm 6:00 am. However, the basal rate may be

0.025 units per hour, and may not change according to pre-programmed time-frames. The basal

rates may be repeated regularly / daily until otherwise changed.

0 Further and as is k o in the art, an extended-bolus infusion event may refer to the

repealled injection of small {e.g. 0.05 unit) quantities of infusible fluid at a predefined interval

(e.g. every three minutes) that is repeated for a defined number of intervals (e.g., three intervals)

or for a defined period of time (e.g., nine minutes). An extended-bolus infusion event may occur

simultaneously with a basal infusion event.

5 If multiple infusion events conflict with each other, infusion pump assembly 100, 100'

400, 500 may prioritize the infusion event in the follow manner.

Referring also to FlG. 123, assume for illustrative purposes only that the user configures

infusion pump assembly 100, 100' 400, 500 to administer a basal dose (e.g. 0 05 units) of

infusible fluid every three minutes. The user may utilize remote control assembly 300 to define

0 a basal infusion event for the infusible fluid (e.g., 1.00 units per hour).



Infusion pump assembly 100, 100 400, 500 may then determine an infusion schedule

based upon the basal infusion event defined. Once determi ed infusion pump assembly 100,

100 ' 400, 500 may administer the sequential, multi-part, infusion e\ent (e.g., 0.05 units of

infusible fluid every three minutes). Accordingly, while administering the sequential, multi-part.

5 infusion e e t, infusion pump assembly 100, 100 ' 400, 500: may infuse a first 0 05 unit dose

2200 of the infusible fluid at t :::0:00 (i.e., a first discrete infusion e e nU, may infuse a second

0.05 unit dose 2202 of the infusible fluid ar £=3:00 (i.e., second discrete infusion event); may

infuse a third 0 05 unit dose 2204 of the infusible fluid at t=6;00 (i.e., a third discrete infusion

event); may infuse a fourth 0.05 unit dose 2206 of the infusible fluid at t=9:00 (i.e., a fourth

Ϊ0 discrete infusion event): and may infuse a fifth 0.05 unit dose 2208 of the infusible fluid at

t=12:00 (i.e., a fifth discrete infusion eve t) As discussed above this pattern of infusing 0.05

unit doses o f the infusible fluid three minutes may be repeated until topped e.g., b a user

or by the system, in this example, as this is n illustrative example of a basal infusion event.

Further, assume for illustrative purposes that the infusible fluid is insulin and sometime

15 after the first 0.05 unit dose 2200 of infusible fluid is administered (but before the second 0 05

unit dose 2202 of infusible fluid is administered}, the user checks their blood glucose level and

realizes that their blood glucose level i running a little higher than normal. Accordingly the

user may define an extended bolus infusion event via remote control assembly 300. An extended

bolus infusion event may refer to the continuous infusion of a defined quantity o f infusible fluid

0 oser a fmite period of time. However, as such an infusion methodology is impractical

undesirable for an infusion pump assembly, when administered by uch an infusion pump

assembly, an extended bolus infusion event may refer to the infusion of additional small doses of

infusible fluid over a finite period of time.

Accordingly, the user may utilize remote control assembly 300 to define an extended

5 bolus infusion event for the infusible fluid (e.g., 0.20 units o x er the next six minutes), which may

be confirmed in a manner discussed above. While, in this example, the extended bolus infusion

event is described as 0.20 units over the next six inutes this is for illustrative purposes only

and is not intended to be a limitation of this disclosure, as either or both of the unit quantity and

total time inters al may be adjusted upward or downward. Once defined and/or confirmed,

0 infusion pump assembly 100, iOO 400, 500 may determine an infusion schedule based upon the

extended bolus infusion event defined; and may administer the infusible fluid. For example,



infusion pump assembly 100, iOO 400. 500 may delner OJO units of infusible fluid every three

minutes for the next two interval cycies (or six minutes), resulting i the delivery of the extended

bolus dose of infusible fluid defined by the user {i.e.. 0.20 units over the next six minutes).

Accordingly, while administering the second, sequential, multi-part, infusion event

5 in&sion pump assembly 100, 100' 400, 500 may mfiise a first OJO unit dose 2210 of the

infusible fluid at t 3:00 (e.g.. after administering the second 0.05 unit dose 2202 of infusible

fluid). Infusion pump assembly 100. 100' 400, 500 may also infuse a second OJO unit dose

2212 of the infusible fluid at t=6:00 (e.g., after administering the third 0.05 unit dose 2204 of

infusible fluid).

ΪO Assume for illustrative purposes only that after the user programs infusion pump

assembly 100, 100 400, 500 via remote control assembly 300 to administer the first sequential,

multi-part infusion event (t.e 0.05 units infused every three minute interval repeated

continuously) and administer the second sequential multi-part, infusion e ent (i.e., OJO units

infused every three minute interval for two intervals), the user decides to eat a very large meal.

15 Predicting that their blood glucose level might increase considerably, the user mav program

infusion pump assembly 100, 100' 400 500 (\ m remote control assembly 300) to administer a

one-time infusion t Λn example of such a one-time infusion event may include but is not

limited to a normal bolus infusion event. Λs is known in the art, normal bolus infusion event

refers to a one-time infusion of a volume of the infusible fluid (i e once the volume of the

0 infusible fluid has been infused the normal bolus infusion e e t is completed).

For illustrative purposes only assume that the user wishes to have infusion pump

assembly 100. 100' 400, 500 administer a bolus dose of thirty-six units of the infusible fluid.

Infusion pump assembly 100, 100 ' 400, 500 may monitor the various infusion events being

administered to determine whether a one-time infusion event is available to be administered. If a

5 υnc-Ume infusion event is available for administration infusion pump assembly 100 100' 400,

500 may delay the administration of at least a portion of the sequential, multi-part, infusion

event.

Continuing with the abo\ e-stated example, once the user completes the programming of

infusion pump assembly 100. 500' 400, 500 to deliver one-time infusion event 2214 (i.e., the

0 thirty-six unit bolus dose of the infusible fl uid) upon infusion pump assembh 100, 100 ' 400,

500 determining that the one-time infusion event is a vailable for administration, infusion pump
14 ?



assembly i øϋ, 100' 400, 500 may delav the administration of each sequential multi-part infusion

event and administer the available one-time infusion event.

Specifically and as discussed prior to the user programming infusion pump

assembly 100, 100' 400, 500 to deliver one-time infusion event 2214, infusion pump assembly

5 100, 100 400. 500 was administering a first sequential multi-part, infusion event (i.e., 0.05 units

infused every three minute interval repeated continuously) and administering a second

sequential, multi-part, infusion event (i.e.. 0 i0 units infused every three minute interval for two

intervals).

For illustrative purposes o ly the first s quential multi-part, infusion event may b e

Ϊ0 represented within FIG. 123 as 0.05 unit dose 2200 (a; t=0:00, 0.05 unit dose 2202 {a- t=3:00,

0.05 unit dose 2204 ( t=6:00, 0.05 unit dose 2206 «ϊ t=9;0Q, and 0.05 unit dose 2208 (Zr

e is a basal infusion

event, infusion pump assembly iOO, 100' 400, 500 may continue to infuse 0 0 5 unit doses of the

infusible fluid at three minute intervals indefinitely (i.e.. until the procedure is cancelled by the

i5 user}.

Further and for illustrative purposes only, the second sequential, multi-part, infusion

event may be represented within FlO. 123 as 0.10 unit dose 2210 t~ 3:00 and 0.10 unit dose

22 12 fcp t 6:00 Λs the second sequential, nruhi-part. infusion e t is described above as an

extended bolus infusion e ent infusion pump assembly iOO, 100 400, 500 may continue to

0 infuse 0 10 unit doses of the infusible tin id at three minute interv als for exactly two intervals

(i.e., the number o f intervals defined by the user )

Continuing with the above-stated example, upon infusion pump assembly 100, 100' 400,

500 determining that the thirty-six unit normal bolus dose of the infusible fluid (i.e.. one-time

miksion e ent 2214} is available for administration, infusion pump assembly 100, 100' 400. 500

5 may delay the administration of each sequent lai. multi-part mfksson event and may start

administering one-time infusion event 2214 that is available for administration.

Accordingly d for illustrative purposes only assume that upon completion of the

programming of infusion pump assembly 100. 100 400, 500 to deliver the thirty-six unit norma!

bolus does of the infusible fluid (i.e.. the one-time infusion event), infusion pump assembly 100,

0 100 ' 400. 500 begins administering one-time infusion e\ ent 2214, Being that one-time infusion

event 2234 is comparatively large, it may take longer than three minutes (i.e., the time interval



between mdmdual infused doses of the sequential, muiu-paii, infusion events.) and one or moie

of the individual ui fused doses of the multi-pat t mfuMon events may need tυ be

delated

Specifically, assume that it \\ ή\ take infusion pump assembly 100. 100' 4(K), 500 greater

than s røtmites to infuse thucy-six units of the infusible fluid infusion pump

a e b 100. 100' 400 500 may delav 0 0 unit dose 2202 (i e scheduled to be infused {

t 00} 0 OS unit dose 2204 s , scheduled to be infused t=6 (M)) and O unit dose 2206

i e , scheduled to be mfused (ft x~9 00) until after one-time infusion e e 2214 e the thntv-

si\ unit normal bolus dose of the infusible fluid) is completely administered Fuitber, infusion

pump assembly 100, 100 400 fl fl y delay 0 10 umt dose 2210 (t e scheduled to be infused

d t=3 00 and 0 10 umt dose 22 i2 (t e , scheduled to be infused t >00} until after one-time

infusion event 2214

Once administration of one-time infusion event 2214 i completed bv infusion pump

assembly 100, 100" 400, 500, any discrete infusion events included within the sequential, muiti-

pat infusion event that were delayed ra be adπnnisteted b\ infusion pump assembly IUO 100

400, 00 Λctoiding ϊv , once one-time infusion event 22 14 i e , the thtrtv-stx unit normal boliib

dose of the infusible fluid) s completeK admimstetcd infusion pump sembl 100 100" 400,

SOO ma\ adminjstct 0 05 unit dose 2202, 0 05 umt dose 2204 0 05 unit dose 2206, 0 10 unit dose

2210, and 0 10 un it do 22 12

While infusion pump assembly 100 100' 400, 500 i sho to adimnistct 0 05 unit dose

2202 then 0 10 mut dose 22 10, then 0 05 unit dose 2204, then 0 10 unit dose 22 12, and then 0 05

unit dose 2206 th is fot iliustiatn puipo onIv d s not intended to be a limitation of this

disclosure, a othei c nfigui anions aie possible and ate consideted to be within the scope of this

disclosLue hot example upon infusion pump assembly 100, 100 400, 500 completing the

admmis Λaπon o f one-time infusion event 2214 h e {he unit noimai bolus do e of the

iniusible fluid) infusion pump assembh 100 100" 400 500 πm> adtn πustei all o f the deUved

disctete infuaion events associaicd with the first s-equeniial muhi-pait mftiston event (i e ,

namely 0 05 umt dose 2202, 0 05 unit dose 2204. and 0 05 unit dose 2206} Infusion pump

assembly 100, 300 4 H) 500 then aeSmirastei all of the delaved dssciete infusion events

associated with the second sequential, multi-pan mfusrøn event (i e . 0 10 umt dose 22 Ϊ 0, and

0 10 unit dose 2212)



While one-time infusion event 2234 (i.e., the thirty-six unit normal bolus dose of the

infusible fluid) is shown as being infused beginning at f=3:00, this is for illustrative purposes

only and is not intended to be a limitation of this disclosure. Specifically, infusion pump

assembly 100, 100 400, 500 may not need to begin infusing one-time infusion event 2214 at one

of the three-minute intervals (e.g., t~0:00, t~3:00, t=6;00, t=9:00, or t 12:00) and may begin

administering one-time infusion event 2214 at any time.

While each discrete infusion event (e.g., 0.05 unit dose 2202, 0.05 unit dose 2204 0.05

unit dose 2206, 0.10 unit dose 2210, and 0 10 unit dose 2212) and one-time infusion event 2214

are shown as being a single event, this is for illustrative purposes only and is not intended to be a

limitation of this disclosure. Specifically, at least one of the plurality of discrete infusion events

e.g., 0.05 unit dose 2202, 0.05 unit dose 2204, 0.05 unit dose 2206, 0.10 unit dose 2210, and OJO

unit dose 2212) may include a plurality of discrete infusion sub-events. Further, one-time

infusion event 2214 may include a plurality of one-time infusion sub-events.

Referring also to FlG. 124 and for illustrative purposes, 0,05 unit dose 2202 is shown to

include ten discrete infusion sub-events (e.g., infusion sub-events 2216 o wherein a 0.005 unit

dose of the infusible fluid is infused during each of the ten discrete infusion sub-events.

Additionally, 0.10 unit dose 2210 is shown to include ten discrete infusion sub-events (e.g.,

infusion sub-events 22 18 ) wherein a 0 0 1 unit dose of the infusible fluid is delivered during

each of the ten discrete infusion sub-events. Further, one-time infusion event 22.14 may include

e.g., three-hu πdred-s ϊxfy one-time infusion sub-events (not shown), wherein a OJ unit dose of

the infusible fluid is delivered during each of the three-hundred-sixry one-time infusion sub-

events. The number of sub-events defined above and the quantity of roe infusible fluid delivered

during each sub-event is solely for illustrative purposes only and is not intended to be a

limitation of this disclosure, as the number of sub-events and/or the quantity of the infusible fluid

delivered during each sub-event may be increased or decreased depending upon e.g., the design

criteria of infusion pump assembly 100, 100' 400, 500.

Before, after, or in between the above-described infusion sub-events, infusion pump

assembly 100, 100 400, 500 may confirm the proper operation of infusion pump assembly 100,

100' 400, 500 through the use of any of the above-described safety features (e.g., occlusion

detection methodologies and/or failure detection methodologies).



Io exemplary embodiments and referring to the controller described above, volume

sensor assembly monitors the amount of fluid infused by the infusion pump assembly. Thus,

following the infusion of fluid from the sensor chamber the controller determines

whether the volume infused is less than or greater than the desired volume or scheduled volume

5 for that pulse. Following, the controller may either increase or decrease the volu e delivered in

a pulse, or over a series of pulses, following. This includes, but s not limited to, the controller

adding or subtracting a volume from one or more pulse of upcoming scheduled delivery volumes

for a given period of time. Thus, embodiments of the fluid delivery system include a controller

that both calculates / determines the volume of infusible fluid delivered and also, recalculates, re-

O determines-'' evaluates, as necessary, upcoming delivery volumes based on the volume delivered

in any given pulse. This ensures the desired volume is delivered within a short period of time

from any i n pulse.

As discussed above, with reference to the delivery of insulin for purposes of illustration,

various delivery volumes may be either programmed or requested at a given time. These

15 inc ude but are not limited to, a normal bolus, an extended bolus a combination bolus (i.e. a

percentage of an extended bolus delivered as a normal bolus, followed by the remaining

percentage delivered oxer a desired -''requested or pre-determined period of time where in some

cases, the percentage delivered as a normal bolus may be zero), and a basal rate (which, in many

embodiments may include one or more pre-programmed basal rates per a 24 hour period and

0 may also include ari ou modifications, either higher or lower rate, of the pre-programmed basal

rate for a amount of time, which in some embodiments, may be referred to as a temporary basal

rate).

The system for controlling the delivery of infusible fluid includes at least a delivery

trajectory i.e., volumes of fluid, whether basal, normal bolus, extended bolus and'or

5 combination bolus, which may be scheduled for delivery, as well as a schedule and/ or the

intervals for delivery i.e.. when the various volumes will be delivered. As discussed above, in

the exemplary embodi ents the controller includes a feedback mechanism, however, in some

embodiments; the controller may not include a feedback mechanism. Thus in so e

embodiments, the trajectory a d the schedule for delivery may vary based, at least in pan, on the

0 \ olume sensor assembly measured volumes.

In the exemplary embodiments, a constant, or approximately constant, trajectory may be
153



beneficial. A constant trajectory may be desired for many reasons, including, but not limited to,

maintaining a constant trajectory to eliminate or instigate transience. Transience may be

introduced into the system based on the mapping of the joules applied to the shape-memory

actuator and the resulting volume delivered or measured by the volume sensor assembly. Over

time, the mapping may vary. Contributing factors that may vary the mapping include, but are

not limited to, temperature, reservoir volume, and/or time and use of the shape-memory actuator.

Thus, it may be desirable to maintain a close to constant trajectory in order to eliminate the

influence of variables which may be introduced and/or may affect the system. Additionally, a

constant trajectory gives rise to further opportunities for the controller to adjust delivery volumes

in response to volume sensor assembly measurements.

In various embodiments of this delivery method and system, a trajectory is calculated

based on delivery commands the system receives, which may include e.g., bolus, extended bolus,

combination bolus and basal. The interval / schedule for delivery may be determined based on

one or more of the following factors: 1) the maximum pulse volume; 2) the minimal pulse

volume; 3) power consumption; and/or 4 } minimum pulse interval. hi the exemplary

embodiment, one or more factors may be taken into consideration. In various embodiments the

system determines the trajectory, and working within the confines of the interval factors,

determines the interval and volume of fluid delivery to meet the desired trajectory, with the

preference, in some embodiments, that each delivery be of an equal volume d that the delivery

be completed in as many equal volume deliveries as possible (to allow for adjustments in the

volume). Thus, the intervals may vary, but in the exemplary embodiment, the volumes delivered

per interval will be constant, or approaching constant.

In the exemplary embodiment, with respect to bolus delivery, when determining the

interval for delivery of the bolus volume, the system may determine the delivery schedule for the

bolus volume to be delivered as quickly as possible within system preferences (i.e., values that

may optimize the system performance) and/or system constraints (i.e., minimum and maximum

pulses and minimum and maximum intervals). For example, in the exemplary embodiment, the

system may include a maximum pulse delivery' volume of 2.0 microliters a d a minimum pulse

delivery volume of 0.5 microliters (these are merely examples and the maximum and minimum

pulse delivery volumes may vary between embodiments). Further, in some embodiments, it may

be preferred that the minimum pulse interval is six (6) minutes (the minimum pulse interval



\alue is an example and the minimum puke mten al raav \ar\ between embodiments) Thus,

considering the maximum and minimum pulse volume of she system togethei v\ ith the minimum

pulse inteivaL the svstem ma> detemnne the optimal schedule foi deliveiv, i.e , the volume of

each delivery {with the preference being that each scheduled volume is equal) and the interval

amount of time between each delivery

In some embodiments, m deteiminmg the number of deliveries lot a bolus volume, the

system may defer to delivering the bolus volume as. quickly as possible, given that each

scheduled pulse for the bolus deliver) is equal How eves , m some embodiments, the system y

determine the number of deliveries tor bolus volume by deferring to a set number of pulses,

e g , ten (10) (this number s an example and various embodiments may include a set number of

puLes that is larger or smaller than ten) Given this deference, the system may determine the

intervals and volume of each pulse by div din the bolus by 0 (ot a previously et

number of pulses, which may vary between embodiments) Following, if the resulting delivery

volume is less than the minimum delnery volume, e g . 0 5 microliters, then the system ay

determine the schedule based on less than 10 / less than the previously e mimbci of pulses If

the resulting delnery volume is greater than the maximum dehverv volume, e g , 2 0 mic oliters

the svstero may determine the schedule based on more than 10 more than a prev iou l set

mimbci of pulses Thus, although \n the c pl y embodi ent the system inav give deference

to a giv en mimbei of pulses to deliver requested volume the system may decrease or increase

that given uumbei of pulses f the volumes are less than the minimum pulse volume, oi gteatei

than the maximum pulse voSume It should b noted that although exemplary embodiments hav e

been described, this is for iilusUatne purposes only. I other embodiments, the system may have

a diffeient deference numbet for the number of pulses and oi difference values for minimum

and maximum puke volumes. Fumher, the exemplars imeival may also vary thus in some

embodiments the prcfeπ ed in ten al mav be less than minutes or greatei than 6 minutes

As discussed above m addition to bolus schedulin oihei delive πes ituetva ϊ s, e g ,

extended bolus, combination bolus and basal may also be detcimmed v ith the desire that each

pulse volume s equal Thus, the intervals mav sary, hovsevei. as discussed above, the system

may include a mmunurø mtetval e.g , 6 minutes With respect to scheduling basal deliveries, in

the exemplaiy embodiment, Uie schedule ibi a given basal iate delivery may be determined by

fust dividing the rate per hour by a pieferred interval (e.g., 6 minutes) For example, v th a rate
5



of 1 unit (i.e.. in terms of U-IOO insulin. 10 microliters) per hour, the schedule may be 1 deli ry

of KO microliter every 6 minutes, equating to 10 deliveries of 1.0 microliter in one hour. As

discussed in various embodiments, the system may include a volume p puke maximum

and minimum, thus similar to the example given above with respect to bolus rate scheduling,

where the minimum or maximum is reached the number of pulses may be increased or

decreased accordi gly in order to maintain equal per pulse. An example of a basal rate

trajectory well as an example of a delivery schedule for that trajectory is shewn in FIGS.

202A-202B.

Further to the embodiments of the delivery system d method described herein, λvhere

one or more delivery events are desired for a given time interv al, i.e., during regular basal

delivery a bolus is requested, this embodiment of the scheduling is beneficial for many reasons,

including, but not limited to. determining the volume attributed to basal and the volume

attributed to bolus for purposes of other calculations, e.g., "insulin o board' calculations. With

respect to some embodiments of this exemplary embodiment he a basal trajectory and

scheduled delisery are in progress and a bolus is requested the system may calculate the bolus

schedule and then recalculate the basal schedule For example in o e case for a single pulse

a portion of the pulse volume may be attributed to the bolus and a portion to the basa ϊ '\ and

for a given bolus delivery, together with a ongoing basal, the pulses may deliver equal volumes.

With respect to an extended bolus delivered together with a basal rate, a similar delivery

schedule may be calculated Referring now to FKlS. 203A-203B. an example of a basal and

extended bolus trajectory and a delivery schedule for that trajectory, are shown. The basal and

extended bolus delivery schedule may be determined by taking into account the timeframe for

the extended bolus and the overlapping rate for any basal Unlike a normal bolus, i the

exemplary embodiment, it may not be the goal of the system to del ner the extended bolus a

quickly as possible" given the system con traints but rather the extended bolus in some

embodiments, may be delivered over a g eii specified desired period of tune. Thus, the

delivery schedule may be determined by first calculating the optimal schedule for delivery of the

extended bolus, and then recalculating the basal delivery for the timeframe of the extended bolus,

such that the basal and extended bolus may be delivered in equai volume pulses over the

timeframe for the extended bolus.



Referring now to FiGS. 204Λ-204B, an example of a basal extended bolus and bolus

t a ec ory and a deinery schedule for that trajectory are shown Combining the discussion

iegarding scheduling the delivery basal, a uoima! bolus and an extended bolus when all

three are to be delπ ered during an o\erlapping time period, FIGS 204A-204B are a example of

a resulting schedule according to an exemplaiy embodiment As shown the basal and extended

bolus may be delneied at a fust al while the norma! bolus ay be delivered at a second

mterxal, where each of the first and the econ mtenals. include equal deln cry

Referring again to FIGS 203A-203B and FIGS 204A-204B. it may be understood that

the system may differentiate a volume delivered a foasa from a delivered as a

bo us (including an extended bolus) even when the combined \ oiumes are delivered in a single

puLe of equal volumes over an overlapping timeframe This diffeientiation may be beneficial m

calculating the amount of bolus or hasal "on board", i e the time at whtch a particular volume of

"basal " as opposed to a particular of bolus as a delivered Thus, this s stem allows

for a more accurate calculation of insulin on board insulin on board is a calculation that

depends on many factors, including, but not limited to, the time and volume of deliver) In om

embodiments, the system may separately calculate the "bolus on board " and the ba al on

board" which may be desired Howev er m other embodiments, the system may indicate

uli on board a both the bolus and basal, insulm In o e embodiments the s tem inav

indicate "insulin on board" as a calculation of bolu on board In o e embodiments, the

system may include an option for the user to elect the original of the "tnsulm on board" \ ahie,

whether bolus, basal or both

In the exemplary embodiments the mfu&ion pump assembly may be wirelesslv controlled

b> a remote contiol device Iu the exemplary embodiments, a spin ting resonaioi antenna may

be used foi wueless communication between the infusion pump assembly and the iemote contiol

see (oi other emote ice) The term V iϊ eSessiy controlled" iefers to anv that may

iecene inpiu, mstmctions. data, oi othei, wirelessiv Fuithei, a wirelessly controlled insυhn

pump refers to any insulin pump that may wireiessly transmit and 'or re cei e data from oth r

de ice Thus, foi example, an insulin pump may both tecene insltucuons Ma duect input by a

user a«d may jecene tostiucuons wsrelessl\ from a iemote control lei

Referπug to bl(J 12" and H G 131, ao exemplaiy embodiment of a split ring iesonatoi

antenna adapted for use in a wireiessly controlled medical de ice and is used in the exemplary



embodiment of the infusion pump a sembl includes at lea t one spin nng iesonator antenna

{hemnafter "SRR antenna" 2508, a weaiable elect πc cneuk, such as a wireiessh controlled

medical infusion apparatus (heremafter "infusion apparatus") 2514, capable of powe πng the

antenna, and a control unit 2522,

5 Io ma> reside on the suiface of a on

conducting substtate base 2500, allowing a metallic ia\er (or layeis-} to resonate at a

predetermined frequency The substsate base 2500 may be co p e of standard printed circuit

hoard material such as Flame Retardant 2 (irR-2). FR-3, FR-4. FR-5, FR-6, G-IO. CEM-I , CHM-

2 CFM-3 CFVM, CEM-5, Pol) jrmde. Teflon ceramics, or flexible Mylar The metallic

O resonating bodies compnsuig a SRR antenna 2 O ma\ be made of two ioctangular metallic

layeis 02, 2504, made of, for example, platinum, iridium, copper, nickel t i e , steel, sih er

or other conducting mate πa ϊs In other 2 08 may contain

only one metallic resonating body

In the exemplars embodiment, a gold-plated copper outer iajer 2 02, sunoimds, without

15 phvsicall) contactmg, a gold-plated coppui inner nng 2504 That ts the nmct itng 2 04 resides

in the ca\ity 25 10 («r aperture) formed by the outei layer 2502 The inner tmg 2504 nia>

contain a gap, or split 2506 along its suiface completely seve ng the material to fbtm an

incomplete ting shape Both metallic rusonatinu bodies 2502. 2504 reside on the same

planar surface of the substrate base 2500 In such a configuration, the outer layer 2502 may by

0 dmcii \ a transmission line 2 12 coupled to the oυtct !a\ct 2502, for example Addition Ii ,

i \auous other embodiments a transmission line 25 12 raav be coupled t the mnei nng 2504

Antenna d ig sotlwaie. such as Office, capable of simulating

eleetiomagiieue geonietnes, such as, antenna peif unance, may significant! s' decrease the time

ieq υned to produce sauslaetois dimensions compaied to p ica Iy fabitcaimg and testing

5 antennas Accordingly, with aid of such υftwaie the SRR antenna 2508 mav b designed such

dial the gεojueUic dimensions of the iesonaut bodies 2502, 2504 faci!itaie <ι opetatioiu!

fiequencv o f 2 4GIl/ FIG 132 depicts the exemplary dimensions of the mπ t ung 2504 and

outei layei 2502, and the positioning of the ca\tt\ 2510 m which the mnei ting 2504 resides

The distance in between the outet laye 2502 and the nines ung 2504 is a constant 0 005 inches

0 along the penmetei of the cavity 2510 However, otfaei embodimenu . the distance between



the outer layer and the inner ring may vary and in some embodiments, the operational frequency

may vary.

Jn various embodiments, a SRR antenna 2508 may have dimensions such that it could be

categorized as electrically small, that is, the greatest dimension of the antenna being far less than

one wavelength at operational frequency.

In various other embodiments, a SRR antenna 2508 may be composed of one or more

alternatively-shaped metallic outer layers, such as circular, pentagonal, octagonal, or hexagonal,

surrounding one or more metallic inner layers of similar shape. Further, in various other

embodiments, one or more metallic layers of a SRR antenna 2508 may contain gaps in the

material, forming incomplete shapes.

Referring to FlG. 130, a SRR antenna 2508 having the exemplary geometry exhibits

acceptable return loss and frequency values when placed in contact with human skin. As shown

in FlG. 130, focusing on the band of interest denoted by markers \ and 2 on the graph, return

loss prior to contact with human skin is near -15 dB while monitoring a frequency band centered

around 2 44 GHz. Return loss during contact with human skin, as shown m FIG. 130A, remains

a suitable value near -25 dB at the same frequency, yielding approximately 97% transmission

power.

These results are favorable especially as compared with a non-split ring resonator antenna

type, such a the inverted-F. Return loss of an inverted-F antenna may exhibit a difference

when the antenna contacts human akin, resulting in a low percentage of power transmitted

outward from the antenna. By way of example, as shown I FIG. 133, and again focusing on the

band of interest denoted by markers 1 and 2 on the graph, return loss of an inverted-F antenna

prior to contact with human skin is near -25 dB at a frequency centered around 2.44 GHz.

Return loss during contact with human skin is nearly -2 dB at die same frequency, yielding

approximately 37% power transmission.

Integration with a Wireless Medical Device

In the exemplary embodiment, referring to FIG. 132 and FlG. 128, one application of a

SRR antenna 2508 may be integration into a wearable infusion apparatus 2514 capable of

delivering fluid medication to a user/patient 2524. In such an application, the safety of the

user/patient is dependent on fluid operation between these electrical components, thus reliable

wireless transmission to and from a control unit 2522 is of great importance



<\ a infusion appaiatus 2514 y be o daecth on the human bods B> wa> of

example, such Uewce ma> be attached on or e the hip joint m direct contact with human

s placing the SRR antenna 2508 at πsk o f unintended dielectue loading ca n a frequency

shift m elect πcai opeia on Howe\ei, in such an application electucal ehaiacteiistics o f the

RR antenna 2*>08 which allow it to be less se sitrve to tieaibj patas ϊtic objects e beneficial

reducing ot ehtnmaling degradation to the performance A conuoiling component such as a

control unit 2 22 (geneiallv shown m FiG i3i) mav be paired with an infusion appatatus 2>14,

and nia> be designed to transmit and iecene wueless signals to and from the infusion apparatus

embodiment, the control

unit 2 22 sen e as> the mam user interface through h ch a patient oi third part) mav manage

insulin delixerv In other embodiments, mfub ϊo appaiatus 2514 ma utilize a SRR antenna

2 08 to communicate ith one or mote control units

in \artous embodiments, a numbei of diffetent n eles communication piøtocols. maj be

used in conjunction ith the SRR antenna 2508, as the piotocol and data tvpes to be tiansfened

aie independent of the elect πcai charactuustic- υf the antenna e\er, m the exemplars

embodiment a bi-di sectional master'slax c mea of communication organizes the data transfer

thfoiigh the SRR antenna 25OS The control unit 2 rnav act the master bv penodica ϊh

polling the infusion apparatus 2 14, or slave, tot mtbtmation tJhe exemplarv embodiment,

onlv when the 2 22 only when the

is polled in othei e bodime ts t e ma% send signals before being polled

SignaK sent bv way of this s ste m&\ include but aie not hmited to tonlio ϊ alarm, status,

patsent ueatment pio ϊe, ueaitneni logs channel selection and negotiation handshaking,

encryption, and check-sum In some embodiments, transmission tht αugh the SRR antenna 250S

> diso b haUed during ceitain infusion opeiations as an added precaution against electiicai

disruption of admmistJuUion ot n uh to the patient

I i embodiment, the SRR antenna 2*>08 ma> be coupled to eϊ eclnca ϊ souice

cuc υiUs \ia one ot moie pms 2 6 on a Uansmission hne 2512 h \anous othei embodiments a

uansmission hue mas eompme a wise, pans of wire, ot othet cotiu oiled impedance methods

piO khng a channel b> which the SRR antenna 2 0 is able to resonate at a ceitain δequency

I he nansmission line 2512 may reside on the smface of the ->ubs>tiate base 2500 and mas b e

composed of the same matenai as the R. antenna 2508 such as gold-plated copper
l



Additional!}, a giound plane be attached to the but face of die substrate base opposite the

transmission line 2 12

The electucal cueuitiy coupled to the SRR antenna 250S may applv an signal to the

end of tlie transmission line 2 2 nearest the circu itry creating an electromagnetic field

throughout, and piopagatmg ftoni, the SRR antenna 2 0 I he electrical circuitry coupled to the

SRR antenna 250$ facilitates iesonance at predeteirmned frequency such as 2 4GI ϊz

Preferably, transmission lin of O Ohms to

simplify circuit simulation d characterization How eves, m othei embodiments, the

transmission lmc and split rmg resonates antenna may ha\e othei impendence uilues or a

Ϊ0 diffetcnt icsonating frequency

Referring to H G 129, a signal picuessmg component(s) 2518, such a , a filtei, amplifier,

or s itch, may he mtegsated snto the t a sm io lme 12, o s at some point between the s n l

source connection pins 2 » and the SRR antenna 2 08 T the exemplar} embodiment the

Signal processing component 2 18 ΪS a band-pass fiitei to facilitate dessied signal piocessaig,

i5 such as, allowing only the exemplary frequency to be transmitted to the antenna and tejecting

frequencies outside that range In the exemplary embodiment, a €ombime band-pass filter 25 !8

mav he included in the t n mi io hue 2512 between the antenna and the signal source

I low e\ et in other embodiments an> othei signal ptocesvmg des ice, lbi example, but not limited

to. filters amplifiers, oi au> other signal processing tecs o n in the art

0 fn arious embodiments, a SRR antenna 2508 may be composed of metallic bodies

capable o f resonating on a flexible oi gid substrate A s>hown m FlG 128 and FIG 3 the

exerøplasv embodiment tncoiporates a cuned SRR antenna on a flexible Pulvurode substiate

2520 PoHiiHide m v be tlie exemplaiy mateπal because it tends to be mote flexible than

alternative sυbsuates 11ns confirmation inav allow foi smiphTied mtegtatson tnto ctseulai-

5 shaped de ce (such as a \\ trelesi>l> controlled medical infusion appaiatus 2514), d ce tth

n regulaj -shaped external housing, oi devices m which sa\mg space ts pai amount

In vaiious embodimen ts both conu υ! unit 2522 and base unit 2514 ma> muispotale a

spin SRR antenna 2508 ϊ his configuiation may bete the cυntt ol unit is meatit

to be handheld, in close to human skin, ot is iikeK to be in duse pioximitv t a

0 \ aτ mg number of materials ith \ ar>mg dielectoc constants



In vauous othei embodiments a SRR antenna 2 08 mav be integrated into a human 0 1

antmal limb ieplacemem As piosthetic limbs ate becoming mote sophisticated the electrical

systems developed to control and simulate muscle movements requite much moie wrung and

data transfer among subsystems Wueless data transfer with in a ptosthetie limb may reduce

weight thiough seduced ph sica l mng, consei\e spac , and allow gieatei fieedum of

movement However common antennas m such a \ stern m be susceptible to dieSectttc

loading Similar to the piev iously mentioned benefits of integiatmg a SRR antenna 2 08 into a

w controlled medical fusion apparatus, a piosthetic limb, such as a iobotic ai m mav

also come into contact with human skin or othci dielectric materials nd benefit ftom the

Ϊ0 reduction of electrical disturbances associated with such an antenna In other

embodiments, the SRR antenna 25OS m a v be integrated into a dev ice composed of the

elects ical components capable of po en n and transmitting iecen data to an antenna and

susceptible to eicct πcai disturbances associated with ρi to dielect πc matcnais

In maj be mtegiated into a configuiation of

15 medical components m which one or more implantable medical de ice operating vuimii the

human boch , communicate wireiesslv to a handheld bodv-mo υntcd or remote control unit In

certain embodiments, both bodv -mounted and m-bodv ireless deΛices ma\ ut li e a SRR

antenna 2508 for wtielcss coiumunicaiion Λdduionalh , one oi more o f the components

utilising a SRR antenna 2508 mas be completelv bitrrounded b human skin, tissue or other

0 diclecttic mateml B wav of e ple such a configuration \\

heait moiutoting contioi s tem whete stability and consistency of treless data ti n m i on ate

of fundamental concern

In \ aπous othej embodiments, a SRR antenna 250S mas' be integrated into the

embodiments o f die infusion pump assembly Cinifigmation of medical components in which

5 one or raoie electrical scπsois positioned on. ot attached to, the human iieies»lv

communtcate to a ieniote uansceising unit Bv a o i example a plutalitv of ele^ttodes

positioned on the bodv mav be coupled to a wite ϊess unit mg a SRR antenna 2508 for

wueless tiansmtssum to a remotely located of furthei

example, a wueless temperatuie sensor m contact w ith human skin mav employ SRR antenna

0 2508 foi wiieless communication to a coiitiollei unit foi tempeiatme iegulation of the ioom m

which the sensoi iesides



While the principles of the imention have been described herein, it is to be understood by

those skiiied in the art that this description is made only by way of example and not as a limitation

as to the scope of the invention. Other embodiments are contemplated within the scope of the

present invention in addition to the exemplar)' embodiments shown and described herein.

Modifications aαd substitutions by one of ordinary skill in the art are considered to be within the

scope of the present invention.
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V\ hat is claimed is:

1 A svstei foi dei erv of a υf infusible fluid cυmpmmg

a coMroliei configured to

calculate a Uajecwis fin dεlneimg infusible fluid the traiectoiv

omp ing at ieast o e of fluid, nd

detcimme a schedule for delivering the a least ooe volume of fluid

accoidtng to the uaject r whet em the schedule cotnpusing an mtenal and a volume of

infusible fluid foi delrvery, and

a volume sensoi a se bl foi detet mining the at least one of fluid

dehveied, whereui the conUollei on the of fluid

del eied

2 fhe

the coin? ollei

3 The te of claim 1 wheiein the delne π. co i andt include bo u and basal

commands

4 1he svstem of ciaim 1 further comprising pump

5 The stem of clatm 4 hciem the schedule ts detei mined based on a maximum pulse

of the pυnip

6 The >vstcm of ckum 4 here the schedule i determined based on the minimal pulse

volume of the pump

7 The »vs>tem of claim 4 whcrem the schedule is detct mined based on the power

consumption of the pump



S The system of claim 4 wherein the schedule i deteimme based on a minimal p e

uuetval ofthe pump

Ihe s em of claim I heiem the schedule compi istng equal \ olumes of mfusibk tluid

10 medtcal infusion dex ice for delrveπng an infusible medical fluid comprising

a pump having a minimum and maximum pulse volume,

a contiollei configured to

deteimme a fnst deineied and

based on the fiist volume of infusible medical fluid delnered determine a

t e and xoiurne foi deitverv of a second of infusible fluid

11 1he medica! mfijsinn ice of claim IO wheiem the infusion ice fuithei comprising a

disposable housing assembh and reusable housing assenibh

12 The medical mfusion dev ice of claim 10 whet cm the housing assembiv further

comp πsmg a locking iirm assembK wherein the reusable hou i g asscmfah releasabh engages

the disposable housing assemhh bv v\a> of the locking ring asscmbK

1 The medical u tu o deMce of claim 12 whet em the lockmg m assembly cornptismg

a spring,

a tab that connects to the spπng, and

a magnet that connects to the tab

14 The medical iniuston de c of claim 11 v lies em the disposable housing assembh furthei

cotiipiising a tesenoir hetem (he pump effectuates the movement of infusible medical fluid

fiom the leseivoii to a olume sensot assemblv

1 I he medical mfusion device of claim 10 wherem the pump is dm en b v a shape memoij

alio>



16. The medical infusion device of claim 10 wherein the infusion pump of claim further

comprising a split ring resonator antenna.

17. The medical infusion device of claim 10 further comprising a volume sensor assembly

for determining the first volume and the second volume of infusible medical fluid delivered.

18. The medical infusion dev ice of claim 7 h rei the volume sensor assembly

comprising:

an acoustically contiguous region having a volume that varies based upon the

quantity of infusible fluid received from the reservoir and

an acoustic energy emitter configured to pro ide acoustic energy at a plurality of

frequencies to excite a gas included within the acoustically contiguous region.

19. A controller for a medical infusion device for delivering a edica fluid comprising:

a volume sensor assembly for determining a first volume of infusible fluid

delivered;

a processor for determining the difference between a desired first volume of

infusible fluid to be delivered and the actual first volume of infusible fluid delivered; and

a processor for determining a schedule and volume for delivering a second

volume of infusible fluid based on the difference.

20. The control of claim 1 wherein the volume sensor assembly comprising:

an acoustically contiguous region t i a volume that vanes based upon the

quantity of infusible fluid received from the reservoir and

an acoustic energy emitter configured to provide acoustic energy at a plurality of

frequencies to excite a gas included within the acoustically contiguous region.
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